
Formal Approaches to Multiagent Systems

In recent years, multi-agent systems have come to form one of the key technolo-
gies for software development. The Formal Approaches to Multiagent Systems
(FAMAS) workshop series brings together researchers from the fields of logic,
theoretical computer science and multi-agent systems in order to discuss for-
mal techniques for specifying and verifying multiagent systems, including many
subtle and not easy to formaliza aspects of agency. FAMAS addresses the is-
sues of logics for multiagent systems, formal methods for verification, e.g. model
checking, and formal approaches to cooperation, multi-agent planning, commu-
nication, coordination, negotiation, games, and reasoning under uncertainty in
a distributed environment.

The first FAMAS workshop, FAMAS’03, was a successful satellite event of
the European Conference on Theory and Practice of Software (ETAPS’03) in
Warsaw. It took place on April 12th 2003, and afterwards a selection of contri-
buted and invited papers was published in Fundamenta Informaticae as volume
63, issue 2,3 of 2004.

The second FAMAS workshop FAMAS’06, took place on Monday 28, 2006 in
conjunction with the European Conference on Artificial Intelligence (ECAI’06)
at the Riva del Garda. Again, a selection of FAMAS speakers were invited to
contribute an extended version of their work to a special issue of a well-known
international journal, this time the Journal of Autonomous Agents and Multia-
gent Systems (JAAMAS), due to appear in 2008.

This time, FAMAS’007 is happy to be one of the agent workshops gathered
together under the umbrella of MALLOW’007, taking place from 3 to 7 Sep-
tember 2007 in Durham.

Let us give a short preview of the volume. All research reported here is
squarely related to practice, even if the formal approach is taken. Thus, just
as in FAMAS’03 and FAMAS’06, authors of FAMAS’07 contributions devote
their attention to pressing practical problems such as supporting organizations
and effective communication. Since the first FAMAS edition, emphasis has been
shifting to correspond to the situatedness of multi-agent systems in a dynamic
environment. Also, quite a few authors take on the challenge to combine different
logics or to investigate the relations between different logical viewpoints (e.g.
temporal versus dynamic logic) in a methodologically sound manner.

Logics for teams and organizations

In “A logic for agent organizations”, Virginia and Frank Dignum build a much
needed bridge between organizational theory and logics for social concepts go-
verning MAS in open environments. Thus, they formalize group capabilities,
organization capabilities, and responsibilities, and relate these to different types
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of organizational structures, such as hierarchies and networks.

Lorini, Herzig, Broersen and Trioquard aim to formalize the concept of power
in their contribution “Grounding power on actions and mental attitudes”. They
distinguish between ‘power of’, ‘power to’ and ‘power over’. In their Intentional
Agency Logic, they relate the different kinds of power to agents’ attitudes, in
particular beliefs and intentions, and to their abilities and opportunities.

Dynamic and temporal epistemic logics

For a long time, temporal and dynamic logic have been viewed as two com-
peting approaches to reasoning about action and change in MAS. Lately, the
strands have been converging. For example, Van Benthem, Gerbrandy and Pa-
cuit have shown some precise relations between temporal and dynamic episte-
mics at TARK07. Here at FAMAS, Van Ditmarsch, Ruan and Van der Hoek in
their paper “Model checking dynamic epistemics in branching time”have made
a concrete new step in knitting together the two approaches by translating a
dynamic action model into branching temporal logic with respect to the seman-
tics of interpreted systems.

De Boer investigates the simplest dynamic epistemic logic in his “KE ta-
bleaux for public announcement logic”. He provides a labeled tableau system
for public announcement logic, that can be automated, shows its soundness and
completeness, and compares it with an independently developed tableau method
by Balbiani, Van Ditmarsch, Herzig and De Lima, presented at TABLEAUX
2007.

Variations on BDI systems

In the paper “Complexity of the logic for multiagent systems with restricted
modal context”, Dziubiński deals with a new way to make the teamwork lo-
gic of Dunin-Kęplicz and Verbrugge more feasible while maintaining sufficient
expressivity to be useful for specifying practical MAS. It turns out that restric-
ting the modal context of formulas, by forbidding mutual beliefs (or intentions)
about beliefs (respectively intentions) of overlapping groups, including indivi-
dual group members, reduces the complexity of satisfiability from EXPTIME
to PSPACE.

In “A language for the execution of graded BDI agents”, Casali, Godo and
Sierra apply the mobile ambient calculus, a type of process calculus, to provide
an operational semantics for graded BDI-systems. Graded BDI models, here
formalized as multi-context systems, allow to specify agent architectures in an
environment under uncertainty, with graded mental attitudes such as degrees of
belief. Extending the approach to multiple agents remains for further research.
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Agent communication

De Sager, Kobayashi and Tojo in their “History based belief updates for com-
municative agents”take the fact that agents communicate over fallible channels
seriously, by allowing the agents to explicitly reason about the contingency of
their messages being passed as intended. They build on Parikh and Pacuit’s for-
malism of agent communication graphs by weakening some of its assumptions,
for example by using beliefs instead of knowledge. Next to this, they make the
language even more expressive, so that agents can explicitly reason about com-
munication channels.

Finally, in “Semantic alignment in the context of agent interactions”, Schor-
lemmer and Atencia seriously take on the challenge that in an open environ-
ment where agents are engineered by different developers, these agents usually
do not use a shared terminology with the same meaning. They provide a formal
approach that looks at semantics related to a specific interaction, without de-
pending on previously made agreements or ontologies. Thus, messages between
two agents are said to be semantically related if the interaction progresses in a
similar direction for both agents.
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Complexity of the Logic for Multiagent Systems

with Restricted Modal Context

Marcin Dziubiński1

Department of Economics,
Lancaster University,

LA1 4YX Lancaster, UK
m.dziubinski@lancaster.ac.uk

Abstract. In this paper we continue our research in computational com-
plexity of fragments of a particular belief-desire-intention (BDI) logic for
cooperative problem solving (CPS) called TeamLog. The logic in ques-
tion combines propositional multi-modal logic to express static aspects
of CPS with propositional dynamic logic used for dynamic aspects of
CPS. We concentrate here on the static fragment of the logic.
The complexity of the satisfiability problem for the static fragment of
TeamLog is known to be EXPTIME-complete, even if modal depth is
bounded by a constant ≥ 2. We show a restriction on modal context
of formulas that makes the problem PSPACE-complete without setting
boundary on modal depth. Bounding modal depth, additionally, leads to
NPTIME-completeness.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we investigate the complexity of the satisfiability problem of a
teamwork logic called TeamLog [1–3]. Although the results and methods of
this paper may be applied to a complexity analysis of many multi-modal logics
combining different, but interrelated agent attitudes, the jumping point of the
paper is a theory of teamwork presented in [1], and brie
 y introduced below.

In teamwork, when a team of agents aims to work together in a planned
and coherent way, the group as a whole needs to present a common collective
attitude over and above individual attitudes of team members. Collective moti-
vational attitudes towards a common goal are essential for achieving a sensible
organization of cooperation [1, 3]. In the approach undertaken in TeamLog, the
fundamental role of collective intention is to consolidate a group as a cooper-
ating team, while collective commitment leads to team action, i.e., coordinated
realization of individual actions by agents that have committed to do them ac-
cording to a team plan (see [3]). The formal theory constructed in TeamLog

takes a viewpoint of the system developer who wants to reason about, specify
and verify a multiagent system.

The logical framework of TeamLog is squarely multi-modal, in the sense
that different operators are combined and may interfere [1, 3]. We have shown
in [4] that the individual part of the theory of teamwork, called TeamLog

ind
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is PSPACE-complete and the full system, modelling a subtle interplay between
individual and group attitudes, is EXPTIME-complete, and remains so even
if propositional dynamic logic is added. It turns out that for many interest-
ing formulas appearing in human reasoning, satisfiability tends to be easier to
compute than suggested by the worst-case labels like “PSPACE-complete” and
“EXPTIME-complete” [5]. Therefore it is worthwhile to investigate by which
reasonable means the complexity of the teamwork theory may be reduced. In [6]
and [7] we investigated the complexity class of the satisfiability problem if
modal depth or number of propositional symbols is bounded by a constant.
In the case of TeamLog

ind fragment modal depth reduction leads to NPTIME-
completeness, while in the case of the full TeamLog framework the problem
remains EXPTIME-complete, if the boundary is ≥ 2. In this paper we propose
a restriction for modal context of formulas for which the satisfiability problem
is PSPACE-complete.

2 Logical Framework

As mentioned before, the TeamLog framework uses multi-modal logics to for-
malize static aspects of multi agent systems, that is agents’ informational and
motivational attitudes. In original papers where the framework is introduced
these modalities are given names that make it easy to recognize which attitudes
are represented by them. In this paper however we have chosen to use a more
compact notation, which is more convenient for presentation of proofs and algo-
rithms. In the following presentation we will state to which attitudes the modal
operators in this new notation refer. Below we give a summary of correspondence
between the notation used here and the standard TeamLog notation.

BEL(i, ϕ) ≡ [i]Bϕ E-BELG(ϕ) ≡ [G]Bϕ
GOAL(i, ϕ) ≡ [i]Gϕ C-BELG(ϕ) ≡ [G]+Bϕ

INT(i, ϕ) ≡ [i]Iϕ E-INTG(ϕ) ≡ [G]Iϕ
M-INTG(ϕ) ≡ [G]+I ϕ

2.1 The Language and Notation

Although this work is concerned with logics for multiagent systems, it deals with
several systems of multi-modal logics and it will be convenient to abstract out
from aforementioned attitudes and to concentrate on groups of modal operators
interrelated with different axioms.

Formulas are defined with respect to a fixed finite set of agents. The inductive
definition of the language is given below.

Definition 1 (Language). The definition is based on the following two sets:

– an enumerable set P of propositional symbols,
– a finite, nonempty set A of agents, denoted by numerals 1, . . . , n.

The language L is the smallest set satisfying the following:
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– P ⊆ L,
– if ψ ∈ L then ¬ψ ∈ L,
– if {ψ1, ψ2} ⊆ L then {ψ1 ∧ ψ2} ⊆ L,
– if ψ ∈ L and i ∈ A then {[i]Bψ, [i]Gψ, [i]Iψ} ∈ L,
– if ψ ∈ L and G ⊆ A then {[G]Bψ, [G]Iψ} ∈ L.
– if ψ ∈ L and G ⊆ A then {[G]+Bψ, [G]+I ψ} ∈ L.

The standard propositional constants and connectives ⊤, ⊥, ∧, → and ↔ are
defined in the usual way.

Modalities [i]B, [i]G and [i]I correspond to agent’s i beliefs, goals and in-
tentions, respectively. Moreover [G]B and [G]I correspond to general beliefs and
general intentions in the group of agents G, respectively. Modalities [G]+B and
[G]+I correspond to common beliefs and mutual intentions within the group of
agents G, respectively. These modalities are closely related to iteration [·]∗ in
PDL (we used + superscript, since it refers to “one or more” repetition rather
than “zero or more”, as in case of ∗). We call these modalities iterated modalities.

We will use the sign 2 to denote any operator of the form [·]O or [·]+O. Given
a finite set of formulas Φ,

∧
Φ will be used to denote the conjunction of all

formulas in Φ (if Φ = ∅ then
∧

Φ ≡ ⊤). The set of all subformulas of a given
formula ϕ will be denoted by Sub(ϕ), and ¬Sub = Sub(ϕ)∪{∼ψ : ψ ∈ Sub(ϕ)},
where ∼ψ denotes ξ if ψ is negated formula of the form ¬ξ and ¬ψ if ψ is not
negated.

Throughout the paper we use the notion of the modal depth defined below.

Definition 2 (Modal depth). The modal depth of a formula, denoted by
dep(·) is defined inductively as follows:

– dep(p) = 0, where p ∈ P,
– dep(¬ψ) = dep(ψ),
– dep(ψ1 ∧ ψ2) = max{dep(ψ1),dep(ψ2)},
– dep(2ψ) = dep(ψ) + 1.

Let Φ ⊆ L, then dep(Φ) = max{dep(ψ) : ψ ∈ Φ}, if Φ 6= ∅, and dep(∅) = 0.

The following restriction on modal context of formulas will be crucial.
R A formula ϕ satisfies the restriction iff for any [G]+Oψ ∈ Sub(ϕ) there is

no formula [i]Oξ ∈ Sub(ψ) with i ∈ G and no formula [G′]+Oξ ∈ Sub(ψ)
with G′ ∩G 6= ∅.

When applied to beliefs and common beliefs of agents (i.e. modal operator
[G]+B), this restriction could be seen as forbidding common introspection within
a group of agents. When applied to intentions and mutual intentions (i.e. modal
operator [G]+I ), this restriction forbids group of agents to have mutual intentions
towards intentions of agents within this group.

2.2 Kripke Model

The semantics of logics under consideration is traditionally defined with use of
the notion of a Kripke model.
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Definition 3 (Kripke model).
A Kripke model is a tuple

M = (W, {Bi : i ∈ A}, {Gi : i ∈ A}, {Ii : i ∈ A},Val), such that

1. W is a set of possible worlds, or states;

2. For all i ∈ A, it holds that Bi, Gi, Ii ⊆ W ×W . They stand for the acces-

sibility relations for each agent with respect to beliefs, goals, and intentions,
respectively. For example, (s, t) ∈ Bi means that t is an epistemic alternative

for agent i in state s.
3. Val : P×W→{0, 1} is a valuation function that assigns the truth values to

atomic propositions in states.

Definition 4 (Kripke interpretation). Kripke interpretation is a pair (M, w),
where M is a Kripke model and w ∈ W (W is the set of worlds of the model
M).

Let {Ri : i ∈ A and Ri ⊆ W ×W} be a collection of binary relations on W ,
G ⊆ A and R ⊆ W ×W . We will use RG to denote

⋃
i∈GRi and R+ to denote

the transitive closure of R. Moreover, let G+ denote the set of all non empty
sequences over the set G and let i1, . . . , im ∈ G+. We will use Ri1,...,im

to denote
the composition of relations Ri1 , . . . , Rim

, i.e. (u, v) ∈ Ri1,...,im
iff there is a

sequence of states u0, . . . um such that u0 = u, um = v and (uj−1, uj) ∈ Rij
for

all 1 ≤ j ≤ m. We will use (Ri)
m

as a short cut for Ri1,...,im
with i1 = . . . = im.

Obviously (RG)
+

=
⋃

σ∈G+ Rσ.

2.3 Semantics

Semantics of formulas of the language L is defined as follows:

Definition 5 (Semantics of formulas). Let (M, w) be a Kripke interpreta-
tion, i ∈ A and A ⊇ G 6= ∅. Semantics of formulas is defined inductively as
follows:

– (M, w) |= p, iff w ∈ h(p),
– (M, w) |= ¬ψ, iff it doesn’t hold that (M, w) |= ψ,
– (M, w) |= ψ1 ∧ ψ2, iff (M, w) |= ψ1 and (M, w) |= ψ2,
– (M, w) |= [i]Bψ, iff (M, v) |= ψ for all v such that (w, v) ∈ Bi,

(analogically for [i]Gψ and [i]Iψ),
– (M, w) |= [G]Bψ, iff (M, v) |= ψ for all v such that (w, v) ∈ BG,

(analogically for [G]Iψ),

– (M, w) |= [G]+Bψ, iff (M, v) |= ψ for all v such that (BG)
+

(w, v)
(analogically for [G]Iψ).

Let (M, w) be a Kripke interpretation. A formula ϕ is satisfied in (M, w) if
(M, w) |= ϕ. A formula is satisfiable if there is an interpretation (M, w) such
that (M, w) |= ϕ.
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2.4 Axiom System

The modal logic considered here is a normal multimodal logic, i.e. all modalities
satisfy axiom K and generalisation rule GEN. Moreover different families of
modalities, distinguished in the notation adopted here by subscripts B, G or I
satisfy different additional axioms. For B family it is a system KD45n, for G
family it is a system Kn and for I it is a system KDn. There are also addi-
tional axioms interrelating different families of operators, as presented below.
The whole system is presented and discussed in more details in [3].

Definition 6 (Axiom system). In what follows j ∈ A and G ⊆ A, where A
is a set of agents.
P1 All instantiations of propositional tautologies;
K [j]O(ϕ→ ψ) → ([j]Oϕ→ [j]Oψ), where O is either B, G or I;
D [j]Oψ → 〈j〉Oψ, where O is either B or I;
4(B,O) [j]Oψ → [j]B[j]Oψ, where O is either B, G or I;
5(B,O) 〈j〉Oψ → [j]B〈j〉Oψ, where O is either B, G or I;
GI [j]Iψ → [j]Gψ;
S1 [G]Oψ ↔

∧
i∈G[i]Oψ, where O is either B or I;

S2 [G]+Oψ ↔ [G]O(ψ ∧ [G]+Oψ), where O is either B or I;
MP From ϕ and ϕ→ ψ, infer ψ;
GEN From ψ infer [j]Oψ, where O is either B, G or I;
IND From ϕ→ [G]O(ψ ∧ ϕ) infer ϕ→ [G]+Oψ, where O is either B or I.

In modal logics there exists a correspondence between axiom systems and prop-
erties of accessibility relations, in a sense that it can be shown that soundness
and completeness hold for a given axiom system and a class of models where
accessibility relation have certain properties. In case of axioms considered here
there is the following correspondence between them and properties of accessibil-
ity relations (as before j ∈ A).
PD ∀x∃yOj(x, y) (D);
P4(B,O) ∀x, y, z(Bj(x, y) ∧Oj(y, z) → Oj(x, z)) (4(B,O));
P5(B,O) ∀x, y, z(Bj(x, y) ∧Oj(x, z) → Oj(y, z)) (5(B,O));
PGI Gj ⊆ Ij (GI).
Correspondence between D and PD as well as 4(B,B) and P4(B,B), 5(B,B)
and P5(B,B) are well known facts (see for example [8]). Proofs of correspon-
dence for P4(B,O) and 4(B,O), P5(B,O) and 5(B,O), PC(B,O) and PGI
are also basic and can be found for example in [3].

The following fact, being a consequence of the property P4(B,O), will be
used later in the paper.

Fact 1. Let Oj ⊆ W ×W satisfy property P4(B,O). Then for any k > 0 it
holds that

∀x, y, z
(
(Bj)

k
(x, y) ∧Oj(y, z) → Oj(x, z)

)
.

Proof. Induction on k. If k = 1 then the fact holds, as it is the property P4(B,O).

If k > 1 then there is v such that Bj(x, v) and (Bj)
k−1

(v, y). By the induction
hypothesis it holds that Oj(v, z), and thus, by property P4(B,O), Oj(x, z). ⊓⊔
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3 Complexity of the Satisfiability Problem

We will show that the satisfiability problem for TeamLog formulas with modal
context restricted by R is PSPACE-complete. Moreover we will show that bound-
ing modal depth in addition to R leads to NPTIME-completeness.

PSPACE-hardness of the problem follows immediately from the fact that the
satisfiability problem for TeamLog

indis PSPACE-hard, so what remains to be
shown is that the problem is in PSPACE. To do this we will present an algorithm
for deciding the satisfiability of a restricted TeamLog formula that can be run
in deterministic polynomial space. The algorithm checks the satisfiability of a
formula by trying to construct a structure called a pre-tableau, which is a basis
for an interpretation for ϕ, if the algorithm decides that ϕ is satisfiable.

The construction of the algorithm and related results are based on the method
presented in [5]. Similar algorithm was used in [4], [6] and [7] where the com-
plexity of TeamLog

ind and TeamLog was studied.
The method is centred around the well known notions of a propositional

tableau, a fully expanded propositional tableau and a tableau designed for a partic-
ular system of multi-modal logic. Let us give adaptations of the most important
definitions from [5] as a reminder:

Definition 7 (Propositional tableau). A propositional tableau is a set T of
formulas such that:

1. if ¬¬ψ ∈ T then ψ ∈ T ;
2. if ϕ ∧ ψ ∈ T then {ϕ,ψ} ⊆ T ;
3. if ¬(ϕ ∧ ψ) ∈ T then either ¬ϕ ∈ T or ¬ψ ∈ T ;
4. there is no formula ψ such that ψ and ¬ψ are in T .

Definition 8 (Fully expanded propositional tableau). A fully expanded

propositional tableau is a propositional tableau T such that:

5. for all ϕ ∈ T and all ψ ∈ Sub(ϕ) either ψ ∈ T or ∼ψ ∈ T ;

Notice that according to Definition 8 fully expanded propositional tableau is a
set of formulas that along with each formula ψ contained in it, contains also all
its subformulas, each of them either in positive or negated form. 1 2

To deal with iterated modalities we define two additional conditions:
It1 If [G]+Bϕ ∈ T then

⋃
i∈G {[i]Bϕ, [i]B[G]+Bϕ} ⊆ T ; similarly for [G]+I ϕ w.r.t. Ii.

It2 If ¬[G]+Bϕ ∈ T then there exists a sequence i1, . . . , im ∈ G+ such that
¬[i1]B . . . [im]Bϕ ∈ T ; similarly for [G]+I ϕ w.r.t. Ii.

A propositional tableau satisfying these conditions will be called an expanded
tableau. Fully expanded propositional tableau satisfying these conditions will be
called a fully expanded tableau.

1 Negated in a sense of ∼, i.e. by negated form of ¬ξ we mean ξ.
2 Notice that not every propositional tableau is fully expanded. For example a set

of formulas {¬(p ∧ q),¬p} is a propositional tableau which is not fully expanded
({¬(p ∧ q),¬p, q} is an example of fully expanded propositional tableau having this
set as a subset).
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Definition 9 (TeamLog tableau). A TeamLog tableau T is a tuple T =
(W, {Bi : i ∈ A}, {Gi : i ∈ A}, {Ii : i ∈ A}, L), where W is a set of states, Bi,
Gi, Ii are binary relations on W , and L is a labelling function associating with
each state w ∈W a set L(w) of formulas, such that L(w) is an expanded tableau.
Here follow the two conditions that every modal tableau for our language must
satisfy (see [5]):

6. If [i]Bϕ ∈ L(w) and (w, v) ∈ Bi, then ϕ ∈ L(v); similarly for [i]Gϕ w.r.t. Gi

and [i]Iϕ w.r.t. Ii.
7. If ¬[i]Bϕ ∈ L(w), then there exists a v with (w, v) ∈ Bi and ∼ϕ ∈ L(v);

similarly for [i]Gϕ w.r.t. Gi and [i]Iϕ w.r.t. Ii.

Furthermore, a TeamLog tableau must satisfy the following additional condi-
tions (for all i ∈ A) related to axioms of TeamLog

ind:
TD If [i]Bϕ ∈ L(w), then either ϕ ∈ L(w) or there exists v ∈W

such, that (w, v) ∈ Bi; similarly for [i]Iϕ w.r.t. Ii.
T45(B,O) If (w, v) ∈ Bi then [i]Oϕ ∈ L(w) iff [i]Oϕ ∈ L(v), where O

is either B, G, or I.
TGI If (w, v) ∈ Gi and [i]Iϕ ∈ L(w) then ϕ ∈ L(v).
Condition TD corresponds to axiom D, T45(B,O) corresponds to axioms

4(B,O) and 5(B,O), and TGI corresponds to axiom GI.
Given a formula ϕ we say that T = (W, {Bi : i ∈ A}, {Gi : i ∈ A}, {Ii : i ∈

A}, L) is a TeamLog tableau for ϕ if T is a TeamLog tableau and there is a
state w ∈W such that ϕ ∈ L(w).

The following notation will be useful. Let Φ be a set of formulas, then

¬Φ = Φ ∪ {∼ψ : ψ ∈ Φ},

Φ/2 = {ψ : 2ψ ∈ Φ},

Φ/¬2 = {ψ : ¬2ψ ∈ Φ},

Φ ∩ 2 = {2ψ : 2ψ ∈ Φ}.

Let ϕ be a formula, then Sub(ϕ) denotes the set of all subformulas of ϕ.

Lemma 1. A formula ϕ is TeamLog satisfiable iff there is a TeamLog tableau

for ϕ.

Proof. For the left to right implication assume that ϕ is satisfiable, and that
(M, w) |= ϕ where M = (W, {Bi : i ∈ A}, {Gi : i ∈ A}, {Ii : i ∈ A},Val) and
w ∈ W . Consider T = (W, {Bi : i ∈ A}, {Gi : i ∈ A}, {Ii : i ∈ A}, L), where
ψ ∈ L(s) iff (M, s) |= ψ. Since ϕ ∈ L(w), so it is enough to show that T is a
TeamLog tableau. Using induction on the structure of formulas we will show
that for any formula ψ and any v ∈ W the properties of a TeamLog tableau
are satisfied. Most cases are typical and are shown as usual, so we omit them
here. We will concentrate on the cases related to iterated modalities. Assume
ψ = [G]+I ξ and that [G]+I ξ ∈ L(v) for some v ∈ W . Then (M, v) |= [G]+I ξ and
so (M, v) |= [i]Iξ and (M, v) |= [i]I[G]+I ξ for all i ∈ G. Thus {[i]Iξ, [i]I[G]+I ξ} ⊆
L(v). Now let ψ = ¬[G]+I ξ and let ¬[G]+I ξ ∈ L(v) for some v ∈ W . Then
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(M, v) |= ¬[G]+I ξ, so there exist a nonempty sequence i1, . . . , im of elements
of G such that (M, v) |= ¬[i1]I . . . [im]Iξ. Thus ¬[i1]I . . . [im]Iξ ∈ L(v). Similar
arguments can be used for ψ = [G]+Bξ.

For the right to left direction let T = (W, {Bi : i ∈ A}, {Gi : i ∈ A}, {Ii :

i ∈ A}, L) be a tableau for ϕ. Let M = (W, {B̃i : i ∈ A}, {G̃i : i ∈ A}, {Ĩi : i ∈
A},Val), where V al(p, u) = 1 if p ∈ L(u) (V al(p, u) = 0 otherwise), and each

B̃i, G̃i, Ĩi is a minimal relation having relations B̂i, Ĝi and Îi (respectively) as

a subset and satisfying properties P4(B,O) and P5(B,O). Relations Ĝi = Gi,

Îi = Ii∪{(v, v) ∈W×W : ¬∃u ∈W.(v, u) ∈ Ii} and B̂i = Bi∪{(v, v) ∈W×W :
¬∃u ∈W.(v, u) ∈ Bi}). We will show that for any ψ ∈ ¬Sub(ϕ) and v ∈W , ψ ∈
L(v) implies (M, v) |= ψ. The proof is by induction on the structure of formulas.
Most cases are shown like in the case of TeamLog

indtableau, without iterated
modalities (see for example [6]). The only new cases are iterated modalities. Let
ψ = [G]+I ξ. By condition It1 {[i]Iξ, [i]I[G]+I ξ} ⊆ L(v) for any i ∈ G. Moreover it
can be easily shown, using induction on the length of sequences over G, that for

any u such that (v, u) ∈
(
ĨG

)+

it holds that {ξ, [i]Iξ, [i]I[G]+I ξ} ⊆ L(u). Thus,

by the induction hypothesis, (M, u) |= ξ and so (M, v) |= [G]+I ξ. The case of
ψ = [G]+Bξ can be shown analogically.

Now let ψ = ¬[G]+I ξ. By condition It2 there is a sequence i1, . . . , im ∈ G+

such that ¬[i1]I . . . [im]Iξ ∈ L(v). It can be easily seen, by property 7 of the
TeamLog tableau, that there must exist a sequence of states s0, . . . sm such
that s0 = v, (sj−1, sj) ∈ Iij

(for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m) and ∼ξ ∈ L(sm). Thus, by the

induction hypothesis and the fact that Ii ⊆ Ĩi, it holds that (M, sm) |=∼ξ, and
thus (M, sm) |= ¬ξ, so (M, v) |= ¬[G]+I ξ. The case of ψ = [G]+Bξ can be shown
analogically. ⊓⊔

3.1 The Algorithm

To check the satisfiability, an algorithm is used that, given a formula ϕ, tries to
construct a pre-tableau – a tree-like structure that forms the basis for a Team-

Log tableau for ϕ and, further, for an interpretation for ϕ.3

Nodes of the pre-tableau are labelled with subsets of ¬Sub(ϕ). The nodes
with labels being a fully expanded tableaux that are not blatantly inconsistent
are called states and all the other nodes, that are not fully expanded tableaux,
are called internal nodes. Given a node v, the height of v, denoted by height(v),
is the number of nodes on the path from v to the root of pre-tableau, excluding
v (so that height(root) = 0). Additionally the notion of state height is defined
for states. Given a state s, the state height of s, denoted by s-height(s) is the
number of states no the path from s to the root of pre-tableau, excluding s.

Modifications of the algorithm from [5] are connected with the new axioms
of the TeamLog logic, corresponding properties of accessibility relations and
the fact that the algorithm deals with [·]+O modalities.

3 We omit a formal definition of a pre-tableau here, for details see [5].
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Algorithm 1: DecideSatisfiability

Input: a formula ϕ
Output: the decision whether ϕ is satisfiable or not

/* A pre-tableau construction */

Construct a tree consisting of single node root, with L(root) = {ϕ};
repeat

Let S be a set of all leaves of the tree with labelling sets that are not
blatantly inconsistent;
if There is s ∈ S such that L(s) is not a propositional tableau and ψ ∈ L(s)
is a reason then

FormPropositionalTableau(s,ψ);
end
else if There is s ∈ S such that L(s) is not a fully expanded tableau and

ψ ∈ L(s) is a reason then
FormFullyExpandedTableau(s,ψ);

end
else if There is s ∈ S such that L(s) is a fully expanded tableau then

CreateSuccessors(s);
end

until no change occurred ;

MarkNodes;

if root is marked satisfiable then
return satisfiable;

else
return unsatisfiable;

Throughout the algorithm the notion of blatantly inconsistent set of formulas
is used. A set of formulas Φ is blatantly inconsistent if for some formula ψ, both
ψ and ¬ψ are in Φ. Moreover, successors of states created by the algorithm are
called bi-, gi-, and ii-successors respectively, depending on the relation between
the state and the successor.

The following sets will be used to define labels of the newly created successors
of a state (O is either {B, G or I}):

L[i]B(s) = (L(s)/[i]B) ∪ (L(s) ∩ [i]O) ∪ (L(s) ∩ ¬[i]O) ∪ ((L(s)/[i]I) ∩ [G ∪ {i}]+I )

L[i]I(s) = L(s)/[i]I,

L[i]G(s) = (L(s)/[i]G) ∪ L[i]I(s),

L¬[i]O(s, ψ) = {∼ψ} ∪ L[i]O(s).

It can be easily checked that a formula of the form [{i}]+Bψ is equivalent to
[i]Bψ. Obviously any formula can be converted in linear time to a form that does
not contain [{i}]+B modalities. Thus in the description of the algorithm and in
the following proofs it will be convenient to assume that the input formula does
not have subformulas of the form [{i}]+Bψ.
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Algorithm 2: MarkNodes

repeat
if s is an unmarked state then

if s is blatantly inconsistent then
Mark s unsatisfiable;

else if s has a successor marked unsatisfiable then
Mark s unsatisfiable;

else if s has an unmarked ii-successor then
Mark s unsatisfiable;

else if s has an unmarked bi-successor and no other bi-successor of s is

marked satisfiable then
Mark s unsatisfiable;

else if there is no formula of the form ¬[i]Oψ in L(s) for which a

successor could not be created then
Mark s satisfiable;

end
else if s is an unmarked internal node then

if L(s) is blatantly inconsistent or all its successors are marked

unsatisfiable then
Mark s unsatisfiable;

else if s has at least one successor marked satisfiable then
Mark s satisfiable;

end
until no new node marked ;

In what follows relations of Bi-successor, Gi-successor and Ii-successor be-
tween states will be used and are defined as follows. Let s and t be a subsequent
states on a path within a pre-tableau. If a successor node of s on the path
containing t is a bi-, gi- or ii-successor, then t is a Bi-, Gi- or Ii-successor (re-
spectively) of s. Thus the relation of Oi-successor is a relation between states,
while the relation of oi-successor is a relation between a state and a node (which
may or may not be a state). Notions of oi- and Oi-ancestor are defined analogi-
cally. The following lemmas will be useful in proving that Algorithm 1 stops and
in assessing the size of pre-tableau created by Algorithm 1.

Lemma 2. Let s and t be states of the pre-tableau constructed by Algorithm 1,

such that t is a Bi-successor of s. Then the following hold for O ∈ {B,G, I}:

1. L[i]O(s) = L[i]O(t).
2. ¬[i]Oξ ∈ L(s) and L¬[i]O(s, ξ) = L¬[i]O(t, ξ), for any ¬[i]Oξ ∈ L(t).

Proof. Notice that if s has a Bi-successor, then it is not blatantly inconsistent.
For point 1, let ψ ∈ L[i]O(s). Then it is either [i]Oψ ∈ L(s) (and consequently

[i]Oψ ∈ L(t)) or O = B, ψ is of the form [i]Bξ ψ ∈ L(s) and, consequently,
ψ ∈ L(t). Thus ψ ∈ L[i]O(t).

On the other hand, let ψ ∈ L[i]O(t). Then either [i]Oψ ∈ L(t) or O = B, ψ is
of the form [i]Bξ and ψ ∈ L(t). Suppose that the first case holds. Since L(s) is a
fully expanded tableau, so either [i]Oψ ∈ L(s), ¬[i]Oψ ∈ L(s) or ψ is of the form
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[G]+Oξ with i ∈ G and then [i]Oψ ∈ L(s). Because the second possibility leads to
blatant inconsistency of L(t) (as by Algorithm 1 it implies that ¬[i]Oψ ∈ L(t)),
it must be that the first or the third possibility holds and thus ψ ∈ L[i]O(s).
The second case can be shown by similar arguments, as either [i]Bξ ∈ L(s) or
¬[i]Bξ ∈ L(s).

For point 2, let ¬[i]Oξ ∈ L(t). Then, by the fact that L(s) is a fully expanded
tableau, it is either ¬[i]Oξ ∈ L(s) or [i]Oξ ∈ L(s). As the second case leads to
blatant inconsistency of L(t), it must be the first one that holds.

L¬[i]O(s, ξ) = L¬[i]O(t, ξ) can be shown by similar arguments to those used
to show point 1 (notice that L¬[i]O(v, ξ) = {∼ξ}∪L[i]O(v) or (in case of O = G)
L¬[i]O(v, ξ) = {∼ξ} ∪ L[i]O(v) ∪ L[i]I(v)). ⊓⊔

Lemma 3. The maximal state height of a state of the pre-tableau constructed by

Algorithm 1 for the input ϕ with modal context restricted by R is ≤ |A|·(dep(ϕ)+
2 · |A| − 1) and the maximal height of a node of the pre-tableau constructed by

Algorithm 1 is |ϕ| · |A| · (dep(ϕ) + 2 · |A| − 1).

Proof. Any sequence of executions of steps leading to a fully expanded tableau
has length ≤ |ϕ|. Thus on the path connecting any subsequent states s and t,
there can be at most |ϕ| − 1 internal nodes.

If s and t are states such that t is a Gi-successor of s then dep(L(t)) <
dep(L(s)).

Now consider any sequence of states s0, . . . , sm, such that each sj is an Iij-
successor of sj−1. Take any i ∈ A. Observe that each time states s and t, such
that t is an Ii-successor of s, occur in the above sequence, the only formulas
that do not change modal depth between these states are formulas of the form
[G]+I ψ or ¬[G]+I ψ with i ∈ G as well as ψ ∈ L(s) such that a formula of the form
[G]+I ψ ∈ L(s) with i ∈ G. Take any state u that is a (possibly indirect) successor
of t and such that the new formula of the form [G]+I ψ or ¬[G]+I ψ is added to
L(u).

This means that any formula in L(s) having this formula as a subformula
must be of the form [i]Iξ or ¬[i]Iξ (due to the modal context restriction R). Thus
after dep(L(sj0)) occurrences of Ii-successor in the sequence no new formula of
the form [G]+I ψ or ¬[G]+I ψ with i ∈ G can be added to the label of any state.
Now let s be a state such that it is a dep(L(sj0))’th Ii-successor in the sequence
and let t be a (not necessarily immediate) successor of s which is an Ii-successor.
Since for any formula in L(s) that is of the form [G]+I ψ or ¬[G]+I ψ it must be
that i ∈ G and there can not be a formula of the form [i]Iψ in L(s) (due to
the modal context restriction R), so L(t) can contain at most one formula of
the form ¬[G]+I ψ with i ∈ G. Let u be the first (but not necessarily immediate)
successor of t in the sequence which is an Ii-successor and let G′ be a set such
that k ∈ G′ iff there is an Ik-successor in the sequence occurring between t and
u. Then the only formulas of the form [G]+I ψ or ¬[G]+I ψ in L(u) \L(t) are those
for which G′ * G. Notice that if L(t) ∩ [G]+I = L(s) ∩ [G]+I , with i ∈ G, then
L[i]I(t) = L[i]I(u) and L¬[i]I(t, ξ) = L¬[i]I(u, ξ) (recall that there can be at most
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Algorithm 3: FormPropositionalTableau

Input: a state s and a formula ψ

if ψ is of the form ¬¬ξ then
Create a successor t of s and set L(t) := L(s) ∪ {ξ};

end
else if ψ is of the form ξ1 ∧ ξ2 then

Create a successor t of s and set L(t) := L(s) ∪ {ξ1, ξ2};
end
else if ψ is of the form ¬(ξ1 ∧ ξ2) then

Create two successors t1 and t2 of s and set L(t1) := L(s) ∪ {∼ξ1} and
L(t2) := L(s) ∪ {∼ξ2};

end

one formula of the form ¬[G]+I ψ ∈ L(t) ∩ L(u) with i ∈ G). Thus there can be
at most 2 · (|A| − 1) + 1 = 2 · |A| − 1 Ii-successors following t in the sequence
(one of them connected to “dropping” the formula of the form ¬[G]+I ψ within
the sequence), and so there can be at most dep(L(si0)) + 2 · |A|− 1 Ii-successors
in the whole sequence. This shows that the length of the sequence must be
≤ |A| · (dep(L(si0)) + 2 · |A| − 1).

If t is a Bi-successor of s then, by Lemma 2, t cannot have any Bi-, Gi- nor
Ii-successors. Thus, for any successor node u of t, dep(L(s)) < dep(L(u)).

For the sequence of states s0, . . . , sm, such that each sj is an Bij-successor of
sj−1 and ij = ik implies j = k, similar restriction on the length of the sequence
apply as in the case of successors of type I.

All above arguments show that the maximal state height of a state of the
pre-tableau must be ≤ |A|·(dep(ϕ)+2·|A|−1) and the maximal height of a node
of the pre-tableau constructed by Algorithm 1 must be ≤ |ϕ| · |A| · (dep(ϕ) + 2 ·
|A| − 1). ⊓⊔

The following is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.

Corollary 1. For any formula ϕ Algorithm 1 terminates.

What remains to be shown is that Algorithm 1 is valid.

Lemma 4. A formula ϕ with modal context restricted by R is TeamLog sat-

isfiable iff Algorithm 1 returns satisfiable on the input ϕ.

Proof. For the right to left implication we will show how to construct a Team-

Log tableau T = (W, {Bi : i ∈ A}, {Gi : i ∈ A}, {Ii : i ∈ A}, L) for ϕ based
on the pre-tableau constructed by Algorithm 1 if it returns satisfiable on
the input ϕ. Before the construction, the following adjustment has to be made
to the set of states. As long as no new state is marked satisfiable, find an
unmarked state v that is left unmarked because of some formula of the form
¬[i]Oψ ∈ L(v) and some state t marked satisfiable, with the label L(t) that
prevented creation of a successor of v for the formula ¬[i]Oψ ∈ L(v); mark v
as satisfiable. From now on treat t as an oi successor of v. When no new
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Algorithm 4: FormFullyExpandedTableau

Input: a state s and a formula ψ

if there is ξ ∈ Sub(ψ) such that {ξ,¬ξ} ∩ L(s) = ∅ then
Create two successors t1 and t2 of s and set L(t1) := L(s) ∪ {ξ} and
L(t2) := L(s) ∪ {∼ξ};

end

else if ψ is of the form [G]+Oξ then
Create a successor t of s and set L(t) := L(s) ∪

S

i∈G
{[i]Oξ, [i]O[G]+Oξ};

end

else if ψ is of the form ¬[G]+Oξ then
foreach i ∈ G do

Create a successor t of s and set L(t) := L(s) ∪ {¬[i]Oξ,¬[i]O[G]+Oξ};
end

end

state can be marked, the tableau can be created as follows. As the set of states
W take the set of all states in the pre-tableau that are marked satisfiable.
Each Oi = {(x, y) ∈W ×W : y is an Oi-successor of x}. The labelling function
L is created on the basis of the labelling function of the pre-tableau. To satisfy
condition I2, labels of states must be extended, so that if there is a formula of
the form ¬[G]+Oψ in the label of some state s and the condition is not satisfied,
then the successor leave state accessible with a sequence of Oi1 ,. . .,Oim successor
relations, with ij ∈ G for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m and such that its label contains ψ must
be found (notice that if s is marked satisfiable then such state must exist).
Then the formula ¬[i1]O . . . [im]Oψ must be added to the label of s.

It is easy to check that T is a TeamLog tableau. Moreover, since ϕ ∈ L(root)
and root is marked satisfiable, so T is a TeamLog tableau for ϕ. Thus, by
Lemma 1, ϕ is satisfiable.

For the left to right implication, we will show that for any node v that is
marked unsatisfiable

∧
L(v) is unsatisfiable. The proof is by induction on

the maximal length of paths from a node to one of its successor leaves.

In most cases the proof is analogical to the similar proofs for the tableau
method (e.g. see [5]), where usually it is shown that if a node is not marked
satisfiable, then it is unsatisfiable. In the proof we will concentrate on the
new cases related to iterated modalities.

Let v be an internal node with successors created during fully expanded
tableau formation. Let u be a successor of v, created for a formula [G]+Oξ ∈ L(u)
and suppose that L(v) is satisfiable and is marked unsatisfiable. Thus u must
be marked unsatisfiable as well, and there is an interpretation (M, s) such
that (M, s) |=

∧
L(v). Thus (M, s) |= [G]+Oξ and for any t such that (s, t) ∈

OG it must be that (M, t) |= ξ and (M, t) |= [G]+Oξ. Thus (M, s) |= [j]Oξ
and (M, s) |= [j]O[G]+Oξ, so (M, s) is also an interpretation for L(u), which
contradicts the induction hypothesis as u is marked unsatisfiable.
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Algorithm 5: CreateSuccessors

Input: a state s

if ¬[i]Bψ ∈ L(s) then

If there is no Bi ancestor state t of s, such that L¬[i]B(t, ψ) = L¬[i]B(s, ψ)
and there is no ancestor state t of s, such that L(t) = L¬[i]B(s, ψ), then
create a successor u of s (called bi-successor) with L(u) = L¬[i]B(s, ψ);

end
else if [i]Bψ ∈ L(s) and there are no formulas of the form ¬[i]Bξ ∈ L(s) then

If there is no ancestor state t of s, such that L[i]B(t) = L[i]B(s) and there is
no ancestor state t of s, such that L(t) = L[i]B(s), then create a successor u
of s (called bi-successor) with L(u) = L[i]B(s);

end
else if ¬[i]Oψ ∈ L(s) and O ∈ {G, I} then

If there is no ancestor state t of s, such that L(t) = L¬[i]O(s, ψ), then create
a successor u of s (called oi-successor) with L(u) = L¬[i]O(s, ψ);

end
else if [i]Iψ ∈ L(s) and there are no formulas of the form ¬[i]Iξ ∈ L(s) then

If there is no ancestor state t of s, such that L(t) = L[i]I(s), then create a
successor u of s (called ii-successor) with L(u) = L[i]I(s);

end

Now let U be a set of all successors of v created for a formula ¬[G]+Oξ ∈ L(u)
and suppose that L(v) is satisfiable and v is marked unsatisfiable. Then all
u ∈ U are marked unsatisfiable and there is an interpretation (M, s) such
that (M, s) |=

∧
L(v). Thus (M, s) |= ¬[G]+Oξ and there is a sequence of states

s0, . . . , sm in M such that s = s0, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m, (si−1, si) ∈ Oji
with

ji ∈ G and (M, s0) |= ¬ξ. Assume that m = 1. Then (M, s) |= ¬[j1]Oξ and
there is u ∈ U such that L(u) is satisfiable, as (M, s) is an interpretation for
it. Thus we have contradiction with the induction hypothesis, as u is marked
unsatisfiable. Now assume that m > 1. Take u such that ¬[i1]O[G]+O ∈ L(u).
Then (M, s) is an interpretation for L(u), as (M, s1) |= [G]+Oψ. Thus we have a
contradiction with the induction hypothesis again.

Now let v be a state and assume that v has an ii-successor u that is left
unmarked (and for this reason v is marked unsatisfiable). We will show that
if u is not marked, then L(u) is unsatisfiable. Take any state that is a successor of
u and there is no state on the path from u to that state. Since u is left unmarked,
so no node on that path (including that state) can be marked satisfiable.

Moreover, since u is satisfiable, one of these states must be satisfiable as
well (and as such left unmarked, as otherwise it would have to be marked
unsatisfiable, which would contradict the induction hypothesis). Take any
such state and let it be denoted by t. Then there must be a formula of the form
¬[G]+Oψ such that ¬[G]+Oψ ∈ L(t) and a successor could not be created for it.
Thus there must be an ancestor s of t such that L(s) = L¬[i]O(s, ψ). Observe
that it must be that O = I and all successors of states on the path from s to t
must be of the type I (as otherwise formulas of infinite modal depth would be
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needed to have ¬[G]+O in L(t) (for it must be a subformula of a formula in L(s)
that will allow it for being in L(t)). Let G′′ be a set of all j such that there is an
ij-successor on the path between t and u. Observe that this implies that for any
ξ ∈ L(t)\{¬ψ,¬[i]Iψ}, ξ must be of the form [G′]+I ζ or must be a subformula of
a formula of such form, with G′′ ∪ {i} ⊆ G′. For assume ξ ∈ L(t) \ {¬ψ,¬[i]Iψ}.
Then there must be η ∈ L(s) such that ξ is its subformula or ξ = η. Let η be
a maximal such formula (with respect to the relation of being a subformula).
Then it must be that [i]Iη ∈ L(t) and either η is a subformula of some formula
in L(s) or it is of the form [G′]+I ζ (with [G′]+I ζ ∈ L(t) and G′′ ∪ {i1} ⊆ G′).
Since η is assumed to be maximal, the second case must hold.

For ¬[i]Iψ three cases are possible.

(i). there is a formula [G′]+I ζ ∈ L(t) with [i]Iψ being its subformula and G′′ ∪
{i} ⊆ G′ as in argumentation above, or

(ii). there is a formula of the form ¬[G]+I ψ ∈ L(t) with i ∈ G, and t was created
during fully expanded tableau formation for that formula, or

(iii). ψ = ¬[G]+I ξ ∈ L(t) with i ∈ G and t was created during fully expanded
tableau formation for ψ.

The case (i) is impossible, as it violates the modal context restriction R (notice
that i ∈ G∩G′). Similarly with the case (ii), as otherwise ¬[G]+I ψ would have to
be a subformula of a formula of the form [G′]+I ζ and this would violate the modal
context restriction R. For the case (iii), assume that t is satisfiable. Then its
direct predecessor, t′ such that L(t) = L(t′)∪{¬[i]I[G]+I ξ} must be satisfiable as
well and there exists an interpretation (M, w) such that (M, w) |=

∧
L(t′). Thus

(M, w) |= ¬[G]+I ξ and there is a sequence of states w0, . . . , wm in M such that
w = w0, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ m, (wj−1, wj) ∈ Okj

with kj ∈ G and (M, wm) |= ¬ξ.
We will show that there must be a successor of the state v, such that there
is no state on the path from it to v, the state is satisfiable and it is marked
satisfiable. The proof is by induction on m. If m = 1, then t′ has a successor
created for the formula ¬[k1]Iξ. By above discussion this state must be marked,
and can not be marked unsatisfiable (as it would contradict the induction
hypothesis of the main proof). Thus it is marked satisfiable. Now assume
that m > 1 and consider a successor t′′ of t′ created for the formula ¬[k1]I[G]+I ξ.
If t′′ is not marked satisfiable, then it must be unmarked and there must be be
an ancestor s of t′′ such that L(s) = L¬[i]I(t′′, [G]+Oξ). Since (M, w) |=

∧
L(t′), so

(M, w) |=
∧
L(t′′) and so (M, w1) |= L¬[i]I(t′′, [G]+I ξ), and thus (M, w1) |= L(s).

Since for any formula η ∈ L(t′′)\{¬[G]+I ξ,¬[k1]I[G]+I ξ} there is a formula of the
form [G′]+Oζ ∈ L(t′′) ∩ L(s) such that η is this formula or its subformula, and
¬[G]+Oξ ∈ L(s), so it is easy to see that L(v) = L(s). Moreover there must
be a successor s′ of s such that there is no state on the path from s to s′,
(M, w1) |= L(s′), ¬[G]+I ξ ∈ L(s′) and successors of s′ are created during fully
expanded tableau formation for ¬[G]+I ξ. Then either a successor s′′ of s′ created
for a formula ¬[k2]I[G]+I ξ is marked satisfiable or, by induction hypothesis,
there is a successor s′′′ of s that is marked satisfiable. In either case there is
a corresponding successor v′ of v with L(v′) = L(s′′) or L(v′) = L(s′′′) and so
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it must be marked satisfiable as well. Thus if v is unmarked, then L(v) must
be unsatisfiable.

Now let v be a state and assume that v has all bi-successors unmarked (and
for this reason v is marked unsatisfiable). This case is similar to the case of
an unmarked ii-successor and we will omit the analysis of this case here. We
just want to remark that the differences come from the fact that states left
unmarked for one bi-successor, say u, of v may be made so because of another
bi-successor, say u, of v. But then for any formula of the form ¬[j]Oψ ∈ L(u)
it is ¬[j]Oψ ∈ L(t) and for any formula of the form ¬[i]Oψ ∈ L(u) such that
successor for it could not be created because of a successor of L(v), it must be
¬[i]Oψ ∈ L(v) and ¬[i]Oψ ∈ L(t).

Observe, by the discussion above, that root node of a pre-tableau can never be
left unmarked. Thus if root node in a pre-tableau is not marked satisfiable,
then it is marked unsatisfiable and ϕ must be unsatisfiable. Thus if it is
satisfiable, the root node must be marked satisfiable. ⊓⊔

Since the algorithm is valid, it shows that if a TeamLog formula with modal
context restricted by R is satisfiable if is satisfied in a tree-like model with
maximal height of states depending on the modal depth of the input formula,
as stated in the following corollary.

Corollary 2. The formula ϕ with modal context restricted by R is TeamLog

satisfiable iff there exists a TeamLog tableau for ϕ in which the number of states

is ≤ |ϕ||A|·(dep(ϕ)+2·|A|−1).

Proof. The right to left implication is obvious. For the left to right implication
notice that from the proof of Lemma 4 we know that any state in the tableau
constructed on the basis of the pre-tableau constructed by Algorithm 1 has ≤ |ϕ|
successors. Thus, by Lemma 3, the tableau has ≤ |ϕ||A|·(dep(ϕ)+2·|A|−1) states.

⊓⊔

We also have the following theorem.

Theorem 1. The satisfiability problem for TeamLog with the modal context

restriction R is PSPACE-complete

Proof. Since the maximal height of a node of the pre-tableau constructed by
Algorithm 1 for a formula ϕ with modal context restricted by R is ≤ |ϕ| ·
|A| · (dep(ϕ) + 2 · |A| − 1) and the algorithm is deterministic, it can be run on
a deterministic Turing machine by depth-first search using polynomial space.
Thus the TeamLog satisfiability problem with the modal context restriction R
is in PSPACE. On the other hand, the problem of TeamLog

ind satisfiability,
which is a subset of restricted TeamLog, is PSPACE-hard (as shown in [6]), so
the problem is PSPACE-complete in the case of restricted TeamLog. ⊓⊔

Remark 1. We would like to remark here that if TeamLog formulas are not
restricted with R, then the satisfiability problem is EXPTIME-complete. More-
over the proof of this fact uses a TeamLog formula of modal depth 2 and modal
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context such that the modality [i]O is in scope of the modality [G]+O with i ∈ G.
In this sense our result can be seen as the minimal modal context restriction
that moves the satisfiability problem to a new complexity class.

Remark 2. In logical frameworks for CPS, like TeamLog, important notions
need to be defined using formulas of modal depth greater than 1 and incorporat-
ing different iterated modalities. For example the notion of collective intention,
which is fundamental for defining cooperative teams of agents is defined in terms
of mutual intention and collective belief: [G]CINTϕ ↔ [G]+I ϕ ∧ [G]+B [G]+I ϕ. Our
result shows that such combinations of modalities do not lead to EXPTIME-
hardness and with bounding modal depth by some constant we can have frag-
ment of the framework which is NPTIME-complete.

By Corollary 2 we can see that if we restrict the modal depth of TeamLog

formulas whose modal context is restricted by R, then the satisfiability problem
will be NPTIME-complete.

Theorem 2. For any fixed k, if the modal depth of formulas is bounded by k,
then the satisfiability problem for TeamLog with modal context restriction R is

NPTIME-complete.

Proof. Let ϕ be a formula with modal context restricted by R. By Corollary 2
the size of the tableau for a satisfiable formula ϕ is bounded by O(|ϕ|k). This
means that the satisfiability of ϕ with bounded modal depth can be checked by
non-deterministic Algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6: DecideSatisfiabilityNonDeterministic

Input: a formula ϕ
Output: a decision whether ϕ is satisfiable or not

Guess a tableau T satisfying ϕ;
if T is a tableau for ϕ then

return satisfiable;

Since the tableau T constructed by Algorithm 6 is of polynomial size, so
checking if it is a tableau for ϕ can be realized in polynomial time. This shows
that satisfiability of ϕ can be checked in NPTIME. The problem is also NPTIME-
complete, as the satisfiability problem for propositional logic is NPTIME-hard.

⊓⊔

4 Discussion and Conclusions

As shown in [6] the satisfiability problem for Dunin-Kȩplicz and Verbrugge the-
ory of teamwork is decidable although intractable: for the individual fragment of
the theory it is PSPACE-complete, while for the group fragment it is EXPTIME-
complete. Moreover reduction of modal depth of formulas moves the satisfiability
problem to NPTIME, in the case of individual fragment, and leaves it in EXP-
TIME in the of group fragment, if modal depth is allowed to be > 1.
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In this paper we finished the study of restrictions of modal depth of the
TeamLog framework by finding modal context restriction that makes group
fragment of the framework PSPACE-complete. Combining this restriction with
bounding modal depth makes the satisfiability problem of the group fragment of
the framework NPTIME-complete. This is an important finding that shows that
definitions of crucial notions, like common intention, using formulas of modal
depth > 1 and incorporating different iterated modalities are not responsible for
“high” computational complexity EXPTIME.

In the next step we plan to investigate how the complexity of the satisfia-
bility of the framework would be affected if we restricted the structure of the
formulas. We plan to look, first of all, at modal horn formulas, which are partic-
ularly interesting from the perspective of AI applications. There are results the
may bring positive outcomes in the case of the considered theory of teamwork
(see [9]). Combining these results with our findings on modal depth and modal
context restrictions can bring reductions that would make the satisfiability prob-
lem tractable. In particular the restriction leading to NPTIME-completeness,
presented here, may lead to finding a restriction of the language that would lead
to PTIME-completeness, which would be very significant achievement, when
compared with EXPTIME-completeness of unrestricted language.

The methods used in this paper can be adapted to other multiagent theories
built upon multi-modal logic (e.g. KARO [10]).
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Abstract. The main objective of this work is to develop a logical framework
calledIAL (Intentional Agency Logic) in which we can reason about mental
states of agents, action occurrences, agentive and group powers.IAL will be
exploited for a formal analysis of different forms of power such as an agent’s
power of achieving a certain result, an agent’spower todo a certain action and
an agenti’s power overanother agentj.

1 Introduction

Power is one of the most important concepts in social theory and multi-agent systems.
In this work we aim at devising a general logical framework in which different forms
of power can be specified and their intrinsic and relational properties investigated. A
formal model of agentive power should clarify many subtle aspects of this individual
and social phenomenon. It should characterize the most basic form of agentive power
calledpower to. The power toof an agenti is relative to actions thati is capable to
correctly perform at will (i.e. when having the intention to perform them). For example,
for an agent to have the power to raise his arm, it has to be case that he will successfully
raise his arm if intends to do this. This form of power has to be distinguished from an
agent’spower ofachieving something. When looking at an agent’spower ofachieving a
certain result, we discover that this is based on the interrelation between objective level
and subjective level. In fact,i’s power ofachieving a certain resultϕ seems to involve
not only i’s objective opportunity of achievingϕ but alsoi’s awareness over such an
opportunity. For example, for a thief to have the power of opening a safe, he must
know the safe’s combination. In the end, there are intrinsically social forms ofpower
of which are commonly calledpowers over. These correspond to agentive powers to
influence other agents to do or to refrain from doing certain actions. An agenti’s power
overanother agentj consists ini’s capacity to shapej’s preferences in such a way thatj
will intend or will not intend to do a certain action. For example, for a politician to have
the power over the electorate with regard to the action of voting him, he must have the
power of inducing the electorate to vote him. It is evident from these few observations
that a comprehensive formal model and ontology of power should allow to:

⋆ Emiliano Lorini, Andreas Herzig and Nicolas Troquard are partially supported by the Inter-
disciplinary Laboratory on Interacting Knowledge Systems (ILIKS) and the french project
ForTrust.
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– specify the relationship between an agent’s intention and the agent’s action perfor-
mance in order to assess whether the agent has thepower todo a certain action at
will or not;

– reason about beliefs of agents in order to study the discretional aspect of theirpow-
ers of;

– clarify the true nature of an agenti’s power overanother agentj asi’s capacity to
affectj’s intentions in such a way thatj will do or will refrain from doing a certain
action.

In the literature of applied logic both in philosophy and computer science, several au-
thors have developed very sophisticated logics of social interaction [4, 14, 2, 19]. For
instance, Alternating-time temporal logic (ATL) [2] is a logic in which one can express
what coalitions can achieve by cooperating. ATL has coalition modalities〈〈G〉〉 where
G is an arbitrary group of agentsG. The ATL formula〈〈G〉〉Xϕ means that coalition
G has a collective strategy to ensure that, no matter what the other agents do,ϕ will
be true in the next state. In STIT logic [4, 14] modal operators of the form[i cstit :],
calledChellas STIT operators, and a modal operator of historical necessity of the form
2, whose dual is3, are given. In STIT formulas[i cstit : ϕ] and3 [i cstit : ϕ] respec-
tively mean thati sees to it thatϕ andi can see to it thatϕ. There are extensions of
such logics of social interaction in which knowledge modalities for agents and coali-
tions of agents are introduced [24, 7]. Moreover, there are extensions in which actions
are promoted to first-class citizens in the formal language [22] and the properties of in-
teraction between action and knowledge of agents can be expressed [1]. In our view all
these approaches are still insufficient to formalize many relevant forms and properties
of agentive and group power. What is still missing in the logical literature is an integra-
tion of the expressiveness of such logics of social interaction with the expressivenesses
of a logic of mental attitudes (so-calledBDI logic4) and dynamic logic [13] in which
actions of agents are explicit.5 In this work we will try to fill this gap by developing a
logic which allows to reason about mental states of agents, action occurrences, agentive
and group powers and to capture some interesting properties ofpower to, power ofand
power over.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we will present the syntax and the se-
mantics of a logic of powers and mental states calledIAL (Intentional Agency Logic).
In section 3 the axiomatization ofIAL will be given and some of its properties will be
studied. In the second part of the paper (section 5) we will exploitIAL to formalize
and study the properties of different forms of agentive power.

2 A logic of powers and mental states: syntax and semantics

The logicIAL (Intentional Agency Logic) combines the expressiveness of a logic of
actions and mental states with the expressiveness of a logic of social interaction. On the
top of a logic which allows to specify what agents and groups of agents can bring about
and to talk about occurrences of actions of single agents, we introduce modal operators

4 See [25, 28] for a survey onBDI logics.
5 For a similar attempt to introduce mental attitudes in a logic of strategic interaction, see [17].
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for beliefs and goals of agents. We here consider intentional actions only. The syntactic
primitives of the logic are the following:

– a nonempty finite set of agentsAGT = {1, 2, ..., n};
– a nonempty finite set ofatomic actionsACT = {a, b, ...};
– a set of atomic formulasΠ = {p, q, ...}.

Given an arbitrary agenti ∈ AGT we denote withAct(i) the set of all possible couples
i : a, that is,Act(i) = {i : a|a ∈ ACT}. Besides, we denote with∆ the set of all
possible combinations of actions by the agents inAGT , that is,∆ =

∏

i∈AGT Act(i).
Elements in∆ are tuples denoted byδ, δ′, δ′′,... For notational convenience, given a
certainδ ∈ ∆, we denote withδi the element inδ corresponding to agenti. For exam-
ple, if AGT = {1, 2, 3}, andδ = (1 : a, 2 : b, 3 : c), thenδ1 = 1 : a. Moreover, we
denote withδC := (δi)i∈C the tuple which consists of allδi for i ∈ C. For example, if
AGT = {1, 2, 3}, C = {1, 2} andδ = (1 : a, 2 : b, 3 : c), thenδC = (1 : a, 2 : b). The
languageLIAL is given by the following BNF:

ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | [i : a]ϕ | DoesCϕ | 2ϕ | Beliϕ | Goaliϕ

wherep ∈ Π, a ∈ ACT , i ∈ AGT andC ⊆ AGT . Beliϕ is read “agenti believes
thatϕ” whereasGoaliϕ is read “agenti has the chosen goal thatϕ” or simply “agent
i has decided to pursueϕ”. For the sake of simplicity, we will often use the expression
“agent i wants thatϕ” as a reading ofGoaliϕ. An agent’s chosen goals are supposed
to be consistent and compatible with his beliefs. The standard reading of[i : a]ϕ is “ϕ
holds after every occurrence of actiona done by agenti”. Hence [i : a]⊥ expresses
“agenti does not do actiona”. If C is a coalition of two or more agentsDoesCϕ is read
“agents in coalitionC bring it about thatϕ by doing something together” or simply
“coalition C brings it about thatϕ”. For the individual case,Doesiϕ is read “agenti
brings it about thatϕ by doing some action” or simply “agenti brings it about thatϕ”.
The operator2 is used to quantify over choices of agents. Thus,2ϕ has to be read
“ϕ is true in each world corresponding to a choice for every agent” or simply “ϕ is
necessarily true”. Several abbreviations are used in our logic. The classical Boolean
connectives∧, →, ↔, ⊤ (tautology) and⊥ (contradiction) are defined from∨ and¬ in
the usual manner. Moreover,〈i : a〉ϕ abbreviates¬ [i : a]¬ϕ, 3ϕ abbreviates¬2¬ϕ.
As we will show in section 3, under some assumptions of our logic the more natural
readings of〈i : a〉ϕ is “agenti doesa andϕ is true aftera’s occurrence”. In fact, we
suppose that an action performed by an agent at a certain moment is responsible for
producing all outcomes that the agent brings about at that moment and produces only
those outcomes.6 Finally, 3ϕ is read “there exists a world corresponding to a choice
for every agent in whichϕ is true” or simply “ϕ can/may be true”. The operators3 and
DoesC (viz. Doesi) can be exploited for expressing what a coalitionC (viz. a single
agenti) can bring about.3DoesCϕ has to be read “there exists a world corresponding
to a choice for every agent in which coalitionC brings it about thatϕ” or simply “
coalitionC can bring it about thatϕ”.7

6 Note that this is different from supposing linear time or action determinism.
7
2DoesCϕ might be read “coalitionC necessarily brings it about thatϕ”.
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2.1 Model definition

IAL models are tuplesM = (W,R,R2, S,B,G, π) where:

– W is a set of possible worlds or states;
– R2 is an equivalence relation onW ;
– R is a collection of binary relationsRi:a onW one for every couplei : a where
i ∈ AGT anda ∈ ACT ;

– S is a collection of serial relationsSC onW one for every coalitionC ⊆ AGT ;
– B andG are collections of binary relationsBi andGi onW one for every agent
i ∈ AGT . We suppose that everyBi is transitive, euclidean and serial, whilst every
Gi is serial;

– π : Π −→ 2W is a valuation function.

We suppose that allIAL models satisfy the following additional semantic conditions.
For anya ∈ ACT , i ∈ AGT , w ∈W :

(S.1) S∅(w) ⊆ (SAGT ◦R2(w))
(S.2) if w′ ∈ R2(w) thenS∅(w

′) ⊆ S∅(w)
(S.3) if Ri:a(w) 6= ∅ thenSi(w) = Ri:a(w)
(S.4) if w′ ∈ SAGT (w) andw′′ ∈ SAGT (w) thenw′ = w′′

(S.5) if Ri:a(w) 6= ∅ then∀ w′ if w′ ∈ Gi(w) thenRi:a(w′) 6= ∅
(S.6) ∀w′ ∈ Gi(w), Ri:a(w′) = ∅ or ∀w′ ∈ Gi(w), Ri:a(w′) 6= ∅
(S.7) Bi(w) ∩Gi(w) 6= ∅
(S.8) if w′ ∈ Bi(w) thenGi(w

′) = Gi(w)
(S.9) if v ∈ Bi(w) andv′ ∈ R2(w) then∃w′ s.t.w′ ∈ R2(v) andw′ ∈ Bi(v

′)

For anyw ∈W andB,C ⊆ AGT :

(S.10) SB∪C(w) ⊆ SB(w)

For anyw ∈W , C ⊆ AGT andδ ∈ ∆:

(S.11) if w′ ∈ R2(w) and∀i ∈ C, Rδi
(w) 6= ∅ andRδi

(w′) 6= ∅ thenSC(w′) ⊆
SC(w)

For anyw ∈W ,B,C ⊆ AGT such thatB ∩ C = ∅ andδ, δ′ ∈ ∆:

(S.12) if ∃w′ ∈ R2(w) such that∀i ∈ C, Rδi
(w′) 6= ∅ and∃w′′ ∈ R2(w) such that

∀j ∈ B, Rδ′
j
(w′′) 6= ∅ then∃w′′′ ∈ R2(w) such that∀i ∈ C, Rδi

(w′′′) 6= ∅

and∀j ∈ B,Rδ′
j
(w′′′) 6= ∅

For anyw ∈W , i ∈ AGT :

(S.13)
⋃

a∈ACT Ri:a(w) 6= ∅

According to PropertyS.1, the set of outcomes that the empty coalition brings about
is a subset of the set of all outcomes that the biggest coalitionAGT can bring about.
According toS.2, the set of outcomes that the empty coalition can bring about is inde-
pendent from what the agents inAGT do. According to propertyS.3, if actiona done
by i produces an outcome then all outcomes brought about byi are outcomes thati
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bring about by doinga and all outcomes thati brings about by doinga are outcomes
thati brings about. An interesting consequence of propertyS.3 is that, if an agenti does
n actions in parallel (for anyn ≥ 1) then then actions are responsible for producing
the outcomes thati brings about and only produce those outcomes. More generally, for
every worldw the relationSi(w) (which corresponds to an abstract action performed
by agenti) is assigned a subset of the finite set of action namesACT which represents
all concrete actions thati does in parallel at worldw. PropertyS.4 says that the biggest
coalitionAGT brings about exactly one outcome. PropertiesS.5 andS.6 characterize
the relationship between actions and goals.S.5 says that if actiona is not performed
by i then for everyi’s goal-accessible world,a is not executed byi. S.6 says that if
actiona is performed byi then for everyi’s goal-accessible world,a is performed byi.
S.7 is a condition of weak realism, according to which, the set ofi’s belief-accessible
worlds and the set ofi’s goal-accessible worlds are never disjoint. PropertyS.8 says
that worlds that are compatible withi’s goals are compatible withi’s goals from those
worlds which are compatible withi’s beliefs.S.9 is a semantic condition of conflu-
ence which describes the relationship betweenR2 and everyBi. According to Property
S.10, the set of outcomes brought about by the union of coalitionsB andC is a subset
of the set of outcomes brought about by coalitionB. SinceR2 is an equivalence rela-
tion, PropertyS.11 can be rewritten as follows. For anyw ∈W ,C ⊆ AGT andδ ∈ ∆:
if w′ ∈ R2(w) and∀i ∈ C, Rδi

(w) 6= ∅ andRδi
(w′) 6= ∅ thenSC(w′) = SC(w).

This means that, the set of outcomes that agents inC can bring about by doing a combi-
nation of actionsδC := (δi)i∈C is independent from what the other agents inAGT/C
do. PropertyS.12 says that, given two disjoint coalitionsB andC, if agents inC can
do together a combination of actionsδC := (δi)i∈C and agents inB can do together a
combination of actionsδ′B := (δ′i)i∈B , then agents inB ∪ C can do together the com-
bination of actions(δC , δ′B). PropertyS.13 says that for any worldw and agenti there
is at least one action done byi atw (i.e. agents are never passive).

2.2 Truth conditions

Given a modelM , a worldw and a formulaϕ, we writeM,w |= ϕ to mean thatϕ is
true at worldw inM , under the basic semantics. The rules defining the truth conditions
of formulas of our logic are inductively defined as follows.

– M,w |= p⇐⇒ w ∈ V (p).
– M,w |= ¬ϕ⇐⇒ notM,w |= ϕ.
– M,w |= ϕ ∨ ψ⇐⇒M,w |= ϕ orM,w |= ψ.
– M,w |= 2ϕ⇐⇒ ∀w′ if w′ ∈ R2(w) thenM,w′ |= ϕ.
– M,w |= [i : a]ϕ⇐⇒ ∀w′ if w′ ∈ Ri:a(w) thenM,w′ |= ϕ.
– M,w |= Beliϕ⇐⇒ ∀w′ if w′ ∈ Bi(w) thenM,w′ |= ϕ.
– M,w |= Goaliϕ⇐⇒ ∀w′ if w′ ∈ Gi(w) thenM,w′ |= ϕ.
– M,w |= DoesCϕ⇐⇒ ∀w′ if w′ ∈ SC(w′) thenM,w′ |= ϕ.

We write |=IAL φ if formula φ is valid in all IAL models, i.e.M,w |= φ for every
IAL modelM and worldw in M. Finally, we say that a formulaφ is satisfiableif there
exists aIAL modelM and worldw in M such thatM,w |= φ.
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3 Axiomatization

The series of axiom schemes ofIAL are given in Fig. 1.S52 corresponds to the

(ProTau) All tautologies of propositional calculus
(S52) All S5-theorems for2
(KDStit) All KD-theorems for everyDoesC

(KD45Bel) All KD45-theorems for everyBeli
(KDGoal) All KD-theorems for everyGoali
(KAct) All K-theorems for every[i : a]
(Alt Stit) ¬DoesAGT¬ϕ→ DoesAGTϕ

(InclStit) 2DoesAGTϕ→ Does∅ϕ

(4Does∅,2) Does∅ϕ→ 2Does∅ϕ

(SP)
∧

i∈C
〈δi〉⊤ ∧DoesCϕ→ 2(

∧

i∈C
〈δi〉⊤ → DoesCϕ)

(Indep) 3(
∧

i∈C
〈δi〉⊤) ∧ 3(

∧

j∈B

〈

δ′j
〉

⊤) → 3(
∧

i∈C
〈δi〉⊤ ∧

∧

j∈B

〈

δ′j
〉

⊤)

if B ∩ C = ∅
(Active)

∨

a∈ACT
〈i : a〉⊤

(Mon) DoesBϕ→ DoesB∪Cϕ

(StitAct ) 〈i : a〉⊤ → ([i : a]ϕ↔ Doesiϕ)
(IntAct1 ) 〈i : a〉⊤ → Goali 〈i : a〉⊤
(IntAct2 ) Goali 〈i : a〉⊤ ∨Goali [i : a]⊥
(DBel,Goal) Goaliϕ→ ¬Beli¬ϕ
(PosIntr) Goaliϕ→ BeliGoaliϕ

(NegIntr ) ¬Goaliϕ→ Beli¬Goaliϕ
(ConflBel,2) 3Beliϕ→ Beli3ϕ

Fig. 1.Axiomatization ofIAL

fact thatR2 is an equivalence relation;KDStit corresponds to the seriality of every
SC ; KD45Bel to the seriality, euclideanity and transitivity of everyBi; KDGoal to the
seriality of everyGi. Moreover the following correspondence relations exist between
the previous axioms and the semantic properties given in the previous section: Axiom
Alt Stit corresponds to propertyS.4, InclStit toS.1, 4Does∅,2 toS.2, SPtoS.11, Indep
to S.12, Active to S.13, Mon to S.10, StitAct to S.3, IntAct1 to S.5, IntAct2 to S.6,
DBel,Goal to S.7, PosIntr andNegIntr to S.8 andConflBel,2 to S.9.

Axioms KAct, S52, KD45Bel, KDGoal correspond to standard axiomatizations for
the operators[i : a] and2, the belief and goal operators. AxiomDBel,Goal is a weak
realism axiom which relates an agent’s beliefs with his goals, whereasPosIntr and
NegIntr are principles of positive and negative introspection for goals [11]. Accord-
ing to AxiomAlt Stit the biggest coalitionAGT always produces deterministic effects,
whilst according to AxiomsInclStit and4Does∅,2, if the biggest coalitionAGT neces-
sarily brings it about thatϕ then the empty coalition brings it about thatϕ and, if the
empty coalition brings it about thatϕ then it necessarily brings it about thatϕ. We sup-
pose that modal operatorsDoesC “see one step forward”. Thus we simply adopt a KD
logic for everyDoesC (Axiom KDStit). Axiom Mon corresponds to a monotonicity
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property: if coalitionB ensuresϕ thenϕ is ensured by all coalitions of whichB is a
subset.8 According to AxiomSP, given a combinationδ of actions of agents inAGT if
every agenti in C does his part by executing the correspondingδi in δ and the coalition
C brings it about thatϕ then, necessarily, if every agenti inC does his part by executing
the correspondingδi in δ, coalitionC brings it about thatϕ. Axiom SPcharacterizes a
strong notion of power. Indeed, given AxiomSP, saying “coalitionC can ensureϕ by
doing a certain combination of actions” is equivalent to say that “if coalitionC does a
certain combination of actions then it will ensureϕ, no matter what the other agents in
AGT do”.9 Axiom Indep says that ifB andC are two disjoint coalitions, agents inC
can do together a certain combination of actionsδC and agents inB can do together a
certain combination of actionsδ′B then agents inB ∪ C can do together a combination
of actions(δC , δ′B). This axiom is the “actional” counterpart of the axiom ofindepen-
dence of agents(calledAIAk) given in [4].10 Axiom Active says that an agent always
performs at least one action. According to AxiomIntAct1 , an agent does actiona only
if he intends to doa. Thus, in our formal model the actions performed by an agent are
intentional actions. According to AxiomIntAct2 , at each moment an agent either de-
cides (intends) to do an action or decides (intends) not to do it. AxiomConflBel,2 says
that if there exists a world corresponding to a choice for every agent in whichi believes
thatϕ is true theni believes that there exists a world corresponding to a choice for every
agent in whichϕ is true. Imagine there are two agents called Bill and Bob, and there
exists a world corresponding to a choice of Bill and a choice of Bob in which Bob be-
lieves that he will meet Bill (i.e.3BelBobDoes{Bob,Bill}BobMeetsBill). This is the
world where both Bill and Bob decide to go to the same placeY and Bob believes that
Bill has decided to go toY . It seems reasonable to say that at the actual world - suppose
this is the world where Bob decides to go toY and Bill decides not to go-, Bob believes
that there exists a world corresponding to Bill’s choice and Bob’s choice to go toY in
which Bill and Bob will meet (i.e.BelBob3Does{Bob,Bill}BobMeetsBill). In section
5.1 we will clarify why, on the other hand, propertyBeli3ϕ → 3Beliϕ cannot be
accepted. AxiomStitAct is an interaction axiom between action occurrences and agen-
tive causation. According to this axiom, an action performed by an agent at a certain
moment is responsible for producing all outcomes that the agent brings about at that
moment and produces only those outcomes. As noted in section 2, due to the semantic
propertyS.3 corresponding toStitAct (i.e. if Ri:a(w) 6= ∅ thenSi(w) = Ri:a(w)),
formula 〈i : a〉⊤ has to be read “agenti doesa”, and 〈i : a〉⊤ ∧ [i : a]ϕ has to be
read “agenti brings it about thatϕ by doinga”. This means that, inIAL, 〈i : a〉⊤ has
not the standard dynamic logic reading “it is possible thati doesa”. In fact, according
to propertyS.3, if actiona done byi produces an outcome then all outcomes brought

8 Note thatMon is equivalent toDoesBϕ ∧DoesCψ → DoesB∪C(ϕ ∧ ψ).
9 At the single-agent level, this axiom corresponds to Weber’s concept of power [27] as the

capacity of an individual to resist to all interferences of other individuals, that is, “...the prob-
ability that one actor within a social relationship will be in a position to carry out his own will
despite resistance...” (p. 152).

10 Xu’s AxiomAIAk is a family of axiom schemes forindependence of agentsparameterized by
the integerk of the form:3 [i0 cstit : ϕ0] ∧ ... ∧ 3 [ik cstit : ϕk] → 3([i0 cstit : ϕ0] ∧
... ∧ [ik cstit : ϕk]) (for 1 ≤ k < k).
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about byi are outcomes thati bring about by doinga and all outcomes thati brings
about by doinga are outcomes thati brings about. It follows that the more natural read-
ings of formulas3 〈i : a〉⊤ and3(〈i : a〉⊤∧ [i : a]ϕ) are respectively “agenti can do
a” and “agenti can bring it about thatϕ by doinga”. Furthermore, we have to note that,
due to the fact thatDoesAGT is deterministic, it is reasonable to conceive statew′ such
thatw′ = SAGT (w) as the unique temporal successor ofw and to readDoesAGTϕ “ϕ
will be true in the next state”. Thus,DoesAGT can be interpreted as a standard operator
X (next) of temporal logic.

Definition 1. Xϕ =def DoesAGTϕ

We call IAL the logic axiomatized by the twenty principles given in Fig. 1 and we
write ⊢IAL φ if formula φ is a theorem ofIAL. Since the set of agentsAGT and the
set of atomic actionsACT is supposed to be finite, we can prove thatIAL is sound
andcompletewith respect to the class ofIAL models.

Theorem 1. IAL is determined by the class of models ofIAL.

Proof. It is a routine to prove soundness, whereas completeness is obtained by Sahlqvist’s
completeness theorem [5]. ⊓⊔

4 Some properties ofIAL

The following theorems highlight some interesting properties ofIAL.

Theorem 2. For anyi ∈ AGT , a ∈ ACT andB,C ⊆ AGT such thatB ∩ C = ∅

1. ⊢IAL 3DoesBϕ ∧ 3DoesCψ → 3DoesB∪C(ϕ ∧ ψ)

2. ⊢IAL Xϕ↔ ¬X¬ϕ
3. ⊢IAL 〈i : a〉⊤ ∧ [i : a]ϕ→ Doesiϕ

4. ⊢IAL 3(〈i : a〉⊤ ∧ [i : a]ϕ) → 3Doesiϕ

5. ⊢IAL 3DoesBϕ ∧ 3DoesC¬ϕ→ ⊥
6. ⊢IAL 〈i : a〉⊤ → BeliGoali 〈i : a〉⊤
7. ⊢IAL ¬Goali 〈i : a〉⊤ → Beli [i : a]⊥
8. ⊢IAL Goaliϕ ∧Beli(ϕ→ 〈i : a〉⊤) → Goali 〈i : a〉⊤

Proof. Here we only prove Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.8. Let us start with Theorem
2.1.3DoesBϕ and3DoesCψ together imply∃δ, δ′ ∈ ∆ such that3(

∧

i∈B 〈δi〉⊤ ∧

DoesBϕ) and3(
∧

j∈C

〈

δ′j
〉

⊤ ∧ DoesCψ) (by Axiom Active). From this, it follows
that3((

∧

i∈B,j∈C 〈δi〉⊤ ∧
〈

δ′j
〉

⊤) ∧DoesBϕ ∧DoesCψ) (by Axiom Indep, Axiom
SPand the fact thatB andC are disjoint). We can conclude that3DoesB∪C(ϕ ∧ ψ)
(by Axiom Mon).
In order to prove Theorem 2.8 it is sufficient to note thatGoaliϕ∧Beli(ϕ→ 〈i : a〉⊤)
implies¬Goali¬ 〈i : a〉⊤ (by Axiom DBel,Goal) which in turn impliesGoali 〈i : a〉⊤
(by Axiom IntAct2 ). ⊓⊔
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Theorem 2.1 says that two disjoint coalitions can combine their efforts to ensure a
conjunction of outcomes. This corresponds to thesuperadditivityaxiom of Coalition
Logic [19] of the form[B]ϕ∧ [C]ψ → [B ∪ C] (ϕ∧ψ) (whenB ∩C = ∅). Theorem
2.2 shows the tight correspondence between our definition ofnext and the standard
operatornext of linear temporal logic. According to Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 if an agent
brings it about thatϕ by doinga then he brings it about thatϕ and, if an agent can
bring it about thatϕ by doinga then he can bring it about thatϕ. Theorem 2.5, which
is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1, says that two disjoint coalitions can never
bring about conflicting effects. Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 are about the relation between
intentions, beliefs and action occurrences: if an agent does actiona then he believes that
he intends to doa; if an agent does not intend to do actiona now then he believes that he
will not performa. Theorem 2.8 expresses a sort of generative principle for intentions
according to which, ifi wantsϕ to be true and believes thatϕ will be true only if he
doesa theni comes to intend to doa. It has to be noted thatDoesiϕ → BeliDoesiϕ
and¬Doesiϕ → Beli¬Doesiϕ are not valid here, that is, an agent is not necessarily
aware of what he will bring about.

4.1 Related works

Main differences between STIT andIAL Some substantial differences exist be-
tweenIAL and STIT logic [4, 14]. Formulas in STIT logic can be built by means of
the boolean connectives together with the modal operator2 of historic necessity, whose
dual is3, and the so-calledChellas STIT operator[i cstit : ]. The modal construction
2ϕ is read “ϕ is true in all possible histories”, whereas[i cstit : ϕ] is read “agenti sees
to it thatϕ”. Thus,3 [i cstit : ϕ] and2 [i cstit : ϕ] have to be read “agenti can see to
it thatϕ” and “agenti necessarily sees to it thatϕ”. Space restrictions prevent present-
ing STIT semantics, the interpretation of operators2 and[i cstit : ] and their semantic
relationships. Let us only remark that in STIT theory formulas of type[i cstit : ϕ] are
interpreted according to equivalence relations. Thus,[i cstit : ϕ] → ϕ is valid in STIT.
This means that in STIT theory actions are supposed to be instantaneous. InIAL we
suppose that an agent (viz. a coalition of agents) brings about something as an effect of
his actions (viz. joint actions) and that actions (viz. joint actions) are not instantaneous.
For these reasons, for everyC ⊆ AGT SC is simply a serial relation and for every
C ⊆ AGT DoesCϕ∧¬ϕ is satisfiable.11 Moreover, it has to be noted that under STIT
semantics the following formulas are valid:[i cstit : [j cstit : ϕ]] ↔ 2 [j cstit : ϕ];
[i cstit : [j cstit : ϕ]] ↔ [i cstit : 2 [j cstit : ϕ]].12 This means that in STIT logic an
agent can never really induce another agent to ensure some state of affairsϕ. In fact,
in STIT an agent always acts independently from what other agents do and cannot
be induced to bring about something that he would not bring about without being in-

11 Note that in STIT theory2ϕ → [i cstit : ϕ] is also valid. This is not the case inIAL where
for everyC ⊆ AGT 2ϕ ∧ ¬DoesCϕ is satisfiable.

12 [i cstit : [j cstit : ϕ]] ↔ 2ϕ is also valid and if we refine STIT logic by supposing that time
is discrete (as done in [6]) then even[i cstit : X [j cstit : ϕ]] ↔ [i cstit : X2ϕ] becomes
valid.
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duced.13 This is a serious limitation of this logic since it prevents expressing crucial
aspects of sociality such as indirect power (see section 5.4). The nice aspect ofIAL
is that it does not incur these limitations. For instance, due to the temporal properties
of the modal operatorsDoesi, in IAL the formulasDoesiDoesjϕ ∧ ¬2Doesjϕ and
DoesiDoesjϕ ∧ ¬Doesi2Doesjϕ are satisfiable. Thus,IAL allows to express the
fact that an agentj is induced byi to bring aboutϕ while ϕ is something thatj would
not bring about without being induced byi.

Relationship between Coalition Logic andIAL Pauly’s Coalition Logic (CL) [19]
is one of the most well-known logics for multiagent systems. CL has been introduced
to reason about what single agents and groups of agents are able to achieve. CL has
coalition modalities of the form[C] whereC is an arbitrary coalition of agentsC ⊆
AGT (whereAGT is the set of all agents). The CL formula[C]ϕ is read “the coalition
C can bring about (can enforce an outcome state satisfying)ϕ”. In an extended version
of this paper [16] it is proved thatIAL subsumes Coalition Logic. More precisely the
following translationtr(.) from formulas of CL to formulas ofIAL is given:

– tr(p) = p
– tr(¬ϕ) = ¬tr(ϕ)
– tr(ϕ ∨ ψ) = tr(ϕ) ∨ tr(ψ)
– tr([C]ϕ) = 3DoesCtr(ϕ)

and the following three theorems are proved:

– If ϕ is a theorem of CL thentr(ϕ) is a theorem ofIAL.
– If ϕ is CL-satisfiable thentr(ϕ) is satisfiable inIAL.
– ϕ is CL-satisfiable if and only iftr(ϕ) is satisfiable inIAL.

A general observation Modal operators of logics of agency typically have three com-
ponents: historic necessity, agent’s choice, and time. In Pauly’s Coalition Logic and in
ATL these three components arefusedand make up a single non-normal modal opera-
tor. We have seen that in STIT logic, these three ingredients are separated, and each has
its own modal operator. InIAL we explore the middle ground: we fuse the choice and
the temporalnextoperator.

5 Varieties of Power

5.1 Power of

The aim of this section is to provide a formal characterization of the concept ofpower
of by exploiting the expressiveness ofIAL. We will start with a general definition of
power ofand we will progressively refine it. As argued in [8, 3], for an agenti to have

13 In [4, 14] it is argued that the deliberative STIT construction[i dstit : ϕ] =def [i cstit : ϕ] ∧
¬2ϕ provides a better approximation of agentive causation. It can be proved that
[i dstit : [j dstit : ϕ]] ↔ ⊥ is valid.
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the power of achievingϕ: i must have the objective opportunity to achieveϕ and, he
must be aware of this.14 In fact, withouti’s discretion over his objective opportunity,
i would not be capable of exploiting it in order to ensureϕ. A first rough pre-formal
definition ofi’s power ofachievingϕ is given by the two conditions:

1. i can bring it about thatϕ (objective opportunity);
2. i believes that he can bring it about thatϕ (discretion over the opportunity).

In IAL the former condition is expressed by the formula3Doesiϕ, while the latter
condition is expressed by the formulaBeli3Doesiϕ. Here we denote withKiϕ i’s
correct belief thatϕ holds.

Definition 2. For anyi ∈ AGT
Kiϕ =def Beliϕ ∧ ϕ

Then,i’s power of achievingϕ can be expressed by the formulaKi3Doesiϕ. If we
look carefully at the semantics ofKi3Doesiϕ, we can easily discover that it is insuf-
ficient to express a notion of genuine power. An evident problem with such a formal
definition is the absence of a condition which guarantees thatϕ is not something which
would happen in any case (independently fromi’s intervention). A more precise defini-
tion of objective opportunity would require a negative condition of the form¬2Xϕ. In
fact, it is counterintuitive to say thati has the opportunity of achievingϕ when2Xϕ
holds, that is, whenϕ is going to be true whateveri does. For example, the fact “2+2=4”
is something which is going to be true whateveri does (i.e.2X “2+2=4”). For this rea-
son, it is quite odd to say thati has the opportunity of ensuring that “2+2=4”. This
observation leads to the following refined formal characterization of objective opportu-
nity: 3Doesi ∧ ¬2Xϕ. From this, one might try to formalize the concepti’s power
of achievingϕ by the formulaKi(3Doesiϕ∧¬2Xϕ). But again this is not sufficient
to formalize a genuine concept of power. In fact,Ki(3Doesiϕ ∧ ¬2Xϕ) simply says
“ i correctly believes that there exists some action whose execution can ensureϕ and
thatϕ is not something that is going to be true whateveri does”. It does not say “there
exists some action such thati may correctly believe that he will ensureϕ by doing that
action”.15 To see whyKi(3Doesiϕ ∧ ¬2Xϕ) is insufficient to capture the concept of
power consider the scenario in Fig. 2. Agenti is atw1 and is in front of two doors A and
B. Behind door A there is a treasure, behind door B there is nothing. Besides,i believes
that behind one of the two doors there is a treasure whereas behind the other there is
nothing, but he is not sure whether the treasure is behind door A or B. The agent can
either open door A or open door B. In worldw1 and in each world which is compatible
with i’s beliefs atw1 (worldsw7 andw9) it is the case that he can get the treasure and
that getting the treasure is not something that is going to necessarily happen. From this,

14 A similar argument is given in [26] where the notion ofpractical possibilityis distinguished
from the notion ofpower(formalized by the operatorCAN ).

15 The necessity to distinguishde dictosentences of the form “i knows that there exists some
action by doing which he can ensureϕ” from de resentences of the form “there exists some
action such thati may correctly believe that he will ensureϕ by doing it” (or “there exists
some action such thati correctly believes that he may ensureϕ by doing that action”) has also
been stressed in [1, 15, 7, 21].
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we conclude that atw1 i correctly believes that he can get the treasure and that getting
the treasure is not something that is going to necessarily happen:Ki(3Doesit∧¬2Xt)
holds atw1. Unfortunately, there is no action thatimay correctly believe that it will en-
sureϕ. So, it is reasonable to say that in the examplei does not have the power of
getting the treasure. Atw1 i cannot correctly believe that he will get the treasure by
opening door A nor correctly believe that he will get the treasure by opening door B:
¬3Ki(〈i : a〉⊤ ∧ [i : a] t) and¬3Ki(〈i : b〉⊤ ∧ [i : b] t) hold atw1. More generally,
atw1 i cannot correctly believe that he will get the treasure:¬3KiDoesit holds at at
w1. From the previous example, we have to conclude that an agenti does not have the

Fig. 2.Scenario

power ofachievingϕ by doing actiona unless:

1∗ i may correctly believe that he will ensureϕ by doinga andi correctly believes
thatϕ is not something that is going to be true whatever he does.

More generally, an agenti does not have thepower ofachievingϕ unless:

2∗ i may correctly believe that he will ensureϕ andi correctly believes thatϕ is not
something that is going to be true whatever he does.

1∗ and2∗ correspond to a notion ofpower ofwhich can be formalized inIAL.

Definition 3. For anyi ∈ AGT , a ∈ ACT

A. Opp(i, a, ϕ) =def 3([i : a]ϕ ∧ 〈i : a〉⊤) ∧ ¬2Xϕ
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B. Power(i, a, ϕ) =def 3Ki([i : a]ϕ ∧ 〈i : a〉⊤) ∧Ki¬2Xϕ
C. Power(i, ϕ) =def 3KiDoesiϕ ∧Ki¬2Xϕ

Definitions 3.A, 3.B and 3.C respectively characterizei’s opportunity of achievingϕ
by doing actiona (i.e. i can ensureϕ by doinga andϕ is not something that is going
to be true whateveri does),i’s power of achievingϕ by doing actiona (definition
1∗) and i’s power of achievingϕ (definition 2∗).16 It is straightforward to prove that
Power(i, a, ϕ) impliesPower(i, ϕ). Moreover, by AxiomConflBel,2, we can show
that bothPower(i, a, ϕ) andPower(i, ϕ) imply Ki(3Doesiϕ ∧ ¬2Xϕ)17 which, as
discussed above, characterizes a situation of uncertainty in whichi cannot determine
what action must be taken to ensureϕ.
The following theorems highlight some properties of the previous notions of power.

Theorem 3. For anyi ∈ AGT anda ∈ ACT

1. ⊢IAL Power(i, a, ϕ) ↔ KiPower(i, a, ϕ)
2. ⊢IAL Power(i, a, ϕ) → Ki2 [i : a]ϕ

Proof. We only prove→ direction of Theorem 3.1. The other direction is trivially sat-
isfied by definition ofKiϕ. By definition ofPower(i, a, ϕ) andKiϕ , we have that
Power(i, a, ϕ) implies 3Ki([i : a]ϕ ∧ 〈i : a〉⊤) ∧ Ki¬2Xϕ. Moreover3Kiϕ →
Ki3ϕ andKiϕ → KiKiϕ are theorems ofIAL (by definition ofKiϕ, Axiom 4 for
Beli and AxiomConflBel,2). Therefore,3Ki([i : a]ϕ∧〈i : a〉⊤)∧Ki¬2Xϕ implies
3KiKi([i : a]ϕ ∧ 〈i : a〉⊤) ∧KiKi¬2Xϕ which in turn impliesKi3Ki([i : a]ϕ ∧
〈i : a〉⊤) ∧KiKi¬2Xϕ. From this and the definition ofPower(i, a, ϕ) we can infer
KiPower(i, a, ϕ). ⊓⊔

According to Theorem 3.1, an agent has the power of achievingϕ by doinga if and
only if he correctly believes this. The same principle holds for the general concepts of
power without action argument. In fact,Power(i, ϕ) ↔ KiPower(i, ϕ) is a theorem
of IAL as well. According to Theorem 3.2 if an agent has the power of achievingϕ
by doinga then he correctly believes that if he does actiona then he will ensureϕ, no
matter what the other agents will do.

5.2 Power to

As stressed in the introduction of the paper, the most basic form of agentive power
is the so-calledpower to. The power toof an agenti concerns an action thati can
do at will. One might try to formalize such a concept by constructions of the form
3 〈i : a〉⊤ (i.e. i can do actiona). Nevertheless, these constructions are insufficient to
characterize a true notion ofpower to. Suppose thati can do the action of raising an arm,

16 The condition3KiDoesiϕ in definition 3.C corresponds to the property “being able to con-
formantly bring it about thatϕ” studied in [7]. As definition 3.B shows,IAL allows us to
refine this property by specifying the action on the basis of which an agent is able to confor-
mantly bring it about thatϕ. In fact, the condition3Ki([i : a]ϕ ∧ 〈i : a〉⊤) could be read “i
is able to conformantly bring it about thatϕ by doinga”.

17 But not vice versa.
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i.e.3 〈i : raiseArm〉⊤, and it is possible thati intends to raise his arm and he does not
succeed in doing this sincej blocksi’s movement, i.e.3(Goali 〈i : raiseArm〉⊤ ∧
〈j : block〉⊤ ∧ [i : raiseArm]⊥). In this scenario, we would not say thati has the
power to raise the arm. In fact, the possibility thati will raise an arm in a successful
way heavily depends on whatj will decide do. This example leads us to conclude that
for an agenti to have the power to do actiona it has to be case that:

1. i can doa;
2. if i intends to doa now theni will do a in a successful way, no matter what the

other agents do.

Definition 4. For anyi ∈ AGT , a ∈ ACT
PowerTo(i, a) =def 2(Goali 〈i : a〉⊤ → 〈i : a〉⊤) ∧ 3 〈i : a〉⊤

5.3 Exercise of power

There are two different and equally important views of power. On the one hand, power
can be conceived as a capacity, as a potential power. On the other hand, power can be
conceived as the exercise of a capacity, as the exercise of power. The notion of power
defined in section 5.1 is a power in the former sense. Now, we want to look at power in
the latter sense. To this end, we provide a quite general definition ofexercise of power
of. We suppose that an agenti exercises his power of achievingϕ by doinga if and only
if i has the power of achievingϕ by doing actiona and he doesa. Thus, in our account
i’s exercise of power ofcorresponds to the facti has a certain powerplusthe fact thati
does the action on which his power is based.

Definition 5. For anyi ∈ AGT , a ∈ ACT

A. ExPower(i, a, ϕ) =def Power(i, a, ϕ) ∧ 〈i : a〉⊤
B. ExPower(i, ϕ) =def

∨

a∈ACT ExPower(i, a, ϕ)

Definitions 5.A and 5.B respectively express thati exercises his power of achievingϕ
by doinga andi exercises his power of achievingϕ. The following theorem clarifies
the relationship between exercise of power, beliefs and power to do.

Theorem 4. For anyi ∈ AGT anda ∈ ACT

1. ⊢IAL ExPower(i, ϕ) → Doesiϕ
2. ⊢IAL ExPower(i, a, ϕ) ∧BeliPowerTo(i, a) → KiDoesiϕ

Proof. Theorem 4.1 easily follows fromStitAct . Here we only prove Theorem 4.2. By
definition ofExPower(i, a, ϕ) and
PowerTo(i, a), we have thatExPower(i, a, ϕ) ∧BeliPowerTo(i, a) implies
〈i : a〉⊤ ∧Beli2(Goali 〈i : a〉⊤ → 〈i : a〉⊤) ∧ Power(i, a, ϕ).
Moreover,〈i : a〉⊤ ∧ Beli2(Goali 〈i : a〉⊤ → 〈i : a〉⊤) ∧ Power(i, a, ϕ) implies
〈i : a〉⊤∧Beli2(Goali 〈i : a〉⊤ → 〈i : a〉⊤)∧Power(i, a, ϕ)∧BeliGoali 〈i : a〉⊤
(by Theorem 2.6) which in turn implies〈i : a〉⊤∧Power(i, a, ϕ)∧Beli 〈i : a〉⊤ (by
Axiom K for Beli and Axiom T for2). From this, by Theorem 3.2 and the definition of
Ki, we can inferKi 〈i : a〉⊤∧Ki2 [i : a]ϕ. Finally, fromKi 〈i : a〉⊤∧Ki2 [i : a]ϕ
we can conclude thatKiDoesiϕ (by Axiom StitAct and Axiom T for2). ⊓⊔
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According to Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, ifi exercises his power of achievingϕ then he
brings it about thatϕ and if i exercises his power of achievingϕ by a and believes that
he has the power to doa then he correctly believes that he brings it about thatϕ.

5.4 Power over

An interesting form of power on which many authors have focused is the intrinsically
social power calledpower over. There is no consensus on the meaning of the expression
“an agent has power over another agent with respect a given issue, fact, etc...”. Several
alternative definitions have been proposed. A major point of disagreement is whether
i’s power overj should be based onj’s dependence oni for the achievement of his
goals (dependence-based power over) or whether it should be based oni’s ability, to
affect the behavior ofj by inducingj to intend to do a certain action or to refrain from
doing a certain action (power of influencing). 18 In this section we only focus on that
form of power overcalledpower of influencing. That is, we suppose that an agenti has
a power over agentj wheni is in a position to inducej to intend to do certain action
or in a position to inducej to want to refrain from doing a certain action. In the former
casei has the power of shapingj’s preferences in such a way thatj will intend to do
a certain action, in the latter casei has the power of shapingj’s preferences in such a
way thatj will intend not to do a certain action. Thus, in the present analysisi’s power
over is conceived as the particular type ofi’s power ofrelative to the intentions of other
agents in the social world. More precisely, we say thati has thepositive (viz. negative)
power overj with respect to actiona if and only if i has the power of ensuring thatj
will intend to do (viz. will intend not to do) actiona. Formally:

Definition 6. For anyi, j ∈ AGT , a ∈ ACT

A. PosPowerOver(i, j, a) =def Power(i, Goalj 〈j : a〉⊤)
B. NegPowerOver(i, j, a) =def Power(i, Goalj [j : a]⊥)

As in [20], we distinguishpower overfrom indirect power. In our view, agenti has the
indirect powerof achievingϕ via agentj if and only if i has the power of ensuring that
j will bring it about thatϕ. Formally:IndPower(i, j, ϕ) =def Power(i,Doesjϕ).

5.5 Effective power

In section 5.1 we have only focused on what Lukes [18] callsoperativesense of power,
that is, the powersufficientto produce a certain result. A more radical form of power
is the so-called power in aneffectivesense, that is, the powernecessaryandsufficient
to produce a certain result. For example, the judge in a court has the effective power
of imprisoning the defendant by sentencing him to imprisonment given that he can im-
prison the defendant by sentencing him to imprisonment (sufficiency) and as long as
he does not sentence the defendant, the defendant will not be imprisoned (necessity).

18 As shown in [12] and [8] the two views are closely interdependent. In fact, ifi has a
dependence-based power overj and he knows this, then he is in a position to make threats
or offers toi in order to affect his behavior thereby having a power of influencingj.
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In order to formalize the notion of effective power, the definition of power given in
section 5.1 has to be refined in an appropriate way. First, we have to add the conjunct
2([i : a]⊥ → ¬Xϕ) to definition 3.A (section 5.1) of opportunity. This new conjunct
expresses the fact that the occurrence of actiona performed byi is necessary to ensure
thatϕ will be true next. This operation leads us to a formal definition ofi’s effective
opportunity ofachievingϕ by doing actiona, that is,i’s capacity of achievingϕ by a
which resists to all interferences of other agents and which must be necessarily exer-
cised byi to ensureϕ (definition 7.A). From the concept of effective opportunity, it is
straightforward to come up with a formal definition ofeffective power. We suppose that
i has the effective power of achievingϕ by doing actiona if and only if i has the power
of achievingϕ by doing actiona and correctly believes that hemustdo a in order to
ensure thatϕwill be true next (definition 7.B). Again this can be generalized to a notion
of i’s effective power of achievingϕ (definition 7.C).

Definition 7. For anyi, j ∈ AGT , a ∈ ACT

A. EffOpp(i, a, ϕ) =def Opp(i, a, ϕ) ∧ 2([i : a]⊥ → ¬Xϕ)
B. EffPower(i, a, ϕ) =def Power(i, a, ϕ) ∧Ki2([i : a]⊥ → ¬Xϕ)
C. EffPower(i, ϕ) =def

∨

a∈ACT EffPower(i, a, ϕ)

Theorem 5 captures an interesting relationship between effective power, exercise of
power and power to.

Theorem 5. For anyi ∈ AGT anda ∈ ACT
⊢IAL EffPower(i, a, ϕ) ∧GoaliXϕ ∧ PowerTo(i, a) → ExPower(i, a, ϕ)

According to Theorem 5, ifi has the effective power of achievingϕ by a, i wants
ϕ to be true next and has the power to doa then i exercises his power of achieving
ϕ by doing a. Moreover, from Theorems 5, 4.1 and 4.2, and the fact thatDoesiϕ
impliesXϕ, we can derive the following interesting theorem:EffPower(i, a, ϕ) ∧
GoaliXϕ ∧KiPowerTo(i, a) → KiXϕ. Thus, ifi has the effective power of achiev-
ing ϕ by doing a, wantsϕ to be true and correctly believes that he has the power
to do a, then i correctly believes that he will achieveϕ. The present analysis of ef-
fective power can also be extended to those forms of power calledpower overstud-
ied in section 5.4. Here, we conceivei’s effective positive(viz. negative) power over
j with respect to actiona as i’s effective power of inducingj to intend to do ac-
tion a (viz. i’ power of inducingj to intend not to do actiona). The former con-
cept is expressed by the formulaEffPower(i, Goalj 〈j : a〉⊤), the latter is expressed
by EffPower(i, Goalj [j : a]⊥). EffPower(i, Goalj 〈j : a〉⊤) corresponds toi’s
power to inducej to intend do a certain actiona that i would not otherwise intend to
do. This is similar to Dahl’s concept ofpower over[10].

6 Conclusion

There are several ways in which the work presented in this paper can be advanced. An
interesting direction of application is social trust theory. As in [9], we accept a definition
of social trust with four arguments, that is, we would say that an agenti trustsj with
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respect to a given taskϕ and actiona, when the former wants to solve taskϕ and thinks
that the latter has the opportunity to solve the task by doing actiona, is willing and has
the power to do actiona. As the following abbreviation shows, such a conceptual core
of trust can be formalized by exploiting the formal constructions studied in this paper:
Trust(i, j, a, ϕ) =def GoaliXϕ∧Beli(Opp(j, a, ϕ)∧Goalj 〈j : a〉⊤∧PowerTo(j, a)).
FromTrust(i, j, a, ϕ), a definition of trust with three arguments can be given:
Trust(i, j, ϕ) =def

∨

a∈ACT Trust(i, j, a, ϕ).
This is the formal translation of the expression “i trustsj with respect to a given task
ϕ”. The two definitions correspond to a form of strong trust. In fact, we can prove that
in our logic bothTrust(i, j, a, ϕ) andTrust(i, j, ϕ) imply BeliDoesjϕ: if i trustsj
with respect to a given taskϕ theni thinks thatj is going to solve the task.

Another interesting direction of application is the theory of collective powers [8].
IAL’s constructions for groups of agents of the formDoesCϕ can be useful for under-
standing how powers of coalitions interact with powers and mental attitudes of individ-
uals. We have argued that, for an agenti to have the power of achievingϕ, i must have
both the objective opportunity to achieveϕ and, being aware of such an opportunity.
The same argument applies to collective powers. Indeed, it seems reasonable to sup-
pose that, for a group of agentsC to have the power of achievingϕ, agents inC must
be able to perform a joint action that will ensureϕ and must be collectively aware of
this, where being collectively aware of something seems to require some group belief
notions such as common belief.

We also think thatIAL is a suitable framework for studying games in strategic
form and for clarifying the epistemic foundations of some game theoretic notions such
asNash equilibrium.19 In the future we will investigate such an intriguing issue and try
to understand how an agent’s preferences are related with his goals.
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Abstract. Pacuit and Parikh introduced a logic of agent communicabil-
ity in [1, 2], based on a combination of the history based semantics of [3,
4] and the concept of a communication graph modeling inter-agent con-
nectivity. In this paper we propose a number of extensions to their work.
Concretely, we consider changing the original notion of agent knowl-
edge to a KD45 modality for belief. We furthermore introduce proposi-
tional variables for communication channels between agents inside the
object language, and allow for run-time reconfigurations of the underly-
ing graph.

1 Introduction

This paper sets out to investigate the notion of communication channels between
agents in a distributed system. Communication channels can be thought of as
conceptualizing a relation of communicability between some proposition ϕ and
groups or pairs of agents. While the formalization of agent communication pro-
tocols itself has drawn much interest from the AI community, the issue of agent
communicability has remained largely unexplored. Some exceptions are [5–7].

Communication in multi-agent systems is traditionally defined in terms of
some electronic message-passing protocol, and just like any other distributed
process it is subject to failures — both in principle and in practice. Distributed
systems operating across a computer network are always faced with the even-
tuality of network failure, rendering certain agents temporarily unable to relay
possibly important information to its peers. In such scenarios, a typical engineer-
ing approach is to enforce a strict separation of concerns between the high-level
agent behavior and more low-level technical aspects like network operability and
the like. On the other hand, an arguably more logical approach might be to ac-
cept the possibility of communication failure as a given, and allow for the agents
to explicitly represent and reason about the contingency of their exchanges.

In this paper we explore this latter option. In [1, 2], Pacuit and Parikh in-
troduced such a logic of agent communicability, which they termed the logic
of communication graphs. This logic extends the history based epistemic logic
of Parikh and Ramanujam from [3, 4] with the notion of an agent accessibility
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graph, in which agents are nodes and edges represent a directed relation of (phys-
ical, social, . . . ) information 
ow, modeling which agents can share information
with which particular other agents. Thinking of agents as nodes in a graph, and
edges between agents as “communication channels” is a powerful abstraction
for modeling interaction patterns between agents in which failure is an option.
For instance, it can represent some hierarchical chain of authority as in the CIA
example given in [1]. Perhaps more intuitive for the case of multiagent software
systems, communication graphs may represent the network topology of some
distributed system, as mentioned higher.

Outline of the paper In the next section we present a specific agent scenario
in which the problem of communicability is illustrated. In section 2 we give an
overview of the history based semantics which lie at the heart of the approach
in [1, 2], and discuss the addition of agent communication graphs to this logic.
Specifically, and the various assumptions about the nature of communication
and knowledge underlying the logic in [1, 2]. In section 3 we will revisit some of
those assumptions that we believe to be too strong as general principles of agent
interaction, and propose an alternative line of analysis for them.

1.1 Example: The English Auction Protocol

Before introducing the logic of communication graphs, we introduce the so-called
“English auction”1 protocol as an example for the sort of applications we have in
mind. The example, which in its single agent version is due to (Jones & Parent,
[8]), describes an auction protocol involving an auctioneer agent and n agents
participating in the auction. For ease of exposition, we will consider the case of
electronic auctions involving an auctioneer agent a (the auction server), and two
agents i and j doing the bidding.

The communication network underlying this protocol is such that agents
cannot negotiate directly — all their dealings happen strictly via the auctioneer
agent. Throughout this paper we will we will represent communication events as
triples (x, y, ϕ), where x and y ∈ {i, j, a} are the respective sender and receiver
agent indices, and ϕ is the message payload. For the purpose of communication,
assume a basic set of messages “p” through “u”, whose intended meanings can
be paraphrased as follows.

p : item c is up for auction s : the auction is stopped
q : make a bid t : some other agent overbids
r : the item is sold to another agent u : the bid wins

We can specify the full auction protocol by means of a finite state diagram
(see Fig. 1), such that state transitions represent agent interactions, and valid

1 In English auctions, the auctioning process starts from a reservation price set by the
auctioneer, followed by a number of rounds in which agents try to top each other’s
bids (the last bid wins). Compare this with so-called “Dutch” auctions in which the
auction opens at a high price that is gradually lowered in the successive rounds (here
the first bid wins).
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auction instances consist of those finite sequences of transitions that start in
state 0 and end in one of the acceptable end states, marked by a double circle
(i.e. 8 or 9). 2
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Fig. 1. The English auction protocol.

The state transition diagram in Fig. 1 represents an auction protocol in the
sense that it characterizes all valid auctions (i.e. those state transitions 1
 ; 8

or 1
 ; 9
 ). In section 2 below we will see an extensional specification of such
protocols.

So far the communication links between agents are static properties of the
underlying auction protocol — they exist by virtue of the auction protocol. In a
more dynamic setting however, we may wish to consider other forms of communi-
cability. For instance, in the case of online auctions communicability may take on
another meaning: as the set of physical or technical requirements for communi-
cation. As mentioned in the introduction, distributed agent systems are subject
to network failures, and a sufficiently high-level agent protocol may provide the
means to represent these (and other) communication failures in the object lan-
guage. In the English auction protocol for example, in the interest of fairness
we may wish to add a new clause to the protocol that allows the auctioneer to
abort the auction in case one of the bidding contenders becomes unresponsive
(signaling communication failure). The finite state automaton representing this
new protocol is depicted in Fig. 2.

Clearly then, in order for this to work, the auctioneer agent must now be able
to represent communicability between agents explicitly in the object language,
as a necessary condition for going through with the auction process. In the next
section, we look at one specific proposal for handling such scenarios called the
logic of communication graphs in [1, 2], and discuss some of its shortcomings.

2 For brevity we sometimes talk of the communication event (a, {i, j} , ϕ) to denote
an arbitrary two-step sequence (a, i, ϕ) ◦ (a, j, ϕ) or (a, j, ϕ) ◦ (a, i, ϕ). Perhaps more
intuitively, (a, {i, j} , ϕ) may be thought of as a simultaneously broadcasting the
message ϕ to all agents in the set {i, j}.
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Fig. 2. The English auction protocol, with an abort clause (state 7
 ).

2 History-based Semantics

In this section we introduce the original history based model conceived by Parikh
and Ramanujam in [3, 4], and its extension in [1, 2] that deals with agent com-
municability. This logic is essentially an epistemic temporal logic in that it is
concerned with the evolving epistemic states of a group of agents through a
sequence of information exchanges, but it differs from the standard 
avors of
temporal logic though in that it is not interested in representing time for its own
sake, but rather in the ordering it imposes on event histories.

2.1 Histories

We will mostly follow the notation of [1]. Given a set X, let X∗ denote the
set of finite strings (i.e. sequences) of objects in X, and Xω the set of infinite
strings over X. Given some set of basic actions or events Σ, a history H is a
member of Σ∗ ∪ Σω representing some unfolding sequence of events. We take
“◦” as the concatenation operation on histories, such that H ◦ H ′ denotes the
history obtained by appending the history H ′ to H. The length of H, written
|H|, is simply the number of events in H, and when |H| = 0 we say H is the
empty history ε.

A history H is called a finite prefix of another history H ′ – written H � H ′ –
when there exists some third historyH ′′ (possibly empty) such thatH◦H ′′ = H ′.
By abuse of notation, we write Ht (for t ≤ |H|) we denote the finite prefix of H
consisting of the first t events. 3

In [4], Parikh and Ramanujam use the above notion of histories to give an
extensional characterization of protocols. Intuitively, if one history H represents
a possible (i.e. valid) course of events, then a set of histories can be thought

3 Although there is no explicit mention of time in this construction, history subscripts
serve an obvious purpose as temporal indices, assuming some discrete 
ow of time
aligned to the natural numbers N.
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of as defining, by enumeration, all the valid histories generated by some pro-
tocol, which in turn is typically defined intensionally as a set of rules for state
transitions (like the protocol of a chess game, or the English auction protocol).

Definition 1 (Protocols). For a fixed (possibly infinite) set of events Σ, let
H denote a subset of Σ∗ ∪Σω. Assuming a function FP : H → Σ∗ giving finite
prefixes {H | ∃H ′ ∈ H : H � H ′} of H, we call H a protocol when it is closed
under applications of FP.

The closure condition in the above definition is natural considering that if
a given history H is valid (i.e. H ∈ H), all the intermediate steps Ht (with
0 ≤ t ≤ |H|) leading up to H must have been valid as well. Below we will look
at ways to reason about protocol adherence inside the logic.

Communication Graphs The logic of communication graphs of [1, 2] adds an
interesting twist to the notion of protocols by considering agent communication
protocols, extended with a notion of communicability among agents. Let G =
(Ag, E) be a directed graph over Ag, a set of agents. In G, Ag serves as the set of
nodes in the communication graph, and E ⊆ Ag × Ag \ {(i, i) | i ∈ Ag} are the
edges between agents. These edges can be thought of as communication channels
of a sort, determining the 
ow of information within the system. For instance,
we can represent the communicability relations underlying the English auction
example as a communication graph GA = ({a, i, j} , {(a, i), (i, a), (a, j), (j, a)}).

a

i
xx

88ppppppp
j

&&

ffNNNNNNN

Fig. 3. Communication graph GA

In [1, 2], the term “communication graph” however is a bit of a misnomer, as
an edge (i, j) of the graph is taken to represent a one-sided relation of information
transfer from agent i to j. The intended interpretation is that “agent i has access
to any piece of information that agent j knows” ([2], p.3). Thus, an edge (i, j) in
the graph interprets communicability in the sense of spreading information 
ow
between agents, rather than a mere ability to communicate. The analogy given
in [1, 2] is the kind of one-sided learning that occurs by agent i consulting agent
j’s web site (under the further assumption that every piece of knowledge of j is
gathered there). As Pacuit and Parikh themselves acknowledge, this assumption
is a significant idealization of what we consider agent communication. For one, a
substantial part of the initiative underlying communication should lie with the
“speaker”, i.e. the agent initiating the information exchange and who gets to
decide when, how and why to send some message ϕ in any given situation. We
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will have more to say on the matter after having properly introduced the full
theory.

The histories [1, 2] is concerned with are sequences of communication events.
The events in Σ over which histories range are triples (i, j, ϕ) in which (i, j) ∈ E
is an edge in the communication graph, and ϕ is a logical formula representing
the message contents or payload. Messages are assumed to be ground formu-
lae, containing only atomic information or propositional combinations thereof.
Inter-agent messaging will not contain any direct meta-information like modal
formulae, so as to avoid some of the hairy problems associated with the epistemic
modes of truth that are assumed in a sentence like Kiϕ, and the effects of com-
munication on their truth conditions. One famous example is Moore’s paradox
in sentences like “You don’t know it, but there is a bug on your shirt”. The act
of uttering such sentence itself falsifies it.

Given the highly distributed nature of typical multi-agent scenarios, not all
events will be visible to each agent in Ag in general. For i ∈ Ag, let Σi ⊆ Σ
be the subset of events perceivable by i, be it based on i’s cognitive abilities,
spatio-temporal location, disposition, or whatever else. For any system protocol
H, we can obtain its corresponding local view — relative to some agent i ∈ Ag —
by projecting global histories H ∈ H to the localized perceptions of the agents.
For instance, in our English auction protocol example global system runs (i.e.
auctions) are represented as sequences of communication events over the state
automaton in Fig. 1. As determined by the auction’s underlying communication
graph, not all system-level events will be accessible to each agent. With the
possible exception of the auctioneer agent a, each agent has only a local view of
what is going on. Through the eyes of agent i for instance, the auction protocol
looks like Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. The auction protocol as perceived by agent i.

Here agent i’s perception of some auction history HA is limited to those
exchanges in which i participated, either as the sender or receiver of a message.
Nevertheless, i’s local view must obviously be compatible with the global history
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H. Given a system history H, let λi be agent i’s local view function such that
λi(H) denotes the version ofH as perceived by agent i. Typically λi(H) is defined
as a mapping from each event e ∈ Σi (the set of i-accessible events) to itself, and
all other events in Σ \Σi to the null event “ ♯ ” (referred to as a non-informative
clock tick in [4])4. Recalling the previous assumption in [1, 2] of communication
as a one-sided learning process, communication events perceivable to i are those
events (i, j, ϕ) in which i learns from j that ϕ. Presented with a global history
H then, the local history λi(H) accessible to some agent i is simply H minus
those events in which i did not take part. For H ∈ H and σ ∈ Σ:

λi(ε) = ε

λi(H ◦ σ) =

{

λi(H) ◦ σ if σ = (i, j, ϕ), for some j ∈ Ag

λi(H) ◦ ♯ otherwise

(1)

Note that this is a reasonable assumption for distributed software agents, who
communicate through direct transmission of electronic messages over a network.
For the case of human agents, who may often witness or overhear communica-
tions by others, this assumption is obviously too strong.

Language LH Epistemic logics defined over (communication) protocols are
rather similar to the epistemic 
avors of branching time temporal logics like CTL.
The language makes use of a countably infinite supply At of atomic propositions,
over which well-formed formulae ϕ ∈ LH are defined inductively, as given below.

ϕ := ⊤ | p ∈ At | ϕ ∨ ψ | ¬ϕ | Kiϕ (i ∈ Ag) | 3ϕ

Additional propositional connectives ∧,⊥,⇒ and ⇔ as well as the duals for
both modal operators are assumed to be defined as the usual abbreviations, i.e.
2ϕ ≡ ¬3¬ϕ and Liϕ ≡ ¬Ki¬ϕ respectively. As usual, Kiϕ expresses the propo-
sition that agent i knows that ϕ, and thus Liϕ means i considers ϕ an epistemic
possibility. In topological semantics (in whose image this logic is modeled, see
[9]) the diamond operator is used to express some crude measure of effort: 3ϕ
holds if after some particular sequence of actions, ϕ comes to hold. In the logic
of communication graphs, this abstract notion of “effort” will of course be filled
in as agent communication, such that for instance a formula “3¬Li¬Kjϕ” reads
as saying that after some communication (according to a specific configuration
of communication channels) i does not consider it possible that j is unaware
that ϕ.

In order to give meaning to expressions of LH like the one above, the seman-
tic structures used to evaluate formulae consist of (state, history) pairs. That is,
the knowledge of an agent i at any point will be a function of the initial state of
the world (i.e. a truth assignment to the propositions in At) and the information

4 Not to be confused with the empty history (ε). H = ♯ is a history with length 1 !
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exchanges that have taken place in it so far. Before any sort of meaningful ex-
change can take place among our agents, we need to provide them with an initial
distribution of the available information. Given a countable set of atomic propo-
sitions At, let Ati denote a subset of At containing those propositions of which i
knows the truth value, for each i ∈ Ag. As a further consequence of the view of
communication as one-sided learning, [1, 2] assumes that the contents of Ati are
in fact common knowledge among the members of Ag. That is, from the outset
it is common knowledge among all members of Ag what atomic propositions p
every other agent knows the truth value of (though not what this truth value
is). Let V be the set of all valuations on At. Members of V are called “states”,
as they represent particular configurations of the system as a whole. Then an
initial distribution of information over the agents Ag is a vector 〈At1, . . . ,Atn〉
of subsets of At. The various Ati are not required to be disjoint or to add up
to At. Given a state v ∈ V then, let v|Ati denote the state v restricted to the
propositions in Ati, i.e. v|Ati is equal to v except that dom(v|Ati) = Ati ⊆ At.
This ensures that the initial distribution of information is veridical. In section
3 we will move from agent knowledge to a mere belief, which will require some
obvious changes to this definition.

This initial distribution of information plays an important role in agent
knowledge, which now depends on two factors: the initial information vi an agent
i starts out with, and i’s local view of the system history H. These two com-
ponents are combined into a single indistinguishability relation on state-history
pairs for agent i ([1, 2]).

Definition 2. Let v and v′ be valuations At → {0, 1}, and let H and H ′ be
finite event sequences from Σ∗ (i.e. histories in H). Then (v,H) is i-equivalent
to (v′, H ′) — written (v,H) ∼i (v′, H ′) — iff v|Ati = v′|Ati

and λi(H) = λi(H
′).

We now have all the necessary elements to give a semantics for the logic of
communication graphs.

Definition 3 (Communication Graph Frame and Model). Given a set of
propositional variables At and a set of agents Ag with |Ag| = n, a communi-

cation graph frame is a pair (G, 〈At1, . . . ,Atn〉) where G is a communication
graph (Ag, E) and At1, . . . ,Atn ⊆ At distributes the propositions in At over the
agents. A communication graph model (F , v) consists of a a communication
graph F and a system state v : At → {0, 1}.

Note that the above definition does not make explicit reference to a protocol
component H. This is because the implied protocol is defined in terms of the
underlying communication graph G. Whether some history H adheres to this
protocol (ie. is a member of H) can be represented by a proposition L, which
evaluates to true only in “valid” state-history pairs (H, v). Given a model M, a
system state w and a history H, the truth of formulae ϕ ∈ LH is defined as:
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w, ε |=M L always

w,H ◦ (i, j, ϕ) |=M L iff w,H |=M L and w,H |=M Kjϕ

w,H |=M ⊤ always

w,H |=M p iff p ∈ At and w(p) = 1

w,H |=M ¬ϕ iff w,H |6=M ϕ

w,H |=M ϕ ∨ ψ iff w,H |=M ϕ or w,H |=M ψ

w,H |=M 3ϕ iff ∃H ′ ∈ Σ∗ : H � H ′ such that w,H ′ |=M L ∧ ϕ

w,H |=M Kiϕ iff ∀w′ ∈W , H ′ ∈ Σ∗ : if w′, H ′ |=M L and
(w,H) ∼i (w′, H ′), then w′, H ′ |=M ϕ

Under this definition, 3ϕ holds in a state-history pair when there is a valid
(possibly zero-length) continuation of the current history in which ϕ holds. In
branching-time temporal logics like CTL, this diamond would correspond to the
future operator F, and other CTL operators like X (neXt) or U (Until) are de-
finable as well (e.g. see [4, 10]). The indistinguishability of state-histories pairs
under agent perception forms an equivalence relation on V ×H that gives an S5
modality Ki of agent knowledge. When ϕ is true for each (w,H) in M, we say
that ϕ is valid in M. If ϕ is valid in (F , v) for each v ∈ W , ϕ is valid on the
communication frame F .

Pacuit and Parikh further give a sound and complete axiomatization of the
logic of communication graphs based on results from a similar family of systems
called topologic (see [9] for an introduction), representing 2 and K respectively
as S4 and S5 modalities. The only axiom modeling the interaction between the
two modalities is called the Cross axiom. It expresses the principle of perfect
recall, stating that agents retain whatever knowledge they have acquired.

Ki2ϕ⇒ 2Kiϕ (2)

3 Agent Communication Revisited

After this elaborate introduction to the logic of communication graphs in [1,
2], we will now re-examine some of its underlying assumptions regarding agent
communication, and explore alternatives of interest.

A first point is that while agent communication in [1, 2] crucially depends
on a topology of agent connections (represented as a graph), there is currently
no way to reason about this communication graph inside the logic. That is,
agents can reason about the 
ow of information based on the specifics of the
underlying graph, but not about the graph itself (i.e. who is connected to who).
In section (3.1) we explore an extension of the logic in which the communication
graph has been internalized in the object language using a new propositional sort
called channel variables. In combination with the move from agent knowledge
to agent belief in the subsequent sections, this will allow us to represent several
interesting ways in which agents may re
ect on the possible outcomes of their
communications.
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In section (3.2) then, we add an additional element of realism to the logic by
allowing “live” updates to the communication graph, such that edges between
agents may appear or disappear at some point during an event history. The
motivation behind this move stems from our English auction example earlier:
for multiagent systems operating in a network environment, node failures can
and do occur at any time. But dynamic reconfigurations of the communication
graph are not limited to error recovery scenarios. At another level, the creation
(or deletion) of a communication channel between two agents can itself be an
agent action. For example, after successful authentication, the auctioneer agent
may establish a new connection with some agent joining an auction in progress.
In this section we build the eventuality of changes to the communication graph
into the logic, and consider the outlook.

Finally, in section (3.3) we argue that for the purpose of multiagent systems it
makes sense to weaken the notion of agent knowledge to agent belief. Even if our
software agents were infallible reasoners, realistically one still needs to account
for the possibility of things like erroneous user input. In addition, network failures
of the kind mentioned higher more often than not occur without some or all of
the agents knowing (at least initially), thereby making their knowledge base
outdated. The assumption in [1, 2] that agents only know true facts is clearly an
idealization, and abandoning it will require us to further rethink the foundations
of the logic in its current form.

3.1 Communication Graphs Internalized

In this section we re-interpret the original view on communication in [1, 2]. The
logic introduced so far is a tool for reasoning about what information agents may
come to know over the course of a series of events, given a particular network
of communication links among them. In this setting a discourse history H =
(i, j, ϕ)◦ (k, i, ψ)◦ . . . encodes that i learns ϕ from j, upon which k learns ψ from
i, and so on. This model does not consider communicability as the possibility of
failure in the communication process, but rather about how a particular agent
came to be in the specific epistemic state that it is, given its connections. In the
predominantly social settings of the applications that Pacuit and Parikh consider
in [1, 2], this approach makes a lot of sense — it is part of the larger research
program on what Parikh has termed social software ([11]).

Previous research by some of the current authors ([7, 6, 12]) has similarly
been concerned with the formalization of agent communicability, in a variety
of logical frameworks. However, under their interpretation “communicability”
concerns the concrete, physical possibility on the part of i of communicating
a proposition ϕ to j. In [1, 2], a communication event (i, j, ϕ) is “acceptable”
according to some protocol H when in the history H the event occurs in, (i, j, ϕ)
is a legal action on the part of agent j (i.e, w,H ◦ (i, j, ϕ) |= L).

For our current purposes then, we attempt to reread agent communication
and the notion of communication events as follows. A triple (i, j, ϕ) no longer
means that i learns from j that ϕ is the case, which effectively already contains
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the success of the act of communication in itself. Instead, we take it as the more
basic, physical event of i sending the message ϕ to j, that is, an attempt on the
part of i of informing j that ϕ (the switch in the direction of the information 
ow
from i to j is merely a matter of convention). The difference between the two
hangs on the interpretation of communicative acts as primary vs. a secondary
actions. Secondary actions, like switching on a PC or informing agent i that ϕ,
can be performed by an agent, but their “successful” execution is – at least in
part – dependent on external circumstances beyond her control (i.e. a source of
electricity for starting the PC). Instead, agents perform primary actions (like

ipping a switch or sending a message) in order to exploit known causal links
between these primary and the intended secondary actions. Our proposal here
is to reinterpret events (i, j, ϕ) as a primary action instead of a secondary one.

Consequently, the success or otherwise of this communicative act on the part
of i will now be determined by the communication graph G— if (i, j) ∈ E (the
edges of G), the expected post-conditions of (i, j, ϕ) will be thatKjϕ. The legality
preconditions of a messaging event remain the same.

In addition, we update the local view function λi associated with each i ∈ Ag

to re
ect the fact that communication is a social activity involving multiple
actors. Given a communication graph G = (Ag, E ⊆ Ag×Ag) and agents i, j, k ∈
Ag with j 6= k, revise λi such that:

λi(ε) = ε

λi(H ◦ (j, k, ϕ)) =











λi(H) ◦ (j, k, ϕ) if i = j

λi(H) ◦ (j, k, ϕ) if i = k and (j, k) ∈ E

λi(H) ◦ ♯ otherwise

(3)

Thus, we have changed the definition of communication events (i, j, ϕ) to
allow for communication to fail (for whatever reason). The next logical step is to
internalize the communication graph such that it becomes the explicit object of
the agents’ reasoning. For this we introduce a special sort of atomic propositions
called channel variables.

Definition 4 (Channel Variables). Given a finite set of agents Ag, let CAg

be a finite set of propositions {cij | i, j ∈ Ag, i 6= j} called channel variables over
Ag, with CAg ∩ At = ∅.

The intuitive reading of a proposition cij ∈ CAg is that there exists a com-
munication link from i to j in the graph G. Channel variables behave just like
other propositions, appearing in combination with boolean connectives and un-
der the scope of modal operators. As such, their truth values are determined by
extending the definition of states v to valuation functions Prop → {0, 1}, where
Prop = At∪CAg is the set of propositional symbols of LH. A natural requirement
is that global system states in V respect the underlying communication graph
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G. More formally then, given a model M defined on a communication graph
(Ag, E), the truth definition for channel variables is straightforward:

w,H |=M cij iff w(cij) = 1 (4)

The obvious attraction of introducing communication channels as a special
sort of ground propositions in the object language is that the underlying com-
munication graph can now naturally be reasoned and talked about among the
members of Ag, in the form of communication events like (i, j, ckl). Before con-
sidering some implications of this new expressivity however, we first introduce
yet another revision to the logic of [1, 2].

3.2 Updating The Communication Graph

The underlying rationale in this next section is again closely related to the pos-
sibility of communication failure. For distributed systems communicating over
a network using some message protocol, the danger of network failure is ever
present. It is therefore natural to consider the effect that dynamic changes to
the communication graph have on the evolution of agents’ epistemic states. More-
over, the nature of these changes may vary. At a certain point Ht in a history,
the connection cij between agents i and j may be lost due to some structural
problem, maybe to be restored at a later time Ht+n. Alternatively, we may allow
the communication network to be affected by individual agent actions, for ex-
ample in the case of connection pool servers giving out communication channels
between agents upon request.

There are a number of possible ways to implement such mechanisms of
change. In [13] for instance, information bearing events are represented as up-
date models in a propositional dynamic logic. Reconfigurations of the underlying
communication graph then are introduced as specific kinds of update models
called reconfiguration models, and the actual change to the graph is effected by
a product update operation.

Here, we opt instead for the simpler “static” approach of introducing an ele-
ment of change directly in the system states V , by allowing atomic propositions
(and specifically, channel variables in CAg) to change truth values at some point
in a history H. Let Prop again be the set At∪CAg of propositional symbols. Then
we redefine valuations v as functions of the following type.

v : H → 2Prop (5)

In words, a state or valuation v ∈ V is a function mapping each history
H ∈ H to a set P ⊆ Prop of propositional variables — those propositions that
are true in H. So it may be that ckl ∈ w(Ht) but ckl /∈ w(Ht+1). Agents too
may have partial knowledge of changes to the graph, which would be re
ected in
the original information distributions Ati and partial valuations v(H)|Ati . Then
p ∈ v(ε)|Ati whenever agent i is aware that p prior to any communication, and
p ∈ v((i, j, ϕ))|Atj

if j knows that p after the occurrence of an event (i, j, ϕ). The
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merits of this approach are debatable. In general nothing now prevents a system
state v from randomly changing with each successive event, which is clearly more
than we bargained for. The following is therefore a natural notion.

Definition 5. An atomic proposition p ∈ Prop = At ∪ CAg is called persistent
iff ∀H ∈ H : p ∈ v(H) if and only if p ∈ v(ε).

The logic in [1, 2] can be viewed as a more specific instance of this case,
restricted to models where all atomic propositions are persistent. For the purpose
of this paper, we will only be interested in cases where the channel variables in
CAg change truth value, so as to represent a reconfiguration of the communication
graph. Nevertheless, more expressive logics in which all propositions are “
uent”
may have their uses. For instance, generalizing the notion of events we may
wish to associate a set of possible actions Acti with each agent i. The current
approach allows one to define agent i’s ability to bring about p by performing
α as a property of the world, namely by restricting to those system states v for
which p ∈ v(H ◦ (i, α)), for any H. For our current purpose however, we assume
atomic propositions in At to be persistent, unless specified otherwise.

A more serious objection is that the new definition of system states is now
incompatible with the idea of agent knowledge as true belief — for in what
sense does an agent know ϕ if ϕ may become false in the future? We rectify this
situation in the next section.

3.3 Agent Belief

As we have mentioned on several occasions, the logic of communication graphs
rests on some rather strong assumptions about the nature of communication,
but also about agent knowledge. Representing agents’ epistemic states as true
beliefs may be appropriate when one is interested in the dynamics of spreading
information in a group of agents, where the possibility of that information being
incorrect is largely besides the point. The Plame-Miller affair mentioned in [1,
2] is a prime example of this sort of applications.

However, the logic of [1, 2] suggests other useful areas of application as well,
for which many of the original assumptions would need to be relaxed. In the
English auction example, we are interested in modeling communicability in dis-
tributed multiagent systems, more specifically the possibility that agents are
mistaken in their beliefs concerning the existence of communication channels
among them. This becomes especially relevant when communication channels
can disappear without warning. Therefore in this last section we will weaken the
original S5 knowledge modality Ki to a KD45 (i.e. weak S5) modality Bi for
agent belief, replacing the truth axiom T (stipulating that agents only believe
true propositions, i.e. Biϕ ⇒ ϕ) with the weaker axiom D saying that agent
beliefs are merely consistent (¬Bi⊥, or Biϕ⇒ ¬Bi¬ϕ).

At first glance, this move may seem a minor adjustment. A moment’s thought
however reveals that this small change brings with it many additional problems.
The original logic of communication graphs attributed an initial set of known
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facts to each agent i, which then gets expanded through subsequent communi-
cations with other agents, and reaches its maximal state when it contains all
facts agent i can come to know, given the topology of the communication graph
and the knowledge of the agents connected to i. Allowing for the possibility of
false beliefs complicates this process greatly. Not only do we need to represent an
agent’s beliefs, we also need to represent her disposition to alter them in the face
of con
icting information. That is, we also need a strategy for belief revision.

We wish to preserve the local view functions λi because of the intuitive appeal
of letting an agent’s beliefs be the sum of her beliefs about the actual system state
and the actions that took place in it. However, the notion of initial information
distributions over Ag is of little use now. Instead, we employ a definition of
belief that circumvents the re
exivity of the original agent indistinguishability
relation.

w,H |=M Biϕ iff ∀w′ ∈W \ {w} , H ′ ∈ H : if (w,H) ∼i (w′, H ′),

then w′, H ′ |=M ϕ.
(6)

This truth definition for agent belief no longer validates axiom T, simply by
not considering the current state of the world (w) when evaluating Biϕ. To see
that under this definition the belief modality Bi furthermore satisfies axiom D,
note that we have not altered the original notion of i-indistinguishability, we
merely consider one less world-history pair to establish the truth of Biϕ (the
actual one). If both Biϕ and Bi¬ϕ were to hold in the same state-history pair
(w,H), it would mean that every (w′, H ′) distinct but i-indistinguishable from
(w,H) is inconsistent (i.e. satisfies both ϕ and ¬ϕ). We sympathize with the
criticism that this is conceptually odd (agent i’ s beliefs may be true, but never
for the right reason. . . ), but currently see no obvious alternative, short of simply
forcing ∼i as a serial, Euclidean and transitive relation on V .

In order to formalize agents’ changing beliefs, we need a model for belief
revision. While many interesting frameworks for belief revision exist, for the
purpose of this paper we consider sphere semantics ([14]).

Definition 6. Let V be the set of states H → 2Prop. A system of spheres over
V is a set S = {S0,S1, . . . , V } such that Si ⊆ Si+1 ⊆ V , for all i ≥ 0.

Systems of spheres capture the idea that when a state v is in sphere Si, the
agent considers v strictly more plausible than a state v′ in Si+1 \Si, but v′ more
likely than v′′ in Si+2 \Si+1, and so on. Define an auxiliary function fS : V → N

that for each state v ∈ V returns the lowest sphere index i such that v ∈ Si ∈ S,
and for all j such that v ∈ Sj , i ≤ j. Then, in analogy to [1, 2], we can give an
extensional characterization of how an agent i’s beliefs evolve over time, given
the events that i has seen. Denote this set of system states that are epistemically
possible for i as Bi(H), and for any formula ϕ ∈ LH, define [[ϕ]]H as the set
{w ∈ V | w,H |=M ϕ}. Then Bi(H) is defined inductively on the length of H as
follows.

(i) Bi(ε) = S0
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Fig. 5. A system of spheres over V .

(ii) Bi(H ◦ (j, i, ϕ)) =

{

Bi(H) ∗ [[ϕ]]λi(H◦(j,i,ϕ)) if (j, i) ∈ G

Bi(H) otherwise

(iii) Bi(H ◦ (j, k, ϕ)) = Bi(H) if i 6= k

As for the disposition of agents in the face of con
icting information, we
can distinguish a number of ways to implement the belief revision operation
(∗) : 2V × 2V → 2V above. Realistically, different agents will employ different
belief revision policies. For instance, in the English auction example we can
imagine the auctioneer agent a to react differently to con
icting input than
agents i or j. The specific strategies for belief revision followed by the respective
agents may furthermore be represented in the logic, as propositions whose truth
is defined by the specifics of the current history H. For example, a proposition
Gi may characterize agent i as gullible in case i unquestioningly updates her
belief state to accommodate new input ϕ. Skeptic agents on the other hand may
consistently reject input when it is incompatible with their own epistemic state,
and so on.

Note also that given an event (i, j, ϕ), the truthfulness of i’s actions (legality
predicate L) is no longer a precondition for j’s believing ϕ (contrary to the case
of knowledge). Nevertheless, predicates like L can have other uses, for instance
relativized to the agent sending the message, stating that i has acted truthfully
in history H.

w, ε |=M Li always

w,H ◦ (j, k, ϕ) |=M Li when i 6= j

w,H ◦ (i, j, ϕ) |=M Li iff w,H |=M Li ∧Biϕ

This would allow one to investigate further interesting questions as whether
(cij ∧ BiLj) ⇒ BiBjϕ holds in each state w and history H ◦ (i, j, ϕ) of a given
protocol H.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we attempted to extend the logic of communication graphs of
[1, 2] to a general logic of communicability. Some of the extensions proposed
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include dynamic graph updates, the introduction of channel variables and a
move from agent knowledge to belief. We have spent a good deal of the paper
arguing the utility of these proposed extensions, and as a result what little
actual implementation and formalization has remained rather sketchy. We hope
to correct this situation in subsequent papers.
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Abstract. Public announcement logic (PAL) is a simple dynamic epis-
temic logic extending reasoning about knowledge of agents with a modal
operator for simultaneous and transparent knowledge updates. This logic
is no more expressive than epistemic logic (EL) without updates, but
exhibits compact representation of a number of complex epistemic sit-
uations. A labeled tableau proof system to reason with these updates
directly is presented here. This system can analyse and present well-
known epistemic puzzles like ‘muddy children’ and ‘three wise men’.
Using the KE tableau system as a basis, the modal and propositional
characteristics of epistemic updates can be separated.

Key words: Public announcement logic; epistemic logic; KE; semantic
tableaux.

1 Introduction

Public announcement logic PAL is an appealing formalism for the representation
of scenarios of knowledge change. PAL also promises to ease the actual reasoning
about knowledge in multi-agent systems. Tableau proof system PALKE attempts
to fulfil part of this promise. System PALKE extends the well-known labeled
tableau scheme for modal logic from [6] in such a way that the general form
of the original rules for � and ♦ formulas can be left unaltered. Using the KE
tableau system [3] allows for this elegant formulation and does not lead to a
more complex system in comparison with the non-KE system from [1,2]. In
representative cases, e.g. in solving the three wise men puzzle, PALKE gives
short and informative proofs.

2 Syntax and Semantics

Modal logic with possible world semantics as epistemic logic was introduced
in [8]. The extension of epistemic logic with public announcements or updates
originates from [11]. Notations and conventions from [14] are used here.

⋆ This work is based on [4] as completed under the supervision of B.P. Kooi and L.C.
Verbrugge at the University of Groningen, The Netherlands.
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Definition 1. The language Lpal(PA) of public announcement logic is induc-

tively defined as

φ ::= p ¬φ (φ1 ∧ φ2) �aφ [φ1]φ2

where a ∈ A, a finite set of agents and p ∈ P , a countably infinite set of atoms.

The language of epistemic logic Lel is the language without [φ1]φ2 and the lan-

guage of propositional logic Lpl without �aφ as well. We will use the usual

abbreviations ⊤, ⊥, (φ1 → φ2), (φ1 ∨ φ2), (φ1 ↔ φ2), ♦aφ and 〈φ1〉φ2.

Read �aφ as ‘agent a knows that φ’ and ♦aφ as ‘agent a holds φ posssible.
An update formula [φ]ψ reads as ‘after the public announcement of φ, ψ is true
and its dual 〈φ〉ψ as ‘announcement φ can be made (that is, φ is true) and after
it, ψ is true’.

Definition 2. An epistemic model M = 〈W,R, V 〉 consists of a finite non-

empty set of possible worlds W , an accessibility relation R : A → 2W×W and a

valuation V : W × P → {1, 0}. We write w ∼a w
′ or wRaw

′ if (w,w′) ∈ R(a)
for ‘w′ is accessible from w for agent a’ and (M, w) for an epistemic state or

pointed model with w ∈ W .

Each R(a) is an equivalence relation here, as is usual for epistemic logic,
which we take to be the multi-modal logic S5n. So, agents only know true facts
and are capable of both positive and negative introspection.

Definition 3. Let (M, w) be an epistemic model with M = 〈W,R, V 〉 and

w, v ∈W , p ∈ P , i ∈ A and φ, ψ, χ in Lpal(PA).

M, w |= p :⇔ Vw(p) = 1
M, w |= ¬φ :⇔ M, w 6|= φ
M, w |= φ ∧ ψ :⇔ M, w |= φ and M, w |= ψ
M, w |= �iφ :⇔ for all v ∈W : w ∼i v implies M, v |= φ
M, w |= [φ]ψ :⇔ M, w |= φ implies M|φ, w |= ψ

Model M|φ := 〈W ′, R′, V ′〉 is defined as

W ′ := {w′ ∈ W | M, w′ |= φ}
R′(i) := R(i) ∩ (W ′ ×W ′)
V ′

w(p) := Vw(p) ↾ W ′

We can read M|φ as a submodel of M, containing exactly the possible worlds
of M where φ was true. So, semantically, public announcement logic is a world
elimination game, illustrated in [14,11,12,13].

3 Axiomatisation

The axiomatisation for PAL from [14] is only brie
y discusse d here and included
for use in the next section. Because PAL is no more expressive than EL its
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all propositional tautologies
⊢ �a(φ→ ψ) → (�aφ→ �aψ) distribution
⊢ �aφ→ φ truth
⊢ �aφ→ �a�aφ positive introspection
⊢ ♦aφ→ �a♦aφ negative introspection
⊢ [φ]p↔ (φ→ p) atoms
⊢ [φ]¬ψ ↔ (φ→ ¬[φ]ψ) partial function
⊢ [φ](ψ ∧ χ) ↔ ([φ]ψ ∧ [φ]χ) distribution
⊢ [φ]�iψ ↔ (φ→ �i[φ]ψ) knowledge update
⊢ [φ][ψ]χ ↔ [φ ∧ [φ]ψ]χ combined updates
from ⊢ φ and ⊢ φ→ ψ infer ⊢ ψ modus ponens
from ⊢ φ and ⊢ �iφ necessity for �i

from ⊢ φ and ⊢ [ψ]φ necessity for [ψ]

Table 1. Proof system PALPA with φ, ψ, χ formulas in LPAL(PA), a some agent in A

and p some propositional atom in P .

Hilbert-style proof system sports so-called reduction axioms. Systematic appli-
cation of the reduction axioms translates any formula in PAL into a formula in
EL without updates, preserving truth value. As is shown in [9], the length of
these translations might be exponential in the length of the original formula in
PAL.

4 Tableau Method

The tableaux presented here are a variation and extension of the tableaux in [5].
A tableau for a formula φ is a tree with root the labeled formula 1 ¬φ and is
constructed by the application of tableau rules.

A closed tableau with root 1 ¬φ is a proof for φ. A tableau is closed if all its
branches are closed. Closed branches have two nodes of the form σ φ and σ ¬φ
and are leafed ‘=’. A tableau branch that cannot be closed by the application
of tableau rules is a counter example of φ and is leafed ‘↑’. If a branch B of a
tableau is a counter example for φ then we can construct a countermodel M
from the formulas on B with M, w |= ¬φ.

A label is a sequence of integers with agent subscripts but starting with ‘1’, for
instance label 1.1a.2e, possibly preceded by a sequence of formulas in brackets:
(♦ap)(�e(q∨p))1.1i. Labels represent paths through (updated) epistemic models,
e.g. (p)(q)1.1a p is a picture of M|q|p, w

′ |= p with w ∼a w
′ ∈ R′.

The tableau rules in table 2 form the proof system PALKE. Omitting the
rules concerning updates results in the system KEEL. Leaving out the rules for
agent knowledge as well, we have unsigned KE for propositional logic.

Unlike the usual Smullyan tableaux TAB, system KE [3] has a principle of

bivalence (PB) as the only forking rule and non-forking β rules. The PB can
be seen as the tableau counterpart of the sequent cut rule. Rule PB allows the
introduction of arbitrary formulas on tableau branches and therefore KE is not
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σ φ ∧ ψ

σ φ

σ ψ

σ ¬(φ ∧ ψ)
σ φ

σ ¬ψ

σ ¬(φ ∧ ψ)
σ ψ

σ ¬φ σ φ σ ¬φ

α β1 β2 PB

σ �aφ

σ.ha φ

σ ¬�aφ

σ.na ¬φ

σ.ma �aφ

σ.ha φ

σ.ma ¬�aφ

σ.na ¬φ

σ �aφ

σ φ

σ.ma �aφ

σ φ

Ka Ma Ka
= Ma

= T a Ba

σ [χ]ψ

(χ)σ ψ

σ ¬[φ]ψ

(φ)σ ¬ψ

(φ)σ p

σ p

(φ)σ ¬p

σ ¬p

(φ)σ

σ φ

σ φ

(φ)σ

updates persistence correspondence

Table 2. The PALKE tableau system. Underlined labels must already exist on the
branch (label selection) and over-lined labels must be new (label introduction). In rule
Ma, σ must be a non-a-label.

analytic. Limiting the use of PB to (labeled, negated) subformulas of formulas
already on the branch, gives access to a whole class of analytic applications of
(PAL)KE. A possible analytic application of KE in the propositional case (and
for EL too) could be the limitation of PB to σ φ | σ ¬φ and σ ψ | σ ¬ψ with
formula σ ¬(φ∧ψ) already on the branch and σ φ, σ ψ not. Note that KE does
not need a double negation rule (σ ¬¬φ/σ φ), but it would be acceptable to use
it as an abbreviation.

System KEEL for epistemic logic is a variation on the more straightforward
proof system KMT 44r from [5]. System KMT 44r applies rules Ka, Ma and T a

from table 2 and rules 4a and 4ra as shown in table 3. System KEEL is more well-
behaved than KMT 44r and forms a finite, loop-checking free decision procedure
for proving formulas in epistemic logic almost in itself. In using KEEL, for any
given formula σ ¬�aφ we have, as usual, only one choice: if σ is an a-label we
use rule Ma

=, rule Ma otherwise. Analysing formulas σ �aφ we can select a label
σ′.ha or σ′, where σ = σ′.ma or σ = σ′. When we consider σ′ = σ as selection
of an ‘empty’ prefix, label σ.∅a, implementation of KEEL with free variables in
labels can prevent duplication of formulas and moves all choice points to the
moment of branch closure, see [4]. Implementation of a KMT 44r style system is
more difficult because endless repetition of rules 4a and 4ra must be prevented.
The tableau rules for epistemic logic do not interact with PB and we could use
the Smullyan system TAB to give a sound and complete tableau proof system
for epistemic logic.

Unlike KEEL, PALKE explicitly needs PB for completeness. Analysis of for-
mulas σ [φ]ψ when (φ)σ is not a label on the branch and σ φ is not a formula
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1 〈p ∧ ¬�ap〉(p ∧ ¬�ap) 1.
(p ∧ ¬�ap)1 p ∧ ¬�ap (upd. 1) 2.
(p ∧ ¬�ap)1 p (α 2) 3.
(p ∧ ¬�ap)1 ¬�ap (α 2) 4.
(p ∧ ¬�ap)1.1a ¬p (Ma 4) 5.

1.1a ¬p (pers. 5) 6.
1.1a p ∧ ¬�ap (corr. 5) 7.
1.1a p (α 7) 8.

= (8 × 6)

Fig. 1. A tableau proof for an unsuccessful update where a formula is in fact rendered
false by it’s own announcement. For reference, formulas are numbered and applied
rules are given on the right. Note that abbreviation σ 〈φ〉ψ is here directly analyzed to
(φ)σ ψ.

on the branch, requires a fork σ φ | σ ¬φ. Bringing a label σ.na in reach for
selection by a formula (φ)σ �aφ might require a fork with σ.ni φ | σ.ni ¬φ to
see whether σ.ni belongs in M|φ. Please note that we have to restrict PB to
existing labels or we could introduce (⊥)1 φ | (⊥)1 ¬φ, closing both branches
by correspondence.

5 Soundness and Completeness

Soundness and completeness of KEEL is easily shown by comparison with the
S5n tableau system KMT 44r. Rules Ma

= and Ka
= are multi-modal variants of

the simple mono-modal S5 rules from [5, page 113], [6] and are sound directly
by semantics: the S5 accessability relation for single agents holds between any
two connected worlds. Rule Ba is S5-sound by symmetry, we could also see it as
the application of rules 4ra + T a. For completeness we show that rules 4a and
4ra from table 3 have in fact become redundant.

4a σ �aφ

σ.ha �aφ
4ra σ.na �aφ

σ �aφ

Table 3. Tableau rules 4a and 4ra of system KMT44r

Proposition 1. Proofs in KEEL simulate proofs in KMT 44r.

Proof. If we can close a branch by the application of rule 4a on σ �aφ, meaning
we have a formula σ.ha¬�aφ already on the branch, we can also close this branch
by application of Ma

= on σ.ha¬�aφ and Ka on σ �aφ. The same goes for the
other variations of �aφ and ♦aφ formulas and for closure by application of rule
4ra, by way of rules Ma and Ba.
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1 ¬((φ→ �i[φ]ψ) → [φ]�iψ) 1.
1 (φ→ �i[φ]ψ) (α1) 2.
1 ¬[φ]�iψ (α2) 3.

(φ)1 ¬�iψ (upd.) 4.
(φ)1.1i ¬ψ (M i) 5.

1 φ (corr.) 6.
1.1i φ (corr.) 7.
1 �i[φ]ψ (β) 8.
1.1i [φ]ψ (Ki) 9.

(φ)1.1i ψ (upd.) 10.
=

Fig. 2. A tableau for a ‘knowledge update’. This is one half of the knowledge update
axiom of table 1. With some effort we can prove all PAL reduction axioms in PALKE.

Non-closing applications of rules 4a and 4ra, meaning combinations of appli-
cations of rules 4a +Ka, 4ra + T a etc. (the second rule must always be a rule
on formulas of the form σ′ �aφ

′, the result of both 4a and 4ra), is equivalent to
application of a rule in KEEL in the following cases:

– 4a + Ka
= = Ka

– 4a + T a = Ka

– 4a + Ba = T a

– 4a + 4ra = 4a
r + 4a = do nothing

– 4ra+ Ka = Ka

– 4ra+ Ka
= = Ka

– 4ra+ T a = Ba .

Applications 4a +Ka, 4a +4a, 4ra +4ra and 4ra +Ba deal with labels of the
form σ.ma.na which are not required in proofs: KEEL explicitly disallows labels
of this form. Any branch closure with two labels 1 . . . .ma.na . . . could be closed
on these labels with ma stripped from the label by either rule Ma

=, introducing
na in place of ma or Ka

=, selecting na in place of ma. This concludes the proof.

Soundness of PALKE is by the usual arguments. A set S of labeled formulas
is PAL satisfiable in an epistemic model M = 〈W,R, V 〉 if there is a mapping
N (σ) = (M′, w) from every σ φ ∈ S so that w ∈ W and M′ is M or the
submodel corresponding to σ, e.g. N ((�ap)(p → q)1) = (M|p→q|�ap, w) and
N (σ) |= φ. A tableau branch is satisfiable if its set of formulas is satisfiable and
a tableau is satisfiable if at least one of its branches is.

Proposition 2. A satisfiable tableau cannot be closed by application of the PALKE

tableau rules.

Proof. We only show this for the rules not in KEEL. We take tableau branch B
satisfying model M = 〈W,R, V 〉.
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– Update1: σ [φ]ψ and label (φ)σ are on B and we add {(φ)σ ψ} to B. We
now have N ((φ)σ) |= ψ which follows from N (σ) |= [φ]ψ, N (σ) = (M′, w),
N ((φ)σ) = (M′|φ, w), and so (M′, w) |= φ.

– Update2: σ ¬[φ]ψ is on B and we add (φ)σ ¬ψ. Now we must have N ((φ)σ) |=
¬ψ which follows from N (σ) |= ¬[φ]ψ and N (σ) = (M′, w) and N ((φ)σ) =
(M′|φ, w).

– Persistence1: (φ)σ p is on B. Take N (σ) = (M′, w) with M′ = 〈W ′, R′, V ′〉
and N ((φ)σ) = (M′|φ, w) with M′|φ = 〈W ′′, R′′, V ′′〉. By definition V ′′

w (p) :=
V ′

w(p) (obviously W ′′ ⊆W ′).
– Persistence2: (φ)σ ¬p is on B. As persistence1.

– Correspondence1: (φ)σ is a label on B and we add σ φ. N (σ) maps to some
(M′, w), w ∈ W ′ and now N ((φ)σ) maps to (M′|φ, w), exactly following
semantics: W ′′ := {w ∈ W ′|M′, w |= φ}.

– Correspondence2: σ φ is on B and we add label (φ)σ. As correspondence1.

Proposition 3. (Soundness) If there is a PALKE tableau proof for φ then for

any pointed model we have (M, w) |= φ.

Proof. By the application of tableau rules we can close 1 ¬φ. If there is a model
(M, w) |= ¬φ then N (1) |= ¬φ must be satisfiable and closable at the same
time, which is impossible as then we must have (M′, w′) |= φ ∧ ¬φ.

For completeness it suffices to prove that the PAL reduction axioms from
table 1 can be proven in tableaux. For the most part this can be done directly,
only the combined updates axiom requires some more work. We have already
seen a proof for (half of) the knowledge update axiom in figure 2, the other
axiom tableaux are similar and not given here.

Proposition 4. PALKE is complete for the PAL reduction axioms

Proof. Only the axiom ⊢ [φ][ψ]χ ↔ [φ∧ [φ]ψ]χ does not appear to have a direct
proof. Figure 3 shows an attempted proof for half of the combined updates
axiom. We prove closure on σ1 χ and σ2 ¬χ where σ1 stands for (φ∧ [φ]ψ)σ and
σ2 for (ψ)(φ)σ.

– base case: χ is p or χ is ¬p, closure on persistence.
– χ is of the form χ′

1 ∧ χ
′

2. We fork on σ2 χ
′

2 | σ1 ¬χ′

1 and will have to close
the two branches σ1 χ

′

1, σ2 ¬χ′

1 and σ1 χ
′

2, σ2 ¬χ′

2. The same for the other
propositional connectives.

– χ is of the form �aχ
′. We analyse to σ2.1a ¬χ′ and we fork with σ.1i φ ∧

[φ]ψ | 1.1i ¬(φ ∧ [φ]ψ) and we are in the same situation as the tableau in
figure 3, formulas 8 and 9, but now in label σ.1i with χ′ instead of σ with χ
and the analysis goes the same. The same for ♦aχ

′ etc.
– χ is of the form [χ′

1]χ
′

2. We get (χ′

1)σ2 ¬χ′

2 and fork with σ1 χ
′

1 | σ1 ¬χ′

1.
The left branch is to be closed on (χ′

1)σ2 ¬χ′

2 and (χ′

1)σ1 χ
′

2 and the right
branch on σ2 χ

′

1 and σ1 ¬χ′

1. The same for 〈χ′

1〉χ
′

2 etc.
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1 ¬([φ ∧ [φ]ψ]χ→ [φ][ψ]χ) 1.
1 [φ ∧ [φ]ψ]χ 2.
1 ¬[φ][ψ]χ 3.

(φ)1 ¬[ψ]χ 4.
(ψ)(φ)1 ¬χ 5.

(φ)1 ψ 6.
1 φ 7.

1 φ ∧ [φ]ψ 8.
(φ ∧ [φ]ψ)1 10.
(φ ∧ [φ]ψ)1 χ 11.

...

1 ¬(φ ∧ [φ]ψ) 9.
1 ¬[φ]ψ 12.

(φ)1 ¬ψ 13.
=

Fig. 3. A tableau for combined updates. For any explicitly formulated χ we can close
the tableau.

In the last three cases we have produced branches with formulas σ′

1 χ
′ and σ′

2 ¬χ′

with χ′ a subformula of χ. By induction on the structure of χ, all instances of
χ′ reduce to the base case and the entire tableau closes.

Proposition 5. PALKE is complete for update reduction φ↔ φt for every PAL

formula φ and its translation to EL φt.

Proof. (Sketch) From completeness of the reduction axioms [14] we know there
is a finite sequence of formulas φt0 ↔ φt1 , ..., φtn−1 ↔ φtn with φ = φt0 , φtn = φt

and φtk+1 a formula where exactly one instance of an update is reduced from φtk .
From completeness for EL and the reduction axioms of PALKE it follows we can
prove each φtk−1 ↔ φtk so we can can also prove φt0 ↔ φt1 ∧ ... ∧ φtn−1 ↔ φtn

and by propositional logic it follows that φ↔ φt.

Proposition 6. (Completeness) If |=PAL φ then there is a PALKE tableau

proof for φ.

Proof. We can prove φ ↔ φt in a tableau. By completeness for EL, we can
also prove φt in a tableau. If we cannot prove φ in a tableau we also cannot
prove ¬(φ ↔ φt) ∨ ¬φt ∨ φ either, because all three formulas are unprovable.
However, we can prove ¬(φ ↔ φt) ∨ ¬φt ∨ φ by propositional logic, rendering
the unprovability of φ inconsistent.

6 An Example

As an example of a more elaborate proof in PALKE we formalise the following
variation of the well-known three wise men puzzle from [10]:
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A certain king wishes to test his three wise men. He arranges them
in a circle so that they can see and hear each other and tells them that
he will put a white or black spot on each of their foreheads but that at
least one spot will be white. In fact all three spots are white. He then
asks them, “Do you know the color of your spot?” The first answers “I
don’t know the color of my spot”. The second answers “I don’t know
either”. The third then answers “Now I know!”.

Variations of this puzzle and some very similar accounts of the muddy children
puzzle are formalized in, just to name a few, [10,7,12,5]. The puzzle is also an
example in the Logics Workbench manuals1. The formulation give here is closest
to an alternative formalisation for the LWB by Van Ditmarsch2.

To solve the three wise men puzzle we don’t have to find a single correct
answer (“all spots are white”), but an explanation showing there is some actual
sound reasoning going on. PAL and PALKE are well suited for this task and
capture the puzzle’s full dynamics. We give an informative, direct and short
proof showing that the puzzle captures an eternal truth.

The three wise men puzzle is formulated in PAL as follows. Let agents 1, 2,
3 be our three wise men and a, b, c the facts that respectively 1, 2, 3 have a
white spot. The men observing each other (but not themselves) is represented
by (¬a → (�2¬a ∧ �3¬a)) ∧ (¬b → (�1¬b ∧ �3¬b)) ∧ (¬c → (�1¬c ∧ �2¬c)).
When 1 has a black spot (that is, not a white spot) 2 and 3 know this etc. The
fact that at least one of the spots is white is represented by (a ∨ b ∨ c). The
utterances of 1 not knowing, 2 not knowing and 3 knowing are then ♦1a, ♦2b
and �3c. The tableau in figure 4 proves that, after the announcement of the
fact that at least one spot is white and the men observing each other and the
announcements that 1 does not know and 2 does not know, 3 does know his spot
is white. So, the given formulation is true in any epistemic model.

From the proof in figure 4, we can observe some well-known facts about the
three wise men puzzle. First, the three wise men puzzle is a K theorem as only
modal rules Ka and Ma are used in the proof. Second, the observation of the
spot of 1 (¬a → (�2¬a ∧ �3¬a)) plays no part in the proof. This is the case
where 1 would hide his spot. Then, from the announcements of 1 and 2 and the
observation of the spots of 2 and 3 alone, 3 would still know he has a white
spot. When 1 says “I don’t know”, 2 and 3 must conclude that 1 sees either one
or two white spots. When 2 now says “I don’t know”, 3 must conclude that 2
sees a white spot as well or 2 would have know to have a white spot and 3 still
concludes to have a white spot. So now, for agents with S5 knowledge we could
also prove [(¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ ¬c) ∧ (b → �1�3b) ∧ (c → �1�2c)][♦1a][♦2b]�3¬c (here
a, b, c would represent black spots).

1 The LWB is a popular theorem prover developed at the University of Bern, Switser-
land; http://www.lwb.unibe.ch.

2 http://tcw2.ppsw.rug.nl/mas/LOK/lwb
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WM ≡ (a ∨ b ∨ c) ∧ (¬a→ (�2¬a ∧ �3¬a)) ∧ (¬b→ (�1¬b ∧ �3¬b)) ∧ (¬c→
(�1¬c ∧ �2¬c))

1 ¬[WM][♦1¬a][♦2¬b]�3c 1.
(WM)1 ¬[♦1¬a][♦2¬b]�3c (upd. 1) 2.

(♦1¬a)(WM)1 ¬[♦2¬b]�3c (upd. 2) 3.
(♦2¬b)(♦1¬a)(WM)1 ¬�3c (upd. 3) 4.
(♦2¬b)(♦1¬a)(WM)1.13 ¬c (M1 4) 5.

(♦1¬a)(WM)1.13 ♦2¬b (corr. 5) 6.
(♦1¬a)(WM)1.13.12 ¬b (M2 6) 7.

(WM)1.13.12 ♦1¬a (corr. 7) 8.
(WM)1.13.12.11 ¬a (M1 8) 9.

1.13 WM (corr. abbr. 6) 10.
1.13 ¬c (pers. abbr. 5) 11.
1.13 �2¬c (β abbr. 10, 11) 12.
1.13.12 ¬c (K2 12) 13.
1.13.12 WM (corr. 8) 14.
1.13.12 ¬b (pers. abbr. 7) 15.
1.13.12 �1¬c (β abbr. 13, 14) 16.
1.13.12 �1¬b (β abbr. 15, 14) 17.
1.13.12.11 ¬c (K1 16) 18.
1.13.12.11 ¬b (K1 17) 19.
1.13.12.11 ¬a (pers. 9) 20.
1.13.12.11 WM (corr. 9) 21.
1.13.12.11 (a ∨ b ∨ c) (α 21) 22.

= (abbr. [18, 19, 20] × 22)

Fig. 4. A tableau for the three wise men puzzle. Some intermittent steps are omitted,
marked by the most relevant rule used and abbr.

7 Related Work, the Lima System

A different and independently conceived tableau method for (an extension of)
public announcement logic is presented in [1]. Apart from notational differences,
this system, here referred to as the ‘Lima’ system (as I believe the PALKE is
referred to as the ‘Boer’ system) does not use a bivalence rule and the propo-
sitional and modal aspects of updates are not separated as was done here. To
compare these systems a rendering of the Lima system in PALKE notation is
given in table 4. These rules, as is necessary for a cut-free proof system, ex-
actly represent the worst case scenario of the application of the bivalence rule of
(PAL)KE.

Clearly, PALKE can linearly simulate the Lima system. For instance, the
Lima rules for (ψn) . . . (ψ1)1.σ �aφ give n+1 branches with 1 . . . n+1 conclusions
corresponding with n times PB and 0 . . . n times correspondence on each branch
and a PALKE σ �aφ rule once on the rightmost branch. Formulas already on
the branch should be omitted as is intended in the Lima system.
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(ψn) . . . (ψ1)1.σ �aφ

1.σ′ ¬ψ1 1.σ′ ψ1 . . . 1.σ′ ψ1 1.σ′ ψ1

(ψ1)1.σ
′ ¬ψ2 . . . (ψ1)1.σ

′ ψ2 (ψ1)1.σ
′ ψ2

. . .
...

...
(ψn−1) . . . 1.σ

′ ¬ψn (ψn−1) . . . 1.σ
′ ψn

(ψn)(ψn−1) . . . 1.σ
′ φ′

σ �aφ

σ φ

...

(ψn) . . . (ψ1)1.σ ¬�aφ

1.σ.na ψ1

...
(ψn−1) . . . (ψ1)1.σ.na ψn

(ψn)(ψn−1) . . . (ψ1)1.σ.na ¬φ

σ ¬[χ]φ

σ χ

(χ)σ ¬φ
...

σ [χ]φ

σ ¬χ σ χ

(χ)σ φ
...

Table 4. The Lima system as rendered in PALKE notation. Formula . . . σ′ φ′ is selected
according to rules Ka,4a or 4ra as before and 1.σ.na is a new label. The TAB rules for
propositional connectives are omitted.

From the fact that PALKE can linearly simulate the Lima system and the
Lima system cannot simulate PALKE at all (directly from PB), it follows that
the complexity of PALKE is at most equal to that of the Lima system. The Lima
system can be seen as an analytic application of the PALKE system and it may
be the “right” analytic application. However, as far as I know, there might be
strictly better analytic proof procedures for PAL(KE) or there might be analytic
applications of PALKE that are better at least for many cases.

8 Conclusion

The simple proof system PALKE for public announcement logic was introduced.
This system is capable of analysing formalisations in PAL in an appealing way.
Using KE as the underlying propositional formalism retains the pleasant features
of labeled tableaux for modal logic. The KEEL tableau rules also improve on
labeled tableaux for epistemic logic. The PALKE system’s analytical applications
allows for further and more general research in decision procedures for dynamic
epistemic logics.
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Abstract. In this paper we present a calculus for the execution of Multi-
context system with its corresponding semantics. This calculus is general
enough to support different kinds of MCSs and particularly, we show
how a graded BDI agent can be mapped to the language proposed. The
graded BDI agent model is based on multi-context systems and is able
to deal with graded mental attitudes. Taking advantage of the calculus
presented we give operational semantics to this agent model.

1 Introduction

We are interested in the specification and deployment of multi-agent systems,
and particularly we focus on the execution of intentional model of agents.

We consider that making the BDI architecture more 
exible will allo w us to
design and develop agents potentially capable to have a better performance in
uncertain and dynamic environments. Along this research line we have proposed
a general model for Graded BDI Agents, specifying an architecture able to deal
with the environment uncertainty and with graded mental attitudes. The logical
framework of this model has been presented in [3] and how this model can be
used to specify an architecture for a Travel Assistant Agent can be seen in [4].

The graded BDI model of agents (g-BDI) is based on multi-context systems.
These systems are basically deductive machines. In this work we want to intro-
duce another specification that allows us to define the operational semantics of
this agent model. The semantics for a g-BDI model of agent will describe how
a valid agent model is interpreted as sequences of computational steps. Opera-
tional semantics may define an abstract machine and give meaning to phrases
by describing the transitions they induce on states of the machine. Alternatively,
with different process calculus, operational semantics can be defined via syntac-
tic transformations on phrases of the language itself. For our purpose we decided
to follow this second approach.
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Since the g-BDI agent model is formalized using multi-context systems (MCS),
we first introduce a specific ambient calculus, which we call Multi-context Calcu-
lus (MCC), with its corresponding semantics. The calculus presented is general
enough to support the execution of different kinds of MCSs and particularly, we
show how a graded BDI agent can be mapped to it.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we introduce the graded BDI
model of agent based in multi-context systems. Section 3 outlines some process
calculus related to multiagent systems. In Section 4, we present the Multi-context
calculus (MCC) and in next Section 5, we give this calculus semantics. The
mapping from g-BDI agents to MCC is presented in Section 6 and finally, in
Section 7 some conclusions are outlined.

2 Graded BDI agent model

The graded BDI model of agent (g-BDI) allows to specify agent architectures
able to deal with the environment uncertainty and with graded mental atti-
tudes. In this sense, belief degrees represent to what extent the agent believes
a formula is true. Degrees of positive or negative desire allow the agent to set
different levels of preference or rejection respectively. Intention degrees give also
a preference measure but, in this case, modeling the cost/benefit trade off of
reaching an agent’s goal. Thus, a higher intention degree towards a goal means
that the benefit of reaching it is high, or the cost is low. Then, Agents having
different kinds of behavior can be modeled on the basis of the representation
and interaction of these three attitudes.

The specification of the g-BDI agent model is based on Multi-context systems
(MCS) as modelling different intentional notions by means of several modalities
(B, D, I) can be very complex if only one logical framework is used. Multi-context
systems were introduced by Giunchiglia et.al. [7] to allow different formal (logic)
components to be defined and interrelated. The MCS specification contains two
basic components: units or contexts and bridge rules, which channel the prop-
agation of consequences among theories. Thus, a MCS is defined as a group of
interconnected units:

〈

{Ci}i∈I ,∆br

〉

, where each context Ci ∈ {Ci}i∈I is the
tuple Ci = 〈Li, Ai,∆i〉 where Li, Ai and ∆i are the language, axioms, and infer-
ence rules respectively. When a theory Ti ⊆ Li is associated with each unit, the
specification of a particular MCS is complete. ∆br can be understood as rules of
inference with premises and conclusions in different contexts, for instance:

C1 : ψ,C2 : ϕ

C3 : θ

means that if formula ψ is deduced in context C1 and formula ϕ is deduced in
context C2 then formula θ is added to context C3.

The deduction mechanism of these systems is based on two kinds of inference
rules, internal rules ∆i, and bridge rules ∆br, which allow to embed formulae
into a context whenever the conditions of the bridge rule are satisfied.
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In the g-BDI agent model, we have mental contexts to represent beliefs (BC),
desires (DC) and intentions (IC). We also consider two functional contexts:
for Planning (PC) and Communication (CC). Thus, the g-BDI agent model is
defined as the MCS: Ag = ({BC,DC, IC, PC,CC},∆br).

The overall behavior of the system will depend of the logic representation
of each intentional notion in the different contexts and the bridge rules. The
specification of the g-BDI agent model, with the logic schema for each context
(i.e. the language, axioms and inference rules) and a set of basic bridge rules
can be seen in [3]. The Figure 1 (left side) illustrates the g-BDI agent model
proposed with the different contexts and the bridge rules relating them.

As we have previously mentioned, the intention degree trades off the benefit
and the cost of reaching a goal, by a plan execution. Plans are generated in
the Planner Conext (PC) by means of bridge rule (2) (see Figure 1 right) from
actions that are believed to fulfill a given positive desire (with a belief degree
over a given threshold value) and avoiding negative desires as post-conditions.
Another bridge rule included in the agent model, bridge rule (3), infers a degree
of intention towards a goal ϕ for each plan α that allows to achieve the goal. This
value is computed from the degree d of (positive) desire in having ϕ satisfied,
the belief degree r in achieving ϕ by executing the plan α and the cost c of the
plan. This degree is calculated by a suitable function f .

DC

IC

CC

PC

(1)

(4)

(6)

(2)

(3)

(5)

(4)

BC

Fig. 1. Multi-context model of a graded BDI agent and bridge rule examples.

In order to represent and reason about graded notions of beliefs, desires
and intentions, we use a modal many-valued approach [6] where uncertainty
reasoning is dealt with by defining suitable modal theories over suitable many-
valued logics.

For instance, let us consider a Belief context where belief degrees are to
be modeled as probabilities. Then, for each classical formula ϕ, we consider a
modal formula Bϕ which is interpreted as “ϕ is probable”. This modal formula
Bϕ is then a fuzzy formula which may be more or less true, depending on the
probability of ϕ. In particular, we can take as truth-value of Bϕ precisely the
probability of ϕ. Moreover, using a many-valued logic, we can express the gov-
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erning axioms of probability theory as logical axioms involving modal formulae.
Then, the many-valued logic machinery can be used to reason about the modal
formulae Bϕ, which faithfully respect the uncertainty model chosen to repre-
sent the degrees of belief. In this proposal, for the mental contexts we choose
the infinite-valued  Lukasiewicz logic but another selection of many-valued logics
may be done for each unit, according to the measure modeled in each case.

To set up an adequate axiomatization for our belief context logic we need to
combine axioms for the crisp formulae, axioms of  Lukasiewicz logic for modal for-
mulae, and additional axioms for B-modal formulae according to the probabilistic
semantics of the B operator. The same many-valued logic approach is used to
represent and reason under graded attitudes in the other mental contexts. The
formalization of the adequate logics –language, semantics, axiomatization and
rules – for the different contexts is described in [3] and a synthesized description
of the Desire context can be seen in next subsection 6.1.

Below we present a simple example as to show how the proposed agent model
works.

Example 1. Let us assume a g-BDI agent has its desires represented by the
following formulae in the theory TDC of the agent ’s Desire context:

TDC =
{

(D+ϕ1, 0.8), (D+ϕ2, 0.6), (D+(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2), 0.9), (D−R, 0.7)
}

This means that the agent has rather high positive desires on achieving ϕ1 and
ϕ2 but she even has a higher desire to achieve both (0.9). At the same time, the
agent has a negative desire on R, i.e. she rejects R at some non-zero degree.

On the other hand, assume the agent has the following beliefs (probabili-
ties) about the achievement of different goals by two different plans α and β,
conforming the theory TBC of its belief context BC:

TDC = {(B[α]ϕ1, 0.7), (B[α]ϕ2, 0.6), (B[α](ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2), 0.42),
B[β]ϕ1, 0.5), (B[β]ϕ2, 0.6), (B[β](ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2), 0.3)}

Then, given the set of positive desires in TDC and beliefs in TBC and using bridge
rule (2) (see Figure 1 right), the agent’s Planner context (PC) looks for feasible

plans that are believed to achieve ϕ1 or ϕ2 by their execution but avoiding
R as post-condition. Assume both α and β are feasible plans. The output of
bridge rule (2) also contains the normalized cost (c ∈ [0, 1]) of these plans being
respectively: cα = 0.6 and cβ = 0.5.

Then, using bridge rule (3) and considering the function f as

f(d, r, c) = r · (1 − c+ d)/2

which computes an expected utility (taking the value (1− c+ d)/2 as the global
utility of reaching a goal with desire degree d and cost c), the agent computes the
different intention degrees towards the goals by considering the different feasible
plans (i.e. α or β). In this example, the intention degrees for the goal with the
highest desire degree, i.e. ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2, are:

(Iα(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2), 0.273) and (Iβ(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2), 0.210)

From these results, the agent choses to execute plan α to achieve ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2.
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3 Process Calculus

The process calculus approach has been used to cope with formal aspects of
multi-agent interactions. As for example, we present some of these calculus be-
low.

The π-calculus is a process calculus developed by Milner et al. [8] as a con-
tinuation of the body of work on CCS (Calculus of Communicating Systems)
[9]. The aim of the π-calculus is to be able to describe concurrent computations
whose configuration may change during the computation. The Ambient Calcu-
lus due to Cardelli et al. [2] was developed as a way to describe the movement
of processes (agents) and devices, including movement through boundaries (ad-
ministrative domains). It can be seen as an extension of the π-calculus and it
is presented in more detail in next Subsection 3.1. The Lightweight Coordina-
tion Calculus (LCC) [10] can be also considered as a variant of the π-calculus
with asynchronous semantics to coordinate processes that may individually be in
different environments. LCC was designed specifically to formalize agent proto-
cols for coordination and it is suitable to express interactions within multi-agent
systems without any central control. It also makes it possible to verify the pro-
tocols using automated means, e.g. model checking [13]. Walton in [11] presents
a language based in CCS [9] to specify agent protocols in a 
exible manner dur-
ing the interaction of agents. Then, in [12] he proposes a Multi-agent Protocol
(MAP) oriented to agent dialogues. These protocols allow to separate agent dia-
logue from a specific agent reasoning technology. Ambient LCC [14] is a language
based on process algebra concepts that combines the notions of LCC and Am-
bient calculus. It was specially designed to support the execution of electronic
institutions, an organization model for Multi-Agent Systems.

In order to give a g-BDI model of agent semantics, we take advantage of
process calculus. As in Ambient LCC we combine Ambient calculus with some
LCC elements but in this case, for dealing with the execution of intentional
agents. We focus on the work about Ambient Calculus [2] to capture the notion
of bounded ambient and we take into account some elements of LCC syntax [10]
to represent the state components (e.g. terms).

3.1 Mobile Ambient Calculus

Ambient calculus was developed as a way to express mobile computation [2].
The inspiration behind Ambient calculus is the observation that many aspects
of mobility involve administrative considerations. For example, the authorization
to enter or exit a domain, and the permission to execute code in a particular
domain. These issues were principally motivated by the needs of mobile devices.
However, they are very similar to the issues faced by agents in an open envi-
ronment. The Ambient calculus addresses this problem by defining an ambient
(informally) as a “bounded space where computation happens”. The existence of
a boundary determines what is inside and outside the ambient. Process mobility
is represented as crossing of boundaries and security is represented as the ability
or inability to cross them. In turn, interaction between processes is by shared
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locations within a common boundary. Ambients can also be nested, leading to
a determined hierarchy. An ambient is also something that can be moved. For
example, to represent a computer or agent moving from one place to another.

More precisely, each ambient has a name, a collection of local processes that
run directly within the ambient, and a collection of sub-ambients. The syntactic
categories are processes and capabilities. A process is analogous to an individ-
ual agent. A process may be placed inside an ambient, may be replicated, and
may be composed in parallel with another process, which means that the pro-
cesses execute together. In Ambient calculus, n[P ] denotes an ambient named n
containing the process P. The syntax of Ambient calculus is shown in Table 1.

P, Q, R ::= 0 Inactivity
(νn) .P Restriction
P |Q Parallel Composition
M [P ] Ambient
!P Replication
M.P Capability Action

M ::= n Name
in M can enter into M
out M can exit out of M
open M can open M
ǫ null
M.M ′ composite

Table 1. Syntax of Ambient calculus

In general, an ambient exhibits a tree structure induced by the nesting of
ambient brackets. Each node of this tree structure may contain a collection of
(non-ambient) processes running in parallel, in addition to subambients. We say
that these processes are running in the ambient, in contrast to the ones running
in subambients. The general shape of an ambient is, therefore:

n [P1 | · · · | Pk |m1 [...] | · · · |mr [...]]

One of the relevant characteristics of the Ambient calculus is the definition of
capabilities M for processes, which are described by actions. These capabilities
permit things to happen within ambients. Especially, this calculus presents some
actions related to crossing or opening ambient boundaries. Thus, different capa-
bilities are defined for: entering an ambient (in m), exiting an ambient (out m)
and opening an ambient (open m). For further information on the formal defi-
nition of Ambient calculus the reader is referred to [2].

After these considerations, we find that the notion of ambient is also appro-
priate to represent contexts in Multi-context systems. Contexts encapsulate the
local aspects of particular logical deductions in a global system and bridge rules
enable to represent the interaction or compatibility between them. Then, each
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unit can be mapped to an adequate ambient having a state and a process run-
ning in it. Moreover, bridge rules may be also represented by special ambients
whose mobile processes may be in charge of the inter-context deduction.

4 Multi-context Calculus

Multi-context systems (MCS) are specifications of deductive machines that mod-
ify the internal states of the different contexts through the context inner deduc-
tions and bridge rules [5]. In order to translate these MCS specifications into
computable languages, we propose a Multi-context calculus (MCC) based on
Ambient calculus. The notion of ambient allows us to encapsulate the states and
processes of the different contexts and bridge rules in the MCS. The possibility
of structuring ambients hierarchically enables us to represent complex contexts
where different components may be represented by different ambients.

We also take advantage of the process mobility addressed in Ambient cal-
culus to represent the process attached to a bridge rule. This process is meant
to supervise a number of context ambients to verify if particular formulae are
satisfied and if that is the case, to add a formula in another context ambient.
Thus, this process will be getting in and out of the different ambients. Our defi-
nition of the actions for entering and exiting an ambient (i.e. in C and out C) is
slightly different from the one used in Ambient calculus. In Ambient calculus a
process gets into or out of an ambient C with the ambient enclosing it. In MCC
calculus we want the process to move alone, then we redefine these capabilities
by the following reduction rules that give semantics to in C and out C actions:

m [in n.P ‖ n [Q]] → m [n [P ‖ Q]]

m [n [out n.P ‖ R]] → m [P ‖ n [R]]

Notice that in MCC we use ‖ to represent parallel composition instead of
the symbol |, normally used in Ambient Calculus, as to differentiate parallelism
from the choice symbol in BNF grammars.

Furthermore, for defining our calculus we use some elements of the LCC [10]
as the concept of structure terms to constitute the ambient state. In LCC terms
are used to specify constraints that restrict the interchange of messages and to
represent some postconditions after the message sending. In our calculus, the
ambient state formulae determine the results of the execution of the context
ambient process (inner-context deduction) and also can trigger some bridge rule
processes (inter-context deduction).

The conceptual background of MCC is the global multi-context ambient
structure MCS, having an identifier and a Clause inside it. This clause may
generate a set of clauses (ambients) for representing contexts and bridge rules.
A context ambient has an identifier, a state and the context process being exe-
cuted in it. Moreover, a context ambient may have other context ambients inside
it composing a nested structure. Besides, a bridge rule ambient has an internal
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state to record substitutions and a special process representing the inter-context
deduction, attached to it. The ambient structure for such a MCS where the
brackets are displayed as boxes, is illustrated in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. The general ambient structure for a MCS

The definition of the MCC syntax is shown in Table 2. In the following items
we describe the principal syntax categories in the definition.

Multicontext System (MCS): is defined by an ambient structure where the
global ambient identifier is IdMC and Clause will result in the ambients and
processes inside it (see (1) in Table 2). Clause leads us to a set of two type
of clauses: Clausec and Clausebr (2). Clausec generates a context ambient
structure (possibly nested) with a context process Pc running in each am-
bient C (3). Respectively, Clausebr becomes a bridge rule ambient Br (4)
where a Pbr process is being executed. In this way, we define a global ambi-
ent where different processes (Pc and Pbr types) are running in parallel. As
the processes are being executed in different ambients there is no possible
interaction (e.g. concurrency problems) between them.

Context ambient: this ambient has a context process running in it. The con-
text ambient C is defined as c(Idc, Sc) where Idc is its identifier and Sc its
state (5). In turn the state Sc is a set of Terms of an adequate language Lc

(e.g. Prolog formulae) that represents the valid formulae in the context (7).
In many cases it may be useful to use a nested structure of context ambients.
As for example, to represent a complex context where its language or deduc-
tion system are built using different layers. In a nested structure of ambients
we can deal with this complexity defining different ambients for each layer.
In the MCC syntax it is possible to represent a context ambient structure.
From Clausec we can generate parallel context ambients (at the same level
of hierarchy) or embedded context ambients, by using the rewriting rule (3).

Context process: consists of a deductive operator ⊢c corresponding to the
context logical deduction. The Pc may be composed using the basic opera-
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MCS ::= IdMC [Clause] (1)
Clause ::= (Clausec ‖ Clause) | (Clausebr ‖ Clause) ǫ (2)
Clausec ::= C [Pc ‖ Clausec] ‖ Clausec | ǫ (3)
Clausebr ::= Br [Pbr] (4)
C ::= c(Idc, Sc) (5)
Br ::= br(Idbr, Sbr) (6)
Sc ::= {Term} (7)
Sbr ::= L (8)
L ::= 〈U〉 (9)
U ::= 〈V → Term〉 (10)
V ::= variable (11)

Pc ::= Clausec | ⊢c | Pc · Pc | Pc or Pc |
if Term then Pc else Pc | Action (12)

Action ::= in C | out C | get∗(Term, L) | getS(L1, ..., Ln, L) |
add∗(L, Term) | remove(C, Term) | ǫ (13)

Pbr ::= Clausebr | (spy(Br, C1, ϕ1, L1) ‖ spy(Br, C2, ϕ2, L2) ‖ . . .

‖ spy(Br, Cn, ϕn, Ln)) · put∗(Br, Ck, ϕk, L1, ..., Ln) (14)

spy(Br, C, Term, L) ::= out Br · in C · get∗(Term, L) · out C · in Br

(15)
put∗(Br, C, Term, L1, ..., Ln) ::= out Br · in C · getS(L1, ..., Ln, L) ·

add∗(L, Term) · revise(C) · out C · in Br (16)

Table 2. Syntax of Multi-context calculus (MCC)

tors: sequential processing (.); deterministic choice (or) meaning that if at
all possible the first process is to be executed, otherwise, the second one is
chosen; and the classical conditional if then else. Furthermore, rewriting
Pc as Clausec the recursion of processes is allowed. Then, different kinds of
programs may be represented by Pc (12).

Bridge rule ambient: this ambient has a special process Pbr running in it (4).
These ambients are defined as br(Idbr, Sbr), having an identifier Idbr and a
state Sbr (6). The state for a Br ambient is a kind of substitution memory
L composed by the substitution lists returned by the Pbr process (8).

Bridge rule process: this process is a key characteristic in the MCC and rep-
resents the inter-context deduction process of a certain bridge rule (14). Each
Pbr is composed by a finite set of parallel spy(br, C, Term,L) processes fol-
lowed by a put∗(Br,C, Term,L1, ..., Ln) process. In the following items we
describe in some detail these important components:

– spy(Br,C, Term,L) process (15) gets out of the Br ambient and gets
into the C ambient. In this ambient it retrieves in L all the substitution
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lists that result of unifying Term with formulae in the context state.
This task is done by the process get∗(Term,L), which is the heart of the
spy process. Then, it returns to the Br ambient.

– put∗(Br,C, Term,L1, ..., Ln) process (16) is executed after all the lists
of substitutions L1,...,Ln have been extracted by the different processes
spy(Br,Ci, T ermi, Li), i = 1, ..., n. This process gets out of the Br ambi-
ent, comes into the C ambient and using the getS(L1, ..., Ln, L) process,
retrieves in L all the substitutions compatible with the lists of substi-
tutions L1,...,Ln. Then, using the add∗(L, Term) process, adds all the
instances of Term applying the resulting substitutions in L. In order
to maintain the consistency in the ambient state, as the add∗(L, Term)
process may introduce new formulae in it, a revise(C) process is needed.

– revise(C) process is defined according to a suitable revision method
chosen to keep the ambient state consistent. If we want to revise using
time considerations as for example, allowing in the state to retain the
more recent formulae respect to the con
icting ones, the insertion time
t of a formulae in an ambient state, must be included in the calculus. In
our case that means that the context ambient state Sc may be redefined
as Sc =:: {(Term, t)}, where the parameter t will be only used by the
revise process. Since in some revision processes we may need to remove
formulae from the state, we include the remove(C, Term) as a possible
action.

5 Operational Semantics

One of the purposes of defining the MCC is to provide the Multi-context com-
putational model with a clean and unambiguous semantics, allowing to be inter-
preted in a consistent way. There are different methods for giving semantics to
a process calculus as for example, defining structural congruence between pro-
cesses and reduction relations [2], or using rewriting rules for the clause expansion
[10]. We have chosen the natural semantics to provide operational semantics for
the MCC. This formalism is so called because the evaluation rules are in some
way similar to natural deduction and it has been used to specify the semantics
of Multi-Agent Protocols (MAP) [12]. In natural deduction we define relations
between the initial and final states of program fragments. Thus, we found it suit-
able for our case since the different processes may change the ambient states. A
program fragment in our model is either a context process Pc or a bridge rule
process Pbr.

We define the evaluation rules for the different processes. The general form
of these rules is: M,a ⋄ P ⇒ M ′, where M is the MCS at the start of the
evaluation, a is the ambient (C or Br type) where the procedure P is executed
and M ′ is the final global system.
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I- Evaluation rules for context processes: M,C ⋄ Pc ⇒ M,C ′

Since each context process Pc runs in a particular context C of M and its
execution only changes its state, in the following evaluation rules we can omit the
reference to M . As the context ambient C is defined as c(Idc, Sc), we represent
as C ′ the modification of its ambient state i.e. C ′ = c(Idc, S

′

c).

C ⋄ Pc1 ⇒ C ′

C ′ ⋄ Pc2 ⇒ C ′′

C ⋄ Pc1 · Pc2 ⇒ C ′′
(1)

C ⋄ Pc1 ⇒ C ′

C ⋄ Pc1 or Pc2 ⇒ C ′
(2)

C ⋄ Pc1 ⇒ C
C ⋄ Pc2 ⇒ C ′′

C ⋄ Pc1 or Pc2 ⇒ C ′′
(3)

C ⊢ Term
C ⋄ Pc1 ⇒ C ′

C ⋄ if Term then Pc1 else Pc2 ⇒ C ′
(4)

C 0 Term
C ⋄ Pc2 ⇒ C ′′

C ⋄ if Term then Pc1 else Pc2 ⇒ C ′′
(5)

II- Evaluation rule for bridge rule process: M,Br ⋄ Pbr ⇒ M ′

As the fundamental processes for the Pbr definition are the processes
get∗(Term,L), getS(L1, ..., Ln, L) and add∗(L, Term), to define their semantics
it is enough to have the Pbr semantics well defined. In some rules we use ∅ to
denote that the result of the process execution is independent of the ambient
where it is running.

∀ Termi

{{

C ⊢ Termi

unify(Term, Termi) = Ui

}

↔ member(Ui, L
′)

}

∅ ⋄ get∗(Term,L) ⇒ L = L′
(6)

∀ (U1 ∈ L1, . . . , Un ∈ Ln)
{(unify∗(U1, . . . , Un) = L∗) ↔ member(L∗, L′)}

∅ ⋄ getS(L1, . . . , Ln, L) ⇒ L = L′
(7)

C = c(Idc, Sc)
∀Li { member(Li, L) ↔ (Term [Li] ∈ TermSet)}

C ⋄ add∗(L, Term) ⇒ c(Idc, Sc ∪ TermSet)
(8)
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Where unify∗(U1, . . . , Un) is a variant of the classical unify function, where
lists of substitutions (U1, . . . , Un) instead of formulae are unified. If unify∗ suc-
ceeds, its result is a list L∗ of the unified substitutions.

6 Mapping a g-BDI Agent to the MCC

Given a g-BDI agent defined by its multi-context specification (see Section 2):
Ag = ({BC,DC, IC, PC,CC},∆br) we want to map it into the MCC language.
Thus, we need to define a mapping F : {Ag} 7→ MCC, which maps each g-
BDI agent Ag with its multi-context components (contexts and bridge rules) to
the MCC language. The general insights of the mapping F between these two
formalisms are the following:

Global ambient: the multi-context agent Ag is mapped to a global ambient
Ag in MCC:
F : Ag = ({BC,DC, IC, PC,CC},∆br) 7→ Ag [Clause]

Context ambient: each context Ci ∈ {BC,DC, IC, PC,CC} in the agent Ag,
either mental or functional, is mapped to a suitable ambient structure (possi-
bly nested) in MCC. Ambient calculus enables us to represent nested ambient
structures as Ci [PCi

‖ Ci0 [PCi0
‖ [Ci1 ‖ ...]] ], which is very useful in order

to represent complex contexts. For example, different ambients may help to
individualize different layers used in the context language definition and also
in the deduction processes.
F : Ci = 〈Li, Ai,∆i, Ti〉 7→ c(Ci, SCi

) [PCi
‖ Ci0 [PCi0

‖ [Ci1 ‖ ...]] ]

– Language: before setting the ambient state for a context Ci, we have to
define the ambient language ALCi . Since the languages of different men-
tal contexts in the g-BDI agent model are built using different language
layers, we create the corresponding ambient hierarchical structure where
the inner an ambient is, a more basic language it has. The ambient state
will be composed by formulae of the top level language (i.e., ambient).
This structure allows us to differentiate the language layers in different
ambient states, but using the mobility of processes we can access the
different formulae in them.
F : Li 7→

{

ALCi ,ALCi0 , ...,ALCik

}

– Context ambient state: the initial ambient state SCi
is composed by

the translation of the theory Ti formulae into the ambient language.
F : Ti 7→ SCi

⊂ ALCi

– Context ambient process: the process PCi
attached to a context am-

bient is derived from its logical deduction system. Thus, it is built from
the context theory, axioms and inference rules.
F : 〈Ai,∆i, Ti〉 7→ PCi
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Essentially the PCi
process is composed by the following sequential schema:

PCi
::= P ∗

Ai
· P ∗

∆i
, where the P ∗

Ai
process represents the generation

of finitely-many instances of the different context axioms i.e. P ∗

Ai
::=

P ∗

Ai1
· ... · P ∗

Ain
, where the Aij ’s are axioms in Ai. Respectively, P ∗

∆i
is

composed by processes in charge of generating the instances of the dif-
ferent inference rules. i.e. P ∗

∆i
::= P ∗

∆i1
· ... · P ∗

∆ik
, where the ∆ij ’s are

rules in ∆i. These processes are described in more detail for DC context
in next Subsection 6.1.

Bridge rule ambient: each bridge rule Bri is mapped to a suitable ambient
Bri having as internal state a list of possible substitutions Li and a special
process PBri

. The definition of both elements related to the Bri ambient
(i.e. Li and PBri

) depends on the premise and conclusion of the bridge rule
that it represents:

F : Bri =
C1 : ϕ1, . . . , Cn : ϕn

Ck : ϕk

7→ br(Bri, Li) [PBri
]

– Internal state: is the list Li of n substitution lists, i.e.:
Li = 〈〈Li1〉 , . . . , 〈Lin〉〉 where each sublist 〈Lij〉 will contain the resulting
substitutions of unifying the formulae ϕj with formulae in the context Cj .

– Bridge rule process: the special process PBr is created in MCC (see
(12) in Table 2) to represent the bridge rule inference. For the bridge
rule Bri this process will add determined instances of the formula ϕk in
an ambient Ck when the preconditions are satisfied.

PBri
::= (spy(Br,C1, ϕ1, L1) ‖ . . . ‖ spy(Br,Cn, ϕ2, Ln)) ·

· put∗(Br,Ck, ϕk, L1, ..., Ln)

The ambient structure in MCC for representing a g-BDI agent Ag is illus-
trated in Figure 3. Therefore, for each mental or functional context in the g-BDI

Fig. 3. The ambient structure for a g-BDI agent
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agent specification, we can define the corresponding ambient structure in MCC.
Since the planning and communication context are based in first order logic,
the mapping is straightforward and both contexts can be easily passed to a
corresponding ambient.

In the case of the mental contexts, since the logical framework is more com-
plex, some details must be analyzed. As a matter of example, in the next sub-
section we describe the mapping F for the Desire Context. In a similar way, the
ambients for the other mental contexts may be developed.

6.1 Mapping the Desire context (DC) into a Desire ambient

We next define a mapping F from a desire context DC to a suitable ambient
structure in MCC

F : DC = 〈LDC , ADC ,∆DC , TDC〉 7→ c(DC,SDC) [PDC ‖ ...]

For this, we start with a synthesized description of the components of the DC
context: the language LDC , the axioms ADC , the inference rules ∆DC and a
theory TDC . A more complete description can be found in [3].

Language (LDC): it is defined over a (classical) propositional language L (gen-
erated from a finite set of propositional variables and connectives ¬ and →)
by introducing two (fuzzy) modal operators D+ and D−. As in other mental
contexts, we use a (modal) many-valued logic to formalize reasoning about
graded desires by means of the trick of interpreting the (positive and nega-
tive) degrees of desires over a (classical) proposition ϕ as the truth-degrees
of the modal formulas D+ϕ and D−ϕ respectively. We choose  Lukasiewicz
logic, extended with rational truth-constants, as the underlying many-valued
logic dealing with the many-valued modal formulas. The LDC language is
built therefore as follows:

– If ϕ ∈ L then D−ϕ,D+ϕ ∈ LDC

– If r ∈ Q ∩ [0, 1] then r ∈ LDC

– If Φ, Ψ ∈ DC then Φ→L Ψ ∈ LDC and ¬LΦ ∈ LDC (where ¬L and →L

correspond to the negation and implication of  Lukasiewicz logic, other
logic connectives, like ∧L,∨L,≡L are definable from ¬L and →L)

Since in  Lukasiewicz logic a formula Φ →L Ψ is 1-true iff the truth value
of Ψ is greater or equal to that of Φ, modal formulae of the type r →L Bϕ
express that the probability of ϕ is at least r.

Axioms and inference rules (ADC and ∆DC): to axiomatize the logical sys-
tem DC we need to combine axioms of classical propositional calculus (CPC)
for formulas of L with  Lukasiewicz logic axioms for modal formulae, plus ad-
ditional axioms characterizing the behavior of the modal operators D+ and
D−:

- Axioms of CPC for formulas of L
- Axioms of  Lukasiewicz logic modal formulae.
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- Axioms1 for D+ and D− over  Lukasiewciz logic:
Ax1 : D+(A ∨B) ≡L D+A ∧L D

+B
Ax2 : D−(A ∨B) ≡L D−A ∧L D

−B
- Rules are: modus ponens for → and →L and introduction of D+ and
D− for implications:
∆1: from A→ B derive D+B →L D+A and
∆2: from A→ B derive D−B →L D−A.

Theory (TDC): it consists of a set of formulas from LDC

Now we are ready to define the corresponding Desire Ambient F(DC) by
describing its state language ALDC , its initial state SDC and its process PDC .

1. State Language ALDC

Since the modal language LDC for the desire context is built in two layers
(one base propositional language L and the modal LDC), we define two am-
bients to represent these language layers. We define the ambient DC0 (to
represent language L) inside the ambient DC (to represent language LDC),
having the following ambient structure: DC [PDC ‖ DC0]
This nested ambient structure enables us to deal in a proper way with the
different fomulae in the two language layers. The language for the DC0 am-
bient is the basic language used in the DC context for building the language
LDC . As it is convenient for the definition of the deductive process PDC , we
consider that the formulas of this language are in Disjunctive Normal Form
(DNF). So we have or DC0 the mapping F : L 7→ ALDNF defined by
– F(ψ) = ψDNF

The mapping from the language LDC to the language ALDC for the desire
ambient, F : LDC 7→ ALDC is then defined as follows:

– F (D+ϕ) = d+(F(ϕ))
– F (D−ϕ) = d−(F(ϕ))
– F (r) = r
– F (¬LΦ) = neg(F(Φ))
– F (Ψ →L Φ) = imp(F(Ψ),F(Φ))

2. Initial state SDC

The DC ambient state SDC is composed by the translated formulae of the
context theory: SDC = {F(Φ) | Φ ∈ TDC}

3. DC Process PDC

We need to map the logical deduction of the desire context DC, composed
by two different layers of axioms and inference rules, into the PDC process.
Actually, it can be shown that reasoning in the DC axiomatic system can
be reduced to reasoning in plain  Lukasiewicz logic from a big, but finite,

1 These are the basic ones, one could consider additional axioms introducing some
constraints between both modalities.
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theory which gathers suitable translations of instances of all the axioms and
inference rules, and of the formulas of the context theory TDC . We will con-
sider deduction in  Lukasiewicz logic as an encapsulated process P L without
entering in its internals. This is possible since there exist theorem provers
for this many-valued logic [1]. We describe next how to build such a theory
in the context ambient which incorporates a finite set of instances of the ax-
ioms and inference rules that model the behavior of D+ and D−. The idea
is that, since we have a language L built over a finite set of propositional
variables, there are only a finitely-many different DNF formulas, so there
are finitely-many instances of axioms and rules over these DNF formulas.
Therefore the PDC process will consist of two parts. The first one, involv-
ing four processes PV , PDNF , PAX , P∆, will add to the initial ambient state
SDC (context theory) the set of instances of the axioms and inference rules,
changing the initial state into S′

DC :

c(DC,SDC) ⋄ (PV (V Set) · PDNF (V Set) · PAX · P∆) ⇒ c(DC,S′

DC)

Then, over the state S′

DC , the deduction over  Lukasiewicz logic, represented
by the process P L can be be applied. Thus, the PDC process is defined as
the following schema of sequential processes:

PDC ::= PV (V Set) · PDNF (V Set) · PAX · P∆ · P L

In the following items we describe the four first processes:

– The PV (V Set) process extracts from SDC the finite set of variables ap-
pearing in the formulas of TDC and puts them in V Set.

– The PDNF (V Set) process enters in the DC0 ambient and through the
add∗DNF (V Set) process creates and adds to SDC0

the finite set of DNF
formulae built upon the variables in V set, i.e.:

PDNF (V Set) ::= in DC0 · add
∗

DNF (V Set) · out DC0

– The PAX process is composed by all the processes derived from each
context axiom. For this particular case of the DC ambient we have:

PAx ::= PAx1
· PAx2

These processes represent respectively the axioms Ax1 and Ax2 (see
below), for instance PAx1

is defined as:

PAx1
::= in DC0 · get∗(dpair(x, y), L) · out DC0 ·

· add∗(F(D+(x) ∧D+(y) ≡ D+(x ∨ y)), L)

where the special component processes have the following meaning:
• get∗(dpair(x, y), L) stores in L all the pairs (x, y) satisfying the con-

dition dpair(x, y): x, y ∈ SDC0
and x 6= y;
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• add∗(F(D+(x)∧D+(y) ≡ D+(x∨ y)), L), using the pairs (x, y) ∈ L
for substitution, instantiates and adds to the ambient state SDC the
formulae F(D+(x) ∧D+(y) ≡ D+(x ∨ y)).

In a similar way the PAx2 process represents the corresponding axiom
for D−.

– The P∆ process is composed of the processes representing the instances of
the different inference rules. For the DC ambient there are two processes
representing the rules ∆1 and ∆2, hence

P∆ ::= P∆1
· P∆2

, with

P∆1
::= in DC0· get

∗(F(x→ y), L)· out DC0· add
∗(F(D+(y) → D+(x)), L)

and similarly for P∆2
, where

• get∗(F (x→ y), L) gets the pairs (x, y) resulting from the unification
of F (x→ y) in DC0 ambient;

• add∗(F(D+(y) → D+(x)), L) adds all the instances of the formula
F(D+(y) → D+(x)) with pairs (x, y) ∈ L.

– The final process P L applies  Lukasiewicz logic deduction ⊢ L to the state
S′

DC resulting from the previous processes, i.e. P L ::= ⊢ L

7 Conclusions

In this work we have defined a MCC calculus for Multi-context systems (MCS)
execution. The MCC proposed is based on Ambient calculus [2] and includes
some elements of LCC [11]. The operational semantics for this language was
given using Natural Semantics. We expect that MCC will be able to specify
different kinds of MCSs. Particularly, we have shown how graded BDI agents
can be mapped to this calculus.

Through MCC we are given to this agent model computational meaning and
in this way, we are getting closer to the development of an interpreter of the
g-BDI agents. Although process calculi have been mainly used in the past to
model multiagent systems, we have considered that the modular structure that
MCS provide to the architecture of an agent would permit a similar treatment
to single agents as well (or to any system with a self-similarity structure like
Holons). We think that the implementation of agent architectures using process
calculi, in particular ambient calculus, would give a uniform framework for agent
architectures, multiagent systems and also electronic institutions.
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Abstract. Organization concepts and models are increasingly being adopted for
the design and specification of multi-agent systems. Agent organizations can be
seen as mechanisms of social order, created to achieve common goals for more or
less autonomous agents. In order to develop a theory on the relation between or-
ganizational structures, organizational actions and actions of agents performing
roles in the organization we need a theoretical framework to describe and rea-
son about organizations. The formal model presented in this paper is sufficiently
generic to enable the comparison of different existing organizational approaches
to MAS, while having enough descriptive power to describe realistic organiza-
tions.

1 Introduction

Organizing is important in distributed computational systems, just as it is important in
human systems. Researchers, within both the computer science and the organization
theory fields, agree that many concepts and ideas can be shared between the two disci-
plines to better understand human organizations and to design more efficient and flex-
ible distributed systems ([38, 6, 19]). However, due to its nature, organizational theory
research tends to be not very formal from a computational perspective, which makes
it difficult when moving from its use as a concept or paradigm towards using social
and organizational concepts for the formalization of MAS social concepts. Given such
different views, the difficulty of comparing, analyzing and choosing a given approach
becomes clear. Even if our aim is not to solve this problem, in this paper we present ini-
tial steps towards the specification of a formal model for the study of organizations. The
motivations for this model are twofold. On the one hand, the need for a formal, provable
representation of organizations, with their environment, objectives and agents in a way
that enables to analyze their partial contributions to the performance of the organization
in a changing environment. On the other hand, such a model must be realistic enough
to incorporate the more ‘pragmatic’ considerations faced by real organizations. Most
existing formal models lack this realism, e.g. either by ignoring temporal issues, or by
taking a very restrictive view on the controllability of agents, or by assuming complete
control and knowledge within the system (cf. [41, 36]).

Formal models for organizations that are able to deal with realistic situations, must
thus meet at least the following requirements [11].

1. represent notions of ability and activity of agents, without requiring knowledge
about the specific actions available to a specific agent (to enable representation of
open environments)
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2. accept limitedness of agent capability
3. represent the ability and activity of a group of agents
4. deal with temporal issues, in special the fact that activity takes time
5. represent the concept of ’being responsible’ for the achievement of a given state of

affairs
6. represent organizational (global) goals and its link to agents’ activity, by relating

activity and organizational structure

All of the above requirements are related to the more structural properties of an organi-
zation and will be met with the theory developed in this paper. In [11] also the following
requirements were listed:

1. deal with resource limitedness and the dependency of activity on resources (e.g.
costs)

2. represent organizational dynamics (evolution of organization over time, changes on
agent population)

3. represent organizations in terms of organizational roles or positions
4. relate roles and agents (role enacting agents)
5. deal with normative issues (representation of boundaries for action and the violation

thereof)

These requirements are related to the more operational aspects of an organization. E.g.
the notion that agent activity has a cost (that is, choosing one or the other course of
action is not only dependent on agent capabilities but also the costs of the action must
compare positively to its benefits) is related to actual performance of an agent within
the organizational structure. Due to space limitations we will not deal with these re-
quirements in this paper. Some directions for a formal framework dealing with these
issues can be found in [11, 7, 22, 40].

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we discuss related work and motivate
the need for the formal language presented in this paper. In section 3 we define ability
and activity of agents and groups. Section 4 presents the formal model for organization
including structural and interaction properties. The use of our model for the modelling
of organizations is exemplified in section 5. Finally, section 6 presents our conclusions
and directions for future work.

2 Related Work

Several approaches have already been presented to investigate the complexity of reason-
ing and analysis of multi-agent systems. In their own way, all approaches are concerned
with some of the requirements above and can be basically divided into two categories:
formal methods and engineering frameworks. Formal methods for MAS have a logical
basis, typically based on dynamic, temporal and/or deontic logics [41, 36, 21]. How-
ever, the treatment of organizational concepts is basic and lacks realism. For instance,
approaches based on ATL assume complete division of agent capabilities and total con-
trol over the domain, and the work presented in [36] lacks temporal issues. Furthermore,
in most cases, an axiomatic formalization is provided but not a formal semantics. En-
gineering frameworks, on the other hand, provide sound representation languages that
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include many realistic organizational concepts, but have often a limited formal semantic
basis, which makes analysis and comparison difficult [26, 31, 39].

Organization Theory provides very useful concepts, and a pragmatic perspective,
based on real world (human) organizations [13, 33, 37]. However, results are often do-
main oriented and it is not clear how to translate them into formalisms for agent systems.
It is often seen as a sound basis for conceptual design, proven in practice of human or-
ganizations for many years, but it must be formalized in order to make it usable for
computational models of organizations. Computational organizational science is a new
perspective that tries to combine the organization theory and engineering framework
perspectives. It looks at groups, organizations and societies and aims to understand,
predict and manage system level change [3]. Several tools for the analysis and mod-
elling of organizations have been proposed. Computational models, in particular those
based on representation techniques and empirical simulation, have been widely used
for several decades to analyze and solve organizational level problems. More recently,
mathematical tools, including those of decision and game theory, probability and logic
are becoming available to handle multiple agency approaches to organizations.

In practice, organizational level solutions are provided by mathematical and compu-
tational models based on probabilistic and decision theoretic approaches. A large body
of work in this area is that of computational simulation, specifically agent-based so-
cial simulation (ABSS) [8]. Computational simulations are based on formal models, in
the sense that they provide a precise theoretical formulation of relationships between
variables. Simulations provide a powerful way to analyze and construct realistic mod-
els of organizational systems and make possible to study problems that are not easily
addressed by other scientific approaches [25]. Such formal models are however limited
to the specific domain and difficult to validate. Techniques are thus needed that make
possible the formal validation, comparison and extendability of simulation models. As
far as we are aware of, the language presented in this paper, based on modal logic is a
first attempt to provide such a meta model for reasoning about computational models,
that has both a formal semantics as well as the capability to represent realistic concepts.

3 Agents and Groups: Ability and Activity

The notions of agent capability and action have been widely discussed in MAS. The
intuition is that an agent possesses capabilities that make action possible. In the litera-
ture, there are many approaches to the formalization of these definitions1. Concerning
the theory of action, two main perspectives can be distinguished. The first aims at the
explicit representation of action by a specific agent, in terms of dynamic logic [24],
[32], or situation calculus [29]; whereas the second is concerned with representing the
fact that a certain result has been achieved, such as in thestit theories [35] or in the
notion of agency by Elgesem [14]. In both types of approaches, the notion of action is
strongly linked to that of ability. However, there is no consensus on the meaning of abil-
ity which is taken to mean competence (the capability of making a certain proposition
true), possibility (conditions are right for that activity), opportunity (both competence

1 A concise overview can be found in [5]
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and possibility), or even permission (there are no prohibitions or constraints on the ac-
tivity.). As these distinctions are important for organizational theory, we aim to develop
a theory in which all these concepts can be expressed properly.

3.1 Logic for Agent Organization

We present here alogic for agent organization(LAO), as an extension of the well-
known branching time temporal logic CTL [15]. LAO includes the CTL modalities♦

(‘always in the future’),U (‘until’) and X (‘in the next state’) extended with modalities
for agent ability, capability, attempt and activity introduced in the following subsec-
tions. For a setΦ of propositional variables, the language,L for LAO is the smallest
superset ofΦ such that

1. true, false ∈ L
2. p ∈ Φ ⇒ p ∈ L
3. ϕ,ψ ∈ L ⇒ ¬ϕ, (ϕ ∨ ψ), Xϕ, ♦ϕ,Uϕ ∈ L

To give a precise definition of LAO, we start by introducing the semantic structures
over which formulae of LAO are interpreted. A LAO model is a tuple

M = (Φ,A, W,R, T, π), where:

– Φ is a finite, non-empty set ofpropositional variables,
– A = {a1, ..., an} is a finite, non-empty set ofagents,
– W is a non empty set of states,
– R is a partial ordered set of (temporal) transitions between two elements ofW ,

R : W × W ,
– T is the set of agent labels on elements ofR, T : R → 2A,
– π is a valuation function which associates eachw ∈ W with the set of atomic

propositions fromΦ that are true in that world,π : W → 2Φ

Each world,w ∈ W describes the propositions ofΦ that are true in that world,
and, each proposition inΦ corresponds to a set of worlds where it is true. A transition
between worlds represents an update of the truth value of (some) propositions inΦ. The
semantics of LAO are based on those of CTL* [15], which distinguishes between path
and state formulae. A state formula is interpreted wrt a statew ∈ W and a path formula
is interpreted wrt a path through the branching time structure given byR. A path (or
trace) inR is a (possibly infinite) sequence(wi, wi+1, ...), wherewi, wi+1, ... ∈ W

and∀i(si, si+1) ∈ R. We use the convention thatr = (w0, w1, ...) denotes a path, and
t(i) denotes statei in pathr. We writeM, w |= ϕ (resp.M, r |= ϕ to denote that state
formulaϕ (resp. path formulaϕ) is true in structureM at statew (resp. pathr). The
rules for the satisfaction relation|= for state and path formulae in LAO are defined as:

– M, w |= ⊤
– M, w |= p iff p ∈ π(w), wherep ∈ Φ

– M, w |= ¬ϕ iff not M, w |= ϕ

– M, w |= ϕ ∨ ψ iff M,w |= ϕ or M, w |= ψ

– M, w |= ♦ϕ iff ∀r ∈ paths(W,R), if r(0) = s then(M, r) |= ϕ
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– M, r |= p iff M, r(0) |= p

– M, r |= ¬ϕ iff not M, r |= ϕ

– M, r |= ϕ ∨ ψ iff M, r |= ϕ or M, r |= ψ

– M, r |= ψUϕ iff ∃i such thatM, r(i) = ϕ and∀k ≤ i,M, r(k) |= ψ

– M, r |= Xϕ iff ∀r′ if (r, r′) ∈ R thenM, r′ |= ϕ

This semantic definition above does not consider the agents in the system, and there-
fore does not make use of the semantic componentT . Intuitively, the idea is that, in
organizations, changes are for some part result of the intervention of (specific) agents.
Formally, state transitions are labelled with the set of agents that influence the changes
on that transition. That is, for a transitionr = (w, w′) ∈ R, t(r) indicates the set of
agents that indeed contribute to the changes indicated by that transition. Moreover, for
each worldw ∈ W and each agenta ∈ A we can indicate the set of transitions fromw
for whicha has influence.

Definition 1. (Transition influence)
Given a worldw ∈ W and an agenta ∈ A, the transition influence ofa in w, Taw is
defined by:Taw = {r ∈ R : r = (w,w′) anda ∈ t(r)}

Agent action is based on the capabilities of the agent, but also on the moment cir-
cumstances in which the agent is. In the following, we will introduce extra modal oper-
ators to represent capability, ability, attempt and action of agents and groups.

3.2 Agent capability, ability and activity

In this section, we draw from from work in the area of the well known logical theory for
agency and organized interaction introduced by Kanger-Lindahl-Pörn, more specifically
from the work of Santos et al.[36] and Governatori et al. [21]. In short, they assume that
in organizations not all capabilities are always conductive of successful action - one can
attempt to achieve something but without success. They’ve introduced three operators
E, G and H. The first one,E, expresses direct and successful actions: a formula like
Eiϕ means that the agenti brings it aboutthatϕ, that isϕ is a necessary result of an
action byi. The second one,Giϕ corresponds to indirect and successful actions, that
is, Giϕ means thati ensuresthatϕ, that is,ϕ is a necessary result of an action of some
agent following an action byi. Finally, their intended meaning ofH is such thatHiϕ

means thati attemptsto make it the case thatϕ. The idea is thatH is not necessarily
successful.

In their work, an axiomatic definition ofE, G andH is given. Our approach is to
provide a semantical definition of the modal operators for ability, capability attempt and
activity. Moreover, we agree with [21] that the assumption taken in [36] that indirect
action always implies an impossibility for direct action is rather strong, and will not use
it. We furthermore, base our definitions on temporal logic and not just in predicate logic
in order to be able to express the notion that activity takes time.

Intuitively, in order to talk about agent activity, that is, that agenta ‘causes’ an
expressionϕ to hold in some future state in a path from the current moment, we need to
establish the control of the agent over the truth value ofϕ. For instance, it does not make
sense to expressEasun raises because whether the sun raises or not is not something
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that an agent can control. Inspired by the work of Boutelier [1], and Cholvy and Garion
[4], we define the capabilities of an agenta as follows:

Definition 2. (Agent Propositional Capability)
Given a set of atomic propositionsΦ and a set of agentsA, for each agenta ∈ A

we partitionΦ in two classes: the set of atomic propositions that agenta is capable of
realizing,Ca, and the set of atomic propositions thata cannot realize,̄Ca, C̄a = Φ\Ca.

In order to be able to formally refer to the capability of an agent to realize any given
expression ofL, we need first to extend the above definition to describe the capability
for composed propositions. Given a setCa defining the propositional capability ofa,
we defineΣa inductively as follows:

– ∀p ∈ Ca, p ∈ Σa

– ∀p ∈ Ca, ¬p ∈ Σa

– ∀ψ1, ψ2 ∈ Σa, ψ1 ∧ ψ2 ∈ Σa

Agent capabilityCaϕ can now be defined as:

Definition 3. (Agent Capability)
Given a formulaϕ in L and an agenta ∈ A, agenta is capable ofϕ, represented by
Caϕ iff 6|= ϕ and∃ψ ∈ Σa, such thatψ → ϕ.

Using this definition, it is trivial to proof that∀ψ ∈ Σa : Caψ. The capability
operator has the following properties:

– ¬Ca⊤
– Caϕ ∧ Caψ → Ca(ϕ ∧ ψ)

Note thatCaϕ → Ca¬ϕ does not hold as it can be seen by the following counterexam-
ple. ConsiderΦ = {p, q}, ϕ = p ∨ q andCap. Then,Ca(p ∨ q) (becausep → p ∨ q)
but¬Ca(¬p ∧ ¬q) (because¬p 6→ ¬p ∧ ¬q). In the same way, it can be proven that
Caϕ → ♦ϕ also does not hold.

Given a capabilityCaϕ, we can say that agenta controlsϕ, which means thata is
able (possibly under certain conditions) to makeϕ hold. However, capabilities do not
lead directly to ability. Intuitively, the ability of an agent to realize a state of affairsϕ in
a worldw, depends not only on the capability of the agent but also on the status of that
world. Therefore, we define the ability ofa as follows:

Definition 4. (Agent Ability)
Given a worldw ∈ W and an agenta ∈ A, the ability ofa to realizeϕ, Gaϕ, is defined
byw |= Gaϕ iff Caϕ and∃t ∈ Taw : t = (w, w′), w′ |= ϕ.

Agent ability refers to the potential of that agent to act in a world. However, intu-
itively, the expected result of agent action is that the desired state of affairs will hold in
all worlds reachable from the current world. That is, that the agent will indeed influence
the future worlds. Obviously, if the agent does not influence all futures from the current
world, it cannot guarantee the overall success of its activity. We therefore define agent
attempt, as follows:
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Definition 5. (Agent Attempt)
Given a worldw ∈ W and an agenta ∈ A, the attempt ofa to realizeϕ, Haϕ, is
defined byw |= Haϕ iff Gaϕ and∀t ∈ Taw : t = (w,w′), w′ |= ϕ.

Attempt contains an element of uncertainty. Even if it is necessary that the agent
has the capability to achieve a certain state of affairs, it can happen that, due to activity
by other agents, with the same capability, the state of affairs will not hold in all worlds
whose transitions are under the influence of the agent. That is, the definition of attempt
yields that, in the case that there are other agents capable of realizingϕ, those agents
either have no influence over transitions inTaw or also made an attempt to achieveϕ.
Formally:

If w |= Haϕ then∀b ∈ A, b 6= a : (¬Cbϕ ∨ Hbϕ ∨ (∀t ∈ Taw : t 6∈ Tbw))

As an example, consider modelM = ({p, q}, {a}, {w0, ..., w4}, {(w0, w1), ..., (w0, w4)},
T, π), as depicted in figure 1. We furthermore define thatCap and(w0, w1) ∈ Taw0

. In
this model, it holds that:

– w0 |= Gap (becauseCap andw1 |= p);
– w0 |= Hap iff Taw = {(w0, w1), (w0, w3)};
– w0 6|= Ca(p ∧ q);
– w0 6|= Ga(p ∧ q) (because¬Ca(p ∧ q))

p, ¬q

p, q
¬p, q

¬p, ¬q

p, q

w0

w1

w2

w3

w4

Fig. 1. Example for capability, ability and attempt.

The notion of ability expresses the fact that an agenta has the capability to bring
ϕ about. It does not mean that the agent will indeed ever do it. On the other hand,
the notion of attempt expresses the fact that an agent tries to achieve a certain state of
affairs, but does not guarantee success. Obviously, agents must be able toact on the
world and as such bring states of affairs to happen.

Because we abstract from the internal motivations of individual agents, we need
ways to describe the result of agent action that are independent of particular actions
available to the agent. Thestit operator,Eaϕ (’agenta sees to it thatϕ), introduced
by Pörn [35] allows to refer to the externally‘observable’consequences of an action
instead of the action itself.Stit can be seen as an abstract representation of the family
of actions that result inϕ. In our approach we refine the definition ofstit to include a
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temporal component that indicates the notion that action takes time.
Only when the agent influences all possible worlds out of the current one, we can say
that the agent can see to it that a given state of affairs is achieved. In the special case in
which all next possible states from a given state are influenced by an agenta, we say
thata is in-control in w, represented byICa and defined formally as:

Definition 6. (Agent In-control)
w |= ICa iff ∀w′ : (w, w′) ∈ R ⇒ (w, w′) ∈ Taw

In the following we give our semantics ofstit, in terms of agent attempt (definition
5) and in-control (definition 6).2

Definition 7. (Agent Activity)
Given a worldw ∈ W and an agenta ∈ A, a sees to it thatϕ holds,Eaϕ, is defined
byw |= Eaϕ iff Haϕ andICa.

Eaϕ represents the actual action of bringingϕ about. From the semantics above: ifa

is able ofϕ and attempts to realize it in a world where it is in control, thenEaϕ ‘causes’
ϕ to be true in all next states from the current state. Furthermore, it is important to notice
that we provide a temporal definition ofEa, that is,Eaϕ 6→ ϕ but Eaϕ → Xϕ. This
provides a more realistic notion ofstit by incorporating the fact that action takes time
and is not instantaneous, as we have discussed before (cf. [12]) but is different from
many other authors, e.g. [36].

The operatorE has the following properties:

– ¬Ea⊤
– Eaϕ → Xϕ

– Eaϕ → Caϕ

– Eaϕ → Haϕ

– Eaϕ → ICa

– Eaϕ ∧ Eaψ → Ea(ϕ ∧ ψ)

3.3 Group Capability, Ability and Activity

By definition, agents are limited in their capabilities, that is, on what states of affairs
they can bring about in the world. This implies that in MAS certain states of affairs
can only be reached if two or more agents cooperate to bring that state about. One of
the main ideas behind organizations is the notion that the combined action of two or
more agents can result in an effect that none of the involved agents could bring about
by themselves. In MAS there is very little research done on the notion of ability in a
multi-agent context [5]. In the following, we define the concept of combined capability,
or group capability. As for single agents, we need to start by defining the capabilities
of a group over atomic propositions. The idea behind this definition, is that atomic
propositions can be made ‘small’ enough to be controlled by a single agent. A group
combines results from different agents into more complex actions.

2 This notion of stit provides anecessaryinterpretation of action, and as such is related to the
dynamic operator[a]p, meaning that after performing actiona it is necessarily the case thatp.
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Definition 8. (Group Propositional Capability)
Given a set of agentsS = {a1, ..., an} ⊆ A and the setsCai

of atomic propositions
controllable by each agentai ∈ S, we defineCS as the union of the controllable propo-

sitions by all agents inS: CS =
n⋃

i=1

Cai

In the same way as for single agents, we define composed capability of a groupΣS

as follows:

– ∀p ∈ CS , p ∈ ΣS

– ∀p ∈ CS , ¬p ∈ ΣS

– ∀ψ1, ψ2 ∈ ΣS , ψ1 ∧ ψ2 ∈ ΣS

Group capabilityCSϕ can now be defined as:

Definition 9. (Group Capability)
Given a formulaϕ in L and a set of agentsS ⊆ A, S is capable ofϕ, represented by
CSϕ iff 6|= ϕ and∃ψ ∈ ΣS such thatψ → ϕ.

The definitions of group ability, group attempt, group in-control, and group stit are
similarly derived from the respective definitions for a single agent.

Definition 10. (Group Ability)
Given a worldw ∈ W and a groupS ⊆ A, the ability ofS to realizeϕ, GSϕ, is defined
by: w |= GSϕ iff CSϕ and∃t ∈ TSw : t = (w, w′), w′ |= ϕ

Definition 11. (Group Attempt)
Given a worldw ∈ W and a groupS ⊆ A, the attempt ofS to realizeϕ, HSϕ, is
defined byw |= HSϕ iff GSϕ and∀t ∈ TSw : t = (w, w′), w′ |= ϕ.

Definition 12. (Group In-control)
w |= ICS iff ∀w′ : (w, w′) ∈ R ⇒ S ⊆ t((w, w′))

Definition 13. (Group Stit)
Given a worldw ∈ W and a groupS ⊆ A, S sees to it thatϕ holds,ESϕ, is defined
byw |= ESϕ iff HSϕ andICS .

Consider again the example in figure 1, in which agenta with Cap did not have the
ability for (p ∧ q). Now, suppose that there is an agentb such that,Cbq. In the same
way,¬Gb(p∧ q). However, if we consider the groupS = {a, b} we getCS(p∧ q), and
thusGS(p ∧ q) whent1 ∈ TSw. That is, togethera andb are able of realizing(p ∧ q).

Group ability has the following properties (comparable to those of single agents):

– ¬CG⊤
– CGϕ ∧ CGψ → CG(ϕ ∧ ψ)
– ∀a ∈ G : Caϕ → CGϕ

Note that agent ability is a special case of group control whenS = {a}. That is,
all expressions controlled by one agent are also controlled by all groups in which that
agent participates. This is different from the assumption made by e.g. [41] who use
group control to refer to those formulas that are only controlled by the whole group,
(and thus not controlled by any of its subgroups). In our model, this can be represented
as a extra requirement on the definition 9 for group capability, as follows:
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Proposition 1. (Joint Capability)
A groupS ⊆ A of agents is said to havejoint capabilityfor an expressionϕ iff CSϕ

and∀S′ ⊂ S,¬CS′ϕ

Informally, whenever each of the agents inS leaves, the group looses the capability
for ϕ. Finally, group activity,ESϕ, has the following properties:

– EGϕ → CGϕ

– EGϕ → Xϕ

– EGϕ ∧ EGψ → EG(ϕ ∧ ψ)
– ¬EG⊤

4 Organizations: Structure and Strategy

The idea behind organization is that there are global objectives, not necessarily shared
by any of the agents, that can only be achieved through combined agent action. In order
to achieve its goals, it is thus necessary that an organization employs the relevant agents,
and assures that their interactions and responsibilities enable an efficient realization of
the objectives.

In its most simple expression, and organization consists of a set of agents (together
with their capabilities and abilities) and a set of objectives. In each moment, the state
of the organization is given by a certain state of affairs that hold in that state. Formally,
given a worldw ∈ W , anorganizationO is defined by a set of agents, a set of objectives
(missions or desires), and a set of assets. Agents are the active entities that realize
organizational activity. Organizational objectives are the issues that the organization
‘wishes’ to be true in the world. Organizational assets are the issues that are true (and
relevant to the organization) at a given moment.3

Worlds are represented as a set of propositions inΦ. Furthermore the agents that
participate in the organization may leave or enter the organization, and the objectives
of the organization may change. We therefore define an organizational instance to rep-
resent the organization in a given worldw ∈ W asOw = {Aw

O, Dw
O, Sw

O}.
The current state of the organization,Sw

O , corresponds to the set of formulas that are
true in worldw and relevant toO, and the objectives or desires of the organization,Dw

O,
characterize the worlds (sets of formulas) that, at momentw, the organization wishes
to reach4. Note that, organizational change means that the organization’s composition
(agents) and objectives may differ from world to world.

Based on the definitions given in the previous sections, we are now in state to define
organization capability (or scope of control). In fact, an organization is only as good as
its agents. In this sense the scope of organizational control is defined by the union of the
scopes of its agents’ control together with the control of groups of its agents. Formally:

3 Note that, for the purposes of this paper, we see agents purely as actors in a organization, with
no goals of themselves. We assume that, by acting according to their capabilities, agents work
towards organizational objectives. That is, we abstract here from the motivation an individual
agent may have to take up those organizational positions [7].

4 From now on, whenever clear from the context, we’ll drop the subscripts and superscripts.
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Definition 14. (Organization Capability)
Given a organizationO such thatAO is the set of agents inO, organizational capability
CO is defined as:CO = CAO

. That is,COϕ iff ∃S ⊆ AO : CSϕ.

In practice, no organization will employ all agents in the world, nor control all pos-
sible states of affairs. One of the main reasons for creating organizations is efficiency,
that is, to provide the means for coordination that enable the achievement of global
goals in an efficient manner. Organization Theory has for many decades investigated
the issue of organizational structure. Organizational structure has essentially two objec-
tives [13]: Firstly, it facilitates the flow of information within the organization in order
to reduce the uncertainty of decision making. Secondly, the structure of the organization
should integrate organizational behavior across the parts of the organization so that it
is coordinated. This raises two challenges: division of labor and coordination [33]. The
design of organizational structure determines the allocation of resources and people to
specified tasks or purposes, and the coordination of these resources to achieve organi-
zational goals [20]. Ideally, the organization is designed to fit its environment and to
provide the information and coordination needed for its strategic objectives.

According to this definition of organization, even if the agents in the organization
have group control over all organizational objectives, they still need to coordinate their
activities in order to efficiently achieve those objectives. Furthermore, in most cases,
the objectives of the organization are only known to a few of the agents in the orga-
nization, who may have no control over those objectives. It is therefore necessary to
structure agents in a way that enables objectives to be passed to those agents that can
effectively realize them. We need therefore to extend our organizational definition to
include coordinating and task allocation concepts.

4.1 Organizational Structure

Often organizations use the notion of roles to distribute the responsibilities necessary
for the functioning of the organization.Role dependenciesindicate how the goals of
different roles depend on each other, and how interaction is to be achieved. Depending
on the specific implementation of the dependency relationship, this means that a role
can demand the realization of a goal from another role, or request goals from another
role. In organizational contexts this can also mean that the responsibility of some tasks
lays with the role in the top of the hierarchy. As before, for simplicity sake, we will for
the moment, abstract from the concept of role, and define dependencies between agents
(seen as role enacting actors) as follows. Astructural dependencyrelation between a
set of agentsS = {a1, ..., an},≤S : S×S is a poset satisfying the following properties:

– ∀a ∈ S : a ≤S a (reflexive)
– ∀a, b, c ∈ S: if a ≤S b andb ≤S c thena ≤S c (transitive)

We are now able to extend the definition of organization to include the notion of depen-
dency:

Definition 15. (Organization)
Given a modelM = (Φ,A, W,R, T, π), a organization in a worldw ∈ W is defined
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by Ow = {Aw
O,≤w

O, Dw
O, Sw

O} whereAw
O = {a1, ..., an}, (Aw

O,≤w
O) is a structural

dependency relation inAw
O, Dw

O ⊆ Φ, Sw
O ⊆ Φ andw ∈ W .

Given an organization structure, we can define dependency chains between two
agents, or between agents and groups as follows:

Definition 16. (Dependency chain)
Given a structured organizationOw = {Aw

O,≤w
O, Dw

O, Sw
O}, a dependency chain be-

tween two agents inA is defined aschain(a, b) iff (1) a = b, or (2) ∃c ∈ A such
that a ≤w

O c and chain(c, b). Given a groupS ⊆ Aw
O, there is achain(a, S) iff

∀b ∈ S : chain(a, b).

Intuitively, the ordering relation in the set of agents stands for the interaction pos-
sibilities between agents. Organizational structures influence the way that agents in the
organization can interact. The relationa ≤O b indicates thata is able to interact withb
in order to request or demand some result fromb. In this paper, we will not further detail
the types of interactions between agents (delegation, request, bid, ...) but assume that
the relationship will achieve some result, through a more or less complex interaction
process. More on this issue can be found in [9].

4.2 Responsibility

To further refine the concept of organization, we need to be able to talk about the respon-
sibilities5 of agents in the organization. Responsibilities within an organization enable
agents to make decisions about what each member of the organization is expected to do,
and to anticipate the tasks of others [23]. Informally, by responsibility we mean that an
agent or group has to make sure that a certain state of affairs is achieved,Raϕ either by
realizing it itself or by delegating that result to someone else. In order to describe this
notion of responsibility and delegation, we introduce a new operator,Ra, such thatRaϕ

means thata is responsible for, or in charge of, achievingϕ. Note that responsibility for
a state of affairs does not guarantee successful achievement of that state of affairs. As
such, we formally define responsibility in terms of attempt, as follows:

Definition 17. (Responsibility)
Given an organizationO = (AO,≤O, DO, Sw

O) in a modelE , and an agenta ∈ AO,
responsibilityRaϕ is such that:
Raϕ ≡ ♦(Haϕ ∨ HaRbϕ), for someb ∈ AO

The responsibility operator has the following properties:

– Eaϕ → Raϕ

– Raϕ ∧ Raψ → Ra(ϕ ∧ ψ)
– ¬Ra⊤

5 In reality, responsibilities are associated with roles or positions in an organization. However,
due to the simplification we make in this version of LAO, we do not - yet - distinguish between
role and the role enacting agent.
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Delegation of tasks is defined as the capability to make an agent, or group, responsi-
ble for that task. In a organization, delegation is associated with structural dependencies.
That is, by nature their dependencies, some agents are in state of delegating their tasks
to other agents, to make it the case that a result is achieved. Formally,

Definition 18. (Structured delegation)
Given an organizationO = (AO,≤O, DO, Sw

O) in a modelM , delegation ofϕ between
two agentsa, b ∈ A is defined as: if(a ≤O b) thenCaRbϕ.

Given the notions of responsibility and structural dependency introduced above, we
can define a good organization, as being an organizationO = (AO,≤O, DO, Sw

O) that
satisfies the following requirement:

CAO
ϕ ∧ Raϕ → chain(a,B) ∧ CBϕ, for a ∈ AO andB ⊆ AO

Good organizations satisfyRaϕ → ♦ϕ, which informally says that if there is an agent
responsible for a given state of affairs, then eventually that state will be reached. The
responsibility operator is also defined for a groupG of agents,RG in a similar way. In
the following, we provide an example of structured organization. Consider the organi-
zationO = ((A,≤O, D, S0), where:
A = {a, b, c, d},
≤O is such that(a ≤O b, a ≤O c ≤O d)),
D = {ρ}, whereρ = (p ∧ q) ∨ r,
S0 = {Raρ,Cbp, Cdq, C{a,c}r}

Note that the initial organizational stateS0 describes the capabilities of the agents
in A and that agenta is responsible for the achievement of the organizational goal. This
example also shows that organizations are dependent on the capabilities of their agents
to achieve their objectives. In this case, without agentb, the organization can never
achieve its goals. In the above organization, there are several ways for agenta to realize
the organizational goalρ, a possible strategy being:

s1: EaRbp ∧ EaRcq

... ....
si: Rbp ∧ EcRdq

si+i: Rbp ∧ Rdq

... ....
sN : p ∧ q

Different properties can be defined for the responsibility operator, which identify
different types of organizations. For example, awell-defined organizationis such that
∀ϕ ∈ DO,∃a ∈ AO : Raϕ.

4.3 Types of Organizations

Organizations come in many sorts and sizes. Notable is the work of Mintzberg on the
classification of organizational structures [33]. According to Mintzberg, environmental
variety is determined by both environmental complexity and the pace of change. In-
spired by and extending the work of Mintzberg, researchers in Organizational Theory
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have proposed a growing number of classifications for organization structures, e.g. sim-
ple, bureaucracy, matrix, virtual enterprize, network, boundary-less organizations, con-
glomeration, alliance, etc. just to name a few forms. However, definitions and naming of
organizational forms are often unclear and the classification of a specific organization
into one of the proposed classes is not trivial, often resulting in hybrid forms. Based on
the structure of control, Burns and Stalker distinguish two main types of organization
structures: hierarchies and networks [2]. Using the formal definition of organization
presented in the previous sections, we are able to specify the structural characteristics
of these two types of organizations. In a hierarchy organizational goals are known to
the managers who delegate them to their subordinates who have the capabilities and
resources to realize them. Formally,

Definition 19. (Hierarchy)
A structured organizationO = (AO,≤O, DO, Sw

O) is said to be anhierarchyif

– ∃M ⊂ AO,M 6= ⊘ : ∀m ∈ M∃ϕ ∈ DO : Rmϕ and∀ϕ ∈ DO∃m ∈ M : Rmϕ

– ∀a ∈ AO, a 6∈ M, ∃m ∈ M : chain(m, a)

That is, there is a group of managersM that together is responsible for all organizational
goals and have a chain of command to all other agents in the organization. In a simple,
flat, hierarchy, the manager group furthermore meets the following requirements:
M = {m} and∀a ∈ AO, m ≤O a.

In the same way, we formally define a network organization as:

Definition 20. (Network)
A structured organizationO = (AO,≤O, DO, Sw

O) is said to be annetworkif

– ∀a ∈ AO : Ra ∩ DO 6= ⊘ and∀ϕ ∈ DO : ∃a ∈ AO : Raϕ

– ∀a ∈ AO,∃b ∈ AO : chain(a, b)

That is, every agent in the organization is responsible for some of the organizational
goals, and have a delegation relationship to some other agent in the organization. A
fully connected network also meets the following requirement:
∀a, b ∈ AO : a ≤O b. A team is also a special case of network that meets the symmetry
requirement:chain(a, b) → chain(b, a).

From the organization examples above, it can be seen that a by the formal definition
of properties for organizations, different organization types can be specified and veri-
fied. Other organizational types can be defined by the specification of other properties.

5 Case Study

We have applied the model presented in this paper to formally describe several existing
agent systems that simulate organizations and organizational adaptation. Those sys-
tems were taken from the literature and include such different domains as architectures
for Command and Control [28], RoboSoccer [27], market regulation [34] and sensor
networks [30]. The original work on those cases use different frameworks and were
developed independently by other research groups. Due to space limitations, we will
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only discuss here one of the studied cases, namely the architecture for Command and
Control presented in [28].

Over the past several years, researchers within the A2C2 research program (Adap-
tive Architectures for Command and Control) have investigated the notion of organiza-
tional congruence [28, 16, 18, 17]. In order to test their theories, in a laboratory experi-
ment, a set of scenarios was developed to exploit the differences between organizational
structures. Their idea was to design two different types of organizations and two dif-
ferent scenarios in order to test organizational congruence which distinguish between
functional organizations and divisional/geograhically-based organizations. Two types
of scenarios were designed: one scenario would be congruent with divisional organi-
zations but would be a misfit, or incongruent to functional organizations. Conversely,
the second scenario would be congruent with functional organizations but misfit to di-
visional organizations.

The study considers different types of agents. For simplicity, we assume 2 agents,
a1 anda2, with search & rescue (SR) capabilities, and 2 agents,a3 anda4, with mine
clearance (MC) capabilities. That is:Ca1

SR1, Ca2
SR2, Ca3

MC3, andCa4
MC4

6. Fur-
thermore, there are 4 agents with decision making responsibilities (DM): the search &
rescue commandersrc, the mine clearance commandermcc, and the commanders of
two basesb1c andb2c. Different organizations result from possible agent combinations:

– O1 : AO1
= {src, a1, a2} and≤O1

= {src ≤ a1, src ≤ a2}
– O2 : AO2

= {mcc, a3, a4} and≤O2
= {mcc ≤ a3, src ≤ a4}

– O3 : AO3
= {b1c, a1, a3} and≤O3

= {b1c ≤ a1, b1c ≤ a3}
– O4 : AO4

= {b2c, a2, a4} and≤O4
= {b2c ≤ a2, b2c ≤ a4}

According to the definitions used by A2C2 researchers, organizationsO1 andO2 are
functional organizations andO3 andO4 are divisional. The idea behind organizational
congruence is that a certain organizational structure and population is in better state of
achieving a desired state of affairs than others. So, divisional organizations will be bet-
ter in achieving objectives that require different types of capabilities, while functional
organizations are better when objectives require one specific type of capabilities.

A2C2 researchers designed different organizational scenarios to be congruent with
one type of organization and incongruent with the other. A functional scenario is such
that the mission, or objective, of the organization requires the use of all tools of one
kind, in different places, a divisional scenario requires a combination of different tools
in one place. Example of a functional scenario is to search & rescue, or to clear mines
in an area. Divisional scenarios require the combination of both types of operations. In
our model, different scenarios are represented as desired states of affairs. For instance,
the following scenarios can be considered:

– Functional Scenarios:D1 = SR1 ∧ SR2 andD2 = MC1 ∧ MC2

– Divisional Scenarios:D3 = MC3 ∧ SR1 andD4 = MC4 ∧ SR2

Given the organizations defined above, it is easy to see that for example, the divi-
sional organizationO3 is congruent with a divisional scenario, that isCO3

D3, and the
functional organizationO1 is congruent withD1, that isCO1

D1.

6 Capabilities of the same sort may be slightly different.
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In the case that scenarios are incongruent with the organization, organizations will
need to reorganize in order to fulfil their missions. For instance, organizationO3 is in-
congruent withD1 = SR1 ∧ SR2 as¬CO3

D1. Specifically,O3 cannot realize this
objective because it has no control overSR2, that is,¬CO3

SR2. In practice, there are
many ways to achieve the enlistment ofa2. Typically, in the defense domain, comman-
der b1c will request currenta2’s superiorssrc or b2c for recruitinga2. The resulting
organizations is described by:O3 = (({b1c, a1, a3, a2}, {b1c ≤ a1, b1c ≤ a3 b1c,≤
a2}), D1, {Rb1c(D1), Ca1

SR1,

Ca3
MC3, Ca2

SR2}) which is indeed congruent with the functional scenarioD1.
In our current work, we are extending LAO to include the formal specification of

reorganization operators [11, 10]. The resulting extension to LAO, LAO-R, enables rep-
resent and reason about changes in the organization, in a way that abstracts from the
specifics of the reorganization process, that is, we refer to the resulting state of affairs
without the need to specify the (communication) processes involved in achieving that
state. In practice reorganization operations can be classified into three types:staffing,
i.e. changes in the set of agents in the organization and their capabilities,structuring,
i.e. changes in the organizational structure≤O, and,strategic, i.e. changes in the ob-
jectives of the organization. A reorganization process takes into account the current
performance and determine which characteristics of the organization should be modi-
fied in order to achieve a better performance. The general idea behind reorganization
is that one should be able to evaluate the utility of the current state of affairs (that is,
what happens if nothing changes), and the utility of future states of affairs that can be
obtained by performing reorganization actions. The choice is then to choose the future
with the highest utility.

6 Conclusions

Organization concepts and models are increasingly being adopted for the design and
specification of multi-agent systems. The motivations for this model are twofold. In the
one hand, the need for a formal, provable representation of organizations, with their
environment, objectives and agents in a way that enables to analyze their partial contri-
butions to the performance of the organization in a changing environment. On the other
hand, such a model must be realistic enough to incorporate the more ‘pragmatic’ consid-
erations faced by real organizations. In this paper we presented a first attempt at a formal
model for organizational concepts, based on modal temporal logic. We have applied the
proposed model to existing domain-specific systems proposed in recent literature. The
current model is based on the notions of capability,stit, attempt and responsibility.

The theoretical framework presented in this paper can be extended to represent and
analyze performance and dynamics of organizations. We are currently involved in an
extension to LAO that enables reasoning about reorganization both from an endogenous
as from an exogenous perspective. In the future, we will extend the model to include
deontic concepts and their relation to the operational concepts presented in this paper.
Also we will add the formal distinction between roles and agents. These elements are
already described in other work, but need to be carefully merged with the current basic
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framework. Finally, we are engaged on developing a full axiomatization of LAO as well
as on an implementation for simulating the reorganization process.
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Abstract. We give a relation between a logic of knowledge and change,
with a semantics on Kripke models, and a logic of knowledge and time,
with a semantics on interpreted systems. More in particular, given an
epistemic state and a formula in action model logic, we construct an in-
terpreted system relative to that epistemic state and that formula that
satisfies the translation of the formula into branching temporal epistemic
logic. The construction involves that the protocol that is implicit in the
dynamic epistemic formula, i.e. the set of sequences of events being exe-
cuted to evaluate the formula, is made explicit. For presentation reasons,
we focus on the logic of knowledge and change that is known as public
announcement logic, which can be seen as a specific action model logic.
The interpreted system that is constructed in the process is minimal
in the sense that it precisely contains all the event structure present in
the dynamic epistemic formula. Different approaches to this correspon-
dence can be considered syntactic or semantic sugar. That observation
brings applications of our insights closer, because some such approaches
originate in the model checking community.

Keywords: modal logic, interpreted system, model checking, action
logic, protocol, temporal logic

1 Introduction

Epistemic logic is the formalisation of knowledge. Seminal work in this area is
Hintikka’s [10], from 1962, and since then many philosophers have been inter-
ested in further developing the notions of knowledge and belief using a possible
world semantics. In the late 1980s these approaches were picked up and further
developed by computer scientists, cf. [9, 5]. This development was originally mo-
tivated by the need to reason about communication protocols. One is typically
interested in what different parties to a protocol know before, during and after a
run (an execution sequence) of the protocol. This interest in change of knowledge
over time is already eminent in this area for twenty years. Fagin, Halpern, Moses
and Vardi’s seminal Reasoning about Knowledge [5] is a culmination of several
earlier papers in this area, and also incorporates Halpern and Vardi’s 1986 paper
[9] The Complexity of Reasoning about Knowledge and Time.
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The central notion in the work of Fagin et al. [5] is that of an interpreted
system. When compared to Kripke (possible worlds) models, interpreted systems
have at least two appealing features: a natural and appealing accessibility rela-
tion between domain objects, that can be summarised as ‘each agent knows its
own state’, and an equally natural notion of dynamics, modelled by runs. The
accessibility relation as we know it from the possible worlds model is in this case
grounded; it has a direct and natural interpretation, as follows. In an interpreted
system, the role of possible worlds is performed by global states, which are con-
stituted by the agents’ local states and the state of the environment. Each agent
knows exactly its own local state: two global states are indistinguishable for
an agent if his local compartment is the same. Secondly, an interpreted system
defines a number of runs through such global states (i.e., a sequence of global
states). Each run corresponds to a possible computation allowed by a proto-
col. In an object language with temporal and epistemic operators one can then
express temporal properties such as liveness and temporal epistemic properties
such as perfect recall.

The interpreted systems approach has proven its value far beyond the scope
of communication protocols, and temporal epistemic logics that describe them
have been studied and applied extensively. Rather than linear time, one may
consider branching time logic, and apart from synchrony (roughly, the agents
know what the time is) and perfect recall, one may consider properties with or
without assuming a unique initial state, and with or without the principle of no
learning. Varying only these parameters already yield 96 different logics: for a
comprehensive overview of the linear case we refer to [8], and for the branching
time case, to [24]. Moreover, apart from the interpreted systems stance there
have been several other and related approaches to knowledge and time, like the
distributed processes approach of [15]. The recent paper [23] provides a picture
of different logics for knowledge and time from the point of view of decidability
and undecidability results for several logics. Apart from computer science, there
is much interest in the temporal dynamics of knowledge and belief in areas as
diverse as artificial intelligence [13], multiagent systems [18], philosophy [1] and
game theory [2].

Dynamic epistemic logic studies what kinds of events are responsible for
change of knowledge in a multiagent setting. A quizmaster may publicly an-
nounce the winning lot, or whisper it in the ear of his assistant. Both result in a
change of knowledge for everybody present, although the change is different in
either case. Where belief revision [1] is interested in describing the effect of ex-
pansion, contraction and revision of a belief set of one agent, dynamic epistemic
logic treats all of knowledge, higher-order knowledge, and its dynamics on the
same level, and it gives a fine-tuned analysis of the way the revision is brought
about, ranging from a private insight by one agent to a public announcement in
a group. Unlike temporal epistemic logics, where the meaning of a temporal shift
only appears from the underlying model, in dynamic epistemic logic this change
is specified ‘directly’ in the dynamic operators. Starting with a few somewhat
isolated contributions in the late 1980s [16, 20], the area strongly developed from
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the late 1990s onward [7, 3, 25]. A general theory only now and partially emerges.
We will base our treatment of dynamic epistemic logic on [25].

The presented frameworks interact both on the level of logical languages
and on the level of semantic objects—and it is precisely this interaction that is
the subject of the underlying investigation. Various results have already been
achieved. The relation between Kripke models and interpreted systems has been
investigated by Lomuscio and Ryan in [12]. Their approach suits Kripke models
where all states have different valuations, which is not generally the case. A
recent study by Pacuit [14] compares the history-based approach by Parikh and
Ramanujam [15] to interpreted systems, with runs. This addresses the relation
between Kripke models with histories consisting of event sequences (in our case
this primitive is derived and called a tree model) and interpreted systems. Pacuit
handles partial observability of agents, when they perceive only some but not
all of a sequence of events. He does not address in [14] the partial observability
common in dynamic epistemics, where only an aspect of an event is observable.
Other recent work by van Benthem, Gerbrandy and Pacuit [23], rooted in older
work [22, 21], gives a precise relation between temporal epistemics and dynamic
epistemics. In their approach, each event (M,w) (an action model) corresponds
to a unique labelled modality 
 (M,w), interpreted in a linear temporal logic,
such that a dynamic epistemic formula of the form [M,w]ϕ (‘after execution of
event ‘(M,w)’ it holds that ϕ’) is true in a Kripke model with merely epistemic
accessibility relations, if and only if a temporal epistemic formula 
 (M,w)ϕ is
true in an ‘enlarged’ Kripke model that is constructed using two copies of the
former and an accessibility relation for 
 (M,w)-execution that connects them.
This is a forest that we will introduce later. We have straightforwardly applied
their elegant approach. Unlike them, we do not assume a protocol but compute
it based on the structure of a given formula.

Much recent work in model checking is based on temporal epistemics de-
scribing interpreted systems (MCMAS [17], MCK [6], and see also [19]), al-
though some recent, very promising, work is based on dynamic epistemics de-
scribing Kripke models (DEMO, [27]). In a previous study we addressed the
relation between these logics. We encoded public announcement logic into tem-
poral epistemics [26] by way of explicitly introducing boolean state variables
for each announcement with values corresponding to unknown (i.e., before the
announcement is made), and true (after a truthful announcement). Our current
investigation can be seen as a continuation of that effort, that however remains
rooted in such practical applications.

Section 2 contains short notes on logical languages and structures involved. Sec-
tion 3 presents our main results for a specific event logic, namely public an-
nouncement logic. We translate all formulas with announcements into a frag-
ment of the logic ETL, and prove a theorem that identifies the truth of such a
dynamic epistemic formula in a world of a Kripke model, with the truth of a
temporal epistemic formula in a global state of an interpreted system. In Sec-
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tion 4 we provide precise technical details on the generalization of that result
to arbitrary event execution.

2 Logical preliminaries

We introduce three structural primitives and two languages. The structures are:
epistemic models (plus a somewhat derived primitive called an event model),
i.e., Kripke models with for each agent an accessibility relation representing
his knowledge, tree models, that fall under the branch of epistemic PDL-models
which are Kripke models with not just accessibility relations representing agent
knowledge but also accessibility relations for event execution (thus closer to
models/graphs used for PDL), and interpreted systems. The languages are those
of dynamic epistemic logic and a fragment of a (branching) temporal epistemic
logic (that one could think of as ‘epistemic next-time logic’). The former can be
given meaning both on (purely) epistemic models and on epistemic PDL-models;
the latter both on epistemic PDL-models and on interpreted systems. As global
parameters to both the languages and the structures we have a set A of n agents,
and a (countable) set P of atoms p. Details on action models and on common
knowledge are omitted (see the references in the previous section).

2.1 Languages

The logical language Ldel of action model logic is inductively defined as

ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | (ϕ ∧ ϕ) | Kiϕ | CBϕ | [M,w]ϕ

where p ∈ P , i ∈ A, B ⊆ A, and (M,w) a pointed action model with the usual
constraints. Without loss of generality (and for the convenience of the comparison
with PDL-like abstract action names) we assume that all points of all action
models are differently named, so that we can associated a particular w with
the pointed model (M,w) whenever convenient. For the special case of singleton
event models with re
exive access for all agents, i.e. publi c announcements, we
write [ϕ]ψ where ϕ is the precondition (the announced formula).

The language Letl is inductively defined as

ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | (ϕ ∧ ϕ) | Kiϕ | CBϕ | 
 w ϕ

where, again, p ∈ P , i ∈ A, B ⊆ A, and w the (uniquely named, see above) point
of pointed action model (M,w).

2.2 Structures

An epistemic model is a structure 〈W,∼1, . . . ,∼n, π〉 where W is a domain of
worlds, for each agent i, ∼i is the binary accessibility relation between worlds,
that is an equivalence relation, expressing the worlds that are indistinguishable
from each other for that agent, and where π : W → P → {0, 1} is a valuation
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(or interpretation) that determines for each world which atoms are true or false
in that world.

An epistemic PDL-model is a structure 〈W,∼1, . . . ,∼n, {→w}, π〉 that is like
an epistemic model but plus a set of accessibility relations →w expressing the
execution of actions w (we assume a background parameter set of events W—
each event corresponds to an action model (M,w)). We will in fact use a specific
epistemic PDL-model where all worlds have the form (w,w1, . . . ,wm) where
w1, . . . ,wm is a sequence of executed events.

To formally define an interpreted system I for n agents we first give the
notion of a global state. A global state s is a tuple s = (se, s1, . . . , sn) where se

is the state of the environment and where for i = 1 . . . n, si is the local state of
agent i. The set of global states of interest will be denoted G. A run over G is
a sequence of states, or, rather, a function r from time N to global states. The
pair (r,m) consisting of a run and a time point is also referred to as a point. Let
r(m) = s be the global state at time m in run r, then with ri(m) we mean local
state si. An interpreted system I = (R, π) over G is a system R of runs over
a set G of global states with an interpretation π which decides for each point
(r,m) and atom p ∈ P , whether p is true in (r,m) or not. Two points (r,m) and
(r′,m′) are indistinguishable for i, written (r,m) ∼i (r′,m′), if ri(m) = r′i(m

′).

2.3 Semantics

The most pregnant clauses of the semantics are for knowledge, event execution
(for which we only give the example of announcement execution), and the tem-
poral connective. Formula Kiϕ means ‘agent i knows ϕ’. On epistemic models,
and on epistemic PDL-models, its semantics is

M,w |= Kiϕ iff for all v ∈ W : w ∼i v implies M, v |= ϕ

This expresses that given a model M and a state w, agent i knows that ϕ, if ϕ
is the case in every state the agent cannot distinguish from w.

A singleton event model with universal access for all agents represents a
public announcement. Formula [ϕ]ψ stands for ‘after public announcement of ϕ
it holds that ψ’. Its semantics with respect to an epistemic model M is:

M,w |= [ϕ]ψ iff M,w |= ϕ implies M |ϕ,w |= ψ

where M |ϕ is the restriction of M to the worlds where ϕ is true.
On the other hand, the semantics of [ϕ]ψ with respect to an epistemic PDL-

model M is as follows. Let w be the name for [ϕ] (in other words, w is the point
of the singleton action model corresponding to the announcement), and suppose
that in the model M all worlds where ϕ is true have a →w transition (this
condition is satisfied in the tree models to be introduced in the next section).
Then:

M,w |= [ϕ]ψ iff M,w |= ϕ implies ∃v s.t. w →w v and M, v |= ψ
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For the temporal operator 
 w the semantics on epistemic PDL-models is:

M,w |= 
 wϕ iff there is a state v such that w →w v and M, v |= ϕ

whereas the semantics for this expression on interpreted systems is formulated
in terms of runs through the system. Let I = (R, π) be an interpreted system
over a set G of global states. “Runs r and r′ are equivalent to time m” means
that the initial segments of r and r′ are the same from 0 to m, i.e., r(0) = r′(0)
up to r(m) = r′(m). Choosing the bundle semantics as in [24] we now define that:

(I, r,m) |= 
 wϕ iff there is a run r′ that is equivalent to r to time m and
r′(m+ 1) is an w-successor of r(m) such that: (I, r′,m+ 1) |= ϕ.

The semantics of knowledge of interpreted systems expresses that global states
are indistinguishable if they are at the same point in time (we assume synchronic-
ity) and if the local states of that agent are the same:

(I, r,m) |= Kiϕ iff for all runs r′ such that r′i(m) = ri(m): (I, r′,m) |= ϕ.

3 Public announcements and interpreted systems

Given a formula ϕ in the language of public announcement logic, and a multi-
agent epistemic model (M,w), we want to simulate checking the truth of ϕ in
(M,w) by checking the truth of a corresponding temporal epistemic formula in
a corresponding interpreted system. The interpreted system is not only based
on (M,w) but should also encode the dynamics that is implicitly present in ϕ

in the form of public announcement operators. It is therefore relative to both ϕ
and (M,w). In other words, we are looking for a semantic transformation f and
a syntactic translation trs such that: M,w |= ϕ iff f((M,w), ϕ) |= trs(ϕ). The
image of actual world w under f (a global state sw) is entirely determined by
the role of w in M . It is therefore sufficient to determine f(M,ϕ):

M,w |= ϕ iff f(M,ϕ), sw |= trs(ϕ)

3.1 Syntactic translation

The dynamic epistemic formula translates to a temporal epistemic one in a simple
way. All static features remain the same. For the dynamic feature, consider a
formula [ϕ]ψ containing the announcement of ϕ. Each announcement should
correspond precisely one temporal transition, and that is expressed in a next
temporal operator labelled by an event corresponding to that announcement.

Definition 1 (Dynamic epistemic to temporal epistemic). All clauses
are trivial except the case for public announcement. Suppose that the event w
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corresponds to announcement modality [ϕ]:

trs(p) ≡ p

trs(ϕ ∧ ψ) ≡ trs(ϕ) ∧ trs(ψ)
trs(¬ϕ) ≡ ¬trs(ϕ)
trs(Kiϕ) ≡ Kitrs(ϕ)
trs(CBϕ) ≡ CBtrs(ϕ)
trs([ϕ]ψ) ≡ trs(ϕ) → 
 wtrs(ψ)

The translation is to a language fragment of ETL.

Example 1. Given a public announcement formula [p][q](p∧q)∧ [q]K1q. Suppose
w′ corresponds to [p], w′′ to first [q], and w′′′ to second [q]. This formula is then
translated as (p→ 
 w′(q → 
 w′′(p ∧ q))) ∧ (q → 
 w′′′K1q).

Protocol The dynamics implicitly present in ϕ, that plays a role in f((M,w), ϕ),
can be identified with the set of all sequences of public announcements that may
need to be evaluated in order to determine the truth of ϕ. As this is known as a
protocol [14], we call this the protocol of a formula ϕ. It can be determined from
ϕ and is therefore another syntactic feature that we can address before applying
it in the semantic transformation f((M,w), ϕ).

To determine the protocol, we must be able to distinguish an announcement
in a formula from all other announcements occurring in that formula. For ex-
ample, in [p][q](p∧ q)∧ [q]K1q there are two announcements of q, but they have
a different dynamic effect. We distinguish the announcements in a formula from
one another by giving them different names. We name the n announcements oc-
curring in a formula w1, . . . ,wn in the order of occurrence of their left ‘[’ bracket,
when reading the formula from left to right. Note that this is unambiguous. The
names will also serve as (components of) local state values in the interpreted
system to be constructed later.

Example 2. The three announcements in the formula [p][q](p ∧ q) ∧ [q]K1q cor-
respond to three state variables w′,w′′,w′′′. For a less trivial example, the three
announcements in the formula [p ∧ [q]K2q]C12p ∧ [⊤]¬K1p are associated with
three announcement state variables as follows:

v [p ∧ [q]K2q]
v′ [q]
v′′ [⊤]

The left bracket ‘[’ in ‘[p ∧ . . . ’ comes first when reading from left to right.
Then comes the left bracket of the announcement [q] that is a subformula of
[p∧ [q]K2q]. Finally we reach the announcement [⊤] in the right-hand side of the
conjunction.

Definition 2 (Protocol of a formula). The protocol of a formula is de-
fined by induction on formula structure. In the last clause, w is the name for
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the announcement of ϕ in [ϕ]ψ, and wprot(ψ) = {ww1 . . .wm | w1 . . .wm ∈
prot(ψ)}, i.e. the concatenation of w to all sequences in the set of prot(ψ).

prot(p) ≡ ∅
prot(¬ϕ) ≡ prot(ϕ)
prot(ϕ ∧ ψ) ≡ prot(ϕ) ∪ prot(ψ)
prot(Kiϕ) ≡ prot(ϕ)
prot(CBϕ) ≡ prot(ϕ)
prot([ϕ]ψ) ≡ prot(ϕ) ∪ wprot(ψ)

This notion of protocol is similar to in [14]. The difference is that in our case
prot(ψ) is not subsequence closed. The protocol of a formula would be subse-
quence closed if the last clause is changed to prot([ϕ]ψ) ≡ prot(ϕ)∪wprot(ψ)∪
{w}. For a protocol variable we use T .

Example 3. We have that prot([p][q](p ∧ q) ∧ [q]K1q) = {w′w′′,w′′′}, and that
prot([p ∧ [q]K2q]C12p ∧ [⊤]¬K1p) = {v, v′, v′′}. (See previous example.)

3.2 Semantic transformation

The required semantic transformation f in f(M,ϕ) is determined in two steps.
(As said, the f-image of actual world w is simply its image as a world in the do-
main of M .) First, we construct the forest, a.k.a. tree model, frst(M, prot(ϕ))
from the epistemic model M and the protocol prot(ϕ) of the dynamic epistemic
formula ϕ [21, 23]. The tree model is an epistemic PDL-model 〈W,∼1, . . . ,∼n

, {→w}, π〉 (where {→w} is a set of accessibility relations, one for each event oc-
curring in ϕ, such as an announcement). Then we can determine an interpreted
system is(M ′) corresponding to a tree model M ′. We then simply define f(M,ϕ)
as is(frst(M, prot(ϕ)).

Definition 3 (Epistemic model to tree model). Given epistemic model
M = 〈W,∼1, ...,∼n, π〉, w ∈ W , and a protocol T . Let ϕ be the announcement
named w. The tree model frst(M, T ) is defined by

frst(M, ∅) ≡M

frst(M, T ∪ T ′) ≡ frst(M, T ) ∪ frst(M, T ′)
frst(M, {w1 . . .wmw}) ≡ from frst(M, {w1 . . .wm}) and w as below

For the iteration in the last clause we show the first step. Tree model frst(M, {w}) =
M ′ with M ′ = 〈W ′,∼1, . . . ,∼n, {→w}, π〉 is defined as

W ′ = W ∪ {(w,w) |M,w |= ϕ}
w ∼′

i w
′ iff w ∼i w

′ and (w,w) ∼′
i (w′,w) iff w ∼i w

′

w →w (w,w)
π′(w)(p) = π(w)(p) and π′((w,w))(p) = π(w)(p)
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The construction can be seen as repeatedly merging a model and the restricted
modal product of that model and a singleton ‘action model’ corresponding to
the announcement [3].

Next, from such a tree model we can determine an interpreted system. This
is based on a fairly simple idea (that however we have not encountered in this
form). For each world in a Kripke model we need to find a corresponding global
state. This can be achieved keeping that world as the value of the environmental
state and for each agent the set of indistinguishable worlds as the value of that
agent’s local state. The valuation π remains as it was. Now for a world w in
an epistemic model M = 〈W,∼1, . . . ,∼n〉 this recipe delivers a corresponding
global state s = (w, w̃1, . . . , w̃n). (Partly for its pretty layout we write w̃i for the
i-equivalence class containing w, i.e. {w′ ∈W | w′ ∼i w}. Alternatively, we write
w∼i .) The same recipe applies, in principle, to worlds (w,w1, . . . ,wm) in the tree
model frst(M, prot(ϕ)), but here we can somewhat simplify matters by ob-
serving that (i) the environment is fully determined by the w in (w,w1, . . . ,wm)
because all events (such as announcements) are defined relative to their com-
bined effect on the agents only, and by observing that (ii) public announcements
are fully observable by all agents so we can represent them as global parameters.
In the following we use (w, w̃1, . . . , w̃n,w

1, . . . ,wm) to denote the global state
((w,w1, . . . ,wm), (w,w1, . . . ,wm)∼1 , . . . , (w,w1, . . . ,wm)∼n).

Given that each global state has some world as its environmental state, and
given that the environment remains constant throughout a run, we tend to label
global states and runs with that world: write sw and rw, respectively, for global
and runs with w as environmental state. Incidentally, note that we cannot do
away with the environmental state altogether: consider an epistemic model with
universal access for all agents but where facts are true in some worlds but false
in other worlds. Global states corresponding to such worlds have identical local
states for all agents but are only different in their environmental state value (that
represents the value of facts).

Definition 4 (Tree model to interpreted system). To a given tree model
M = 〈W,∼1, ...,∼n, {→w}, π〉 corresponds to the interpreted system I = (R, π)
over G as follows. Every world (w,w1, . . . ,wm) in the tree model corresponds to
a global state (w, w̃1, . . . , w̃n,w

1, . . . ,wm) in G, where the local state of agent i
is (w̃i,w

1, . . . ,wm). The set R consists of runs rw with

– rw(0) = (w, w̃1, . . . , w̃n);
– rw(i+1) = (w, w̃1, . . . , w̃n,w

1, . . . ,wi+1) iff (w, w̃1, . . . , w̃n,w
1, . . . ,wi) →wi+1

(w, w̃1, . . . , w̃n,w
1, . . . ,wi,wi+1) and rw(i) = (w, w̃1, . . . , w̃n,w

1, . . . ,wi);
– rw(i+ 1) = rw(i), otherwise.

The valuations correspond: for arbitrary r, world w, and time i, π(rw(i))(p) =
π(w)(p).

We now define the interpretation of ETL formula over interpreted system
more precisely:
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(I, r,m) |= 
 wϕ iff there is a run r′ that is equivalent to r to time m and
r′(m) →w r

′(m+ 1) such that: (I, r′,m+ 1) |= ϕ.

3.3 Example

Consider two agents 1 and 2 and two facts p and q. Agent 1 knows whether p
but is uncertain about the truth of q, whereas agent 2 knows whether q but is
uncertain about the truth of p. The agents are commonly aware of each other’s
factual knowledge and ignorance. In fact, both p and q are true. This is modelled
by

w01 w11

w00 w102

2

1 1

We have named the four worlds of the model w00, w10, w01, and w11, where the
index reveals the valuation of atoms p and q (in that order). Agent 1 cannot
distinguish worlds w00, w01 from one another, therefore they are linked and the
link is labelled with a 1. Etc. The actual world is underlined.

We now want to check the truth of formula [p][q](p∧q)∧[q]K1q in state w11 of
the model. First, consider p. An announcement of p results in a model restriction
where the ¬p-worlds w00 and w01 are eliminated. In the resulting model, agent 1
is still uncertain about q, but agent 2 now knows that p. We can visualize such a
state transition by an ⇒-arrow between the epistemic state before the announce-
ment and the epistemic state resulting from the announcement. To distinguish
this from other announcements we label ⇒ with that announcement. After the
announcement of p, given [p][q](p∧q), atom q is subsequently announced, result-
ing in another state transition. But q could also initially have been announced,
namely in the right-hand part [q]K1q of the initial formula. Depicting all three
announcements at the same time, we get

w01 w11

w01 w11 w11 w11

w00 w10 w102

2 p q

1 1 1

q

2

The tree model equivalent of this model plus announcements is as follows. The
epistemic state transitions induced by announcements are now accessibility rela-
tions within a single epistemic PDL-model, where we have to take into account
that other transitions are indistinguishable from the above three. Please recall
that the event variables w′,w′′, and w′′′ represent the three different announce-
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ments.

(w01,w′′′) (w11,w′′′)

w01 w11 (w11,w′) (w11,w′,w′′)

w00 w10 (w10,w′)
2 w′

2 w′ w′′

1 1 1

w′′′ w′′′

2

This forest (tree model) consists of four trees: the one with root w11 corresponds
essentially to the previous picture. The other trees have roots w00,w01, and w10.
Somewhat arbitrarily we have chosen the root w11 to be the ‘actual world’ of the
model; this represents the state of the system where none of the announcements
have yet been made.

The interpreted system corresponding to the initial epistemic state and the
formula to be evaluated is of course utterly similar to the tree model just given.
The world w10 corresponds to the global state (w10, {w10, w11}, {w00, w10}), and
the world (w10,w′) corresponds to the global state (w10, {w10, w11}, {w10},w′),
(in other words: (w10, {(w10,w′), (w11,w′)}, {(w10,w′)})), etc. Write s10 for the
former global state and s10w′ for the latter. The accessibility relations for agent
1 and 2 remain the same. Instead of event-labelled transitions we now have runs
connecting the global states. There are four non-trivial runs, (arbitrarily) named
as

r (s10, s10w′)
r′ (s11, s11w′, s11w′w′′)
r′′ (s01, s01w′′′)
r′′′ (s11, s11w′′′)

The interpreted system can now be depicted as

s01w′′′ s11w′′′

s01 s11 s11w′ s11w′w′′

s00 s10 s10w′
2 r

2 r′ r′

1 1 1

r′′ r′′′

2

The translation trs of the formula [p][q](p∧q)∧ [q]K1q, was, as we have already
seen, (p → 
 w′(q → 
 w′′(p ∧ q))) ∧ (q → 
 w′′′K1q), which is clearly true in
state s11 of the interpreted system.

3.4 Theoretical results

We now show the correspondence M,w |= ϕ iff f(M,ϕ), sw |= trs(ϕ) by way of
a few intermediate results. Proof details are fairly elementary and omitted.
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Proposition 1 (Baltag et al., Venema, van Benthem, Pacuit). Let M be
an epistemic model and ϕ ∈ Ldel.

M,w |= ϕ iff frst(M, prot(ϕ)), w |= ϕ

This is a known result, expressing that we can either evaluate dynamic modal
operators by pointed Kripke model transformation, or alternatively construct a
‘supermodel’ that already contains all future dynamic developments as submod-
els. Our formulation, relative to a formula ϕ to be evaluated, is slightly different
from the standard purely semantic form. For a description of the technique see
Venema’s chapter ‘Dynamic Models in their Logical Surroundings’ in [22, page
122], or [21, 23].

The next result says that on tree models that have the dynamic transitions
in the right place (namely →w transitions exactly when ϕ is true, where w is
the name for ϕ) a dynamic epistemic formula ϕ is equivalent to its translation
trs(ϕ).

Proposition 2.

frst(M, prot(ϕ)), w |= ϕ↔ trs(ϕ)

The proof is by induction on ϕ. The only logical connectives affecting the proto-
col of a formula are conjunction and announcement, and for all but announce-
ment the clauses of trs are trivial. We therefore only have to consider the cases
conjunction and announcement. An essential proof detail for the clause con-
junction ϕ ∧ ψ is, that it can be shown that frst(M, prot(ϕ)), w |= ϕ iff (
for all ψ : frst(M, prot(ϕ ∧ ψ)), w |= ϕ ). The proof uses that tree model
frst(M, prot(ϕ)) is a submodel of tree model frst(M, prot(ϕ ∧ ψ)).

Proposition 3. For every executable ϕ ∈ Letl (i.e., a formula of the form
trs(ψ)), and tree model M :

M,w |= ϕ iff is(M), (w, w̃1, . . . , w̃n) |= ϕ

We emphasize that Proposition 3 does not hold for arbitrary formulas in
our temporal epistemic fragment, because of the observed slight but essential
difference between tree models, where event chains are finite, and corresponding
interpreted systems, with infinite runs. More precisely: in case ϕ→ 
 wψ of the
proof of Proposition 3 the precondition ϕ is essential! Worlds in tree models do
not necessarily have an event successor, so that in such worlds all formulas of
form 
 wψ are false, whereas runs in interpreted systems keep looping after a
finite meaningful prefix, such that (e.g.) 
 wp will always remain true if p is true.

We now have the main result in our pocket, directly from Propositions 1, 2,
and 3—note that f(M,ϕ) is by definition is(frst(M, prot(ϕ))).

Theorem 1.

M,w |= ϕ iff f(M,ϕ), sw |= trs(ϕ)
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Finally, we come to the minimality of our construction. Let ‘M is minimal’ mean
that it is a bisimulation contraction, a.k.a. strongly extensional [4]. Informally,
a model is minimal if it cannot contain fewer worlds without changing its infor-
mation content.

Proposition 4. Assume M,w |= ϕ. If M is minimal, then frst(M, prot(ϕ))
is minimal. If we remove (at least) a pair from a dynamic relation →w in
frst(M, prot(ϕ)), then frst(M, prot(ϕ)), w 6|= trs(ϕ).

Obviously, a similar result holds for M and f(M,ϕ).

3.5 Notational variants and model checking

Theorem 1 provides a way to model check dynamic epistemic formulas in tem-
poral epistemic model checkers ‘directly’. The temporal epistemic checkers men-
tioned [17, 6, 19] have all in common that: their semantics is on interpreted sys-
tems, and that: they optimize search by implementing binary decision diagrams
(BDD, see [11] for an introduction). This requires boolean local state variables.
Our presentation so far was on a rather ‘abstract’ level where local states took
structured forms such as (w,w, v), thus providing a convenient representation for
the comparison with dynamic logics. Now there are simple and standard ways to
convert (‘compile’) any such multi-valued formalism into a binary one, unrelated
to the accidental structure of that formalism, and hidden from the modeller. But
there is also a particular way that uses the structure rather well, keeps the re-
sult intelligable to the modeller / (human) model checker, and is more or less
enforced, in our opinion, by these currently available temporal epistemic model
checkers. We introduce it informally.

In a typical initial epistemic model to undergo dynamic developments, all
worlds are factually distinct. (Typical is initial uncertainty for all agents between
all worlds. A domain of worlds with the universal relation between them for all
agents is bisimilar to that domain where all worlds having the same valuation are
identified.) In that case a world can be represented a binary array representing
which facts are true and false in that world.

Now assume a world w and a world (w,w) expressing the result of announcing
some ϕ with name w in that world. Alternatively, we can see w as a binary state
variable with value 0 (for ‘unknown’) in the initial state of the system and that
gets value 1 (for ‘known and true’) in the global state corresponding to (w,w).
In other words: all announcement variable names are present from the initial
state of the system onwards.

We apply these basic simplifications to the run r = (s10, s10w′) described
in the example of subsection 3.3. Formally, s10 was (w10, {w10, w11}, {w10, w00})
and s10w′ was (w10, {w10, w11}, {w10, w00}). Instead, we now get r = (10.000, 10.100).
The part ‘10.’ contains the values of atoms p and q, the part (e.g.) ‘100’ contains
the values of the announcement variables; note that w′ was the first of three
state variables, the others remain irrelevant in this particular run. This is the
approach applied in [26].
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4 Action models and interpreted systems

The approach in the previous section is straightforwardly generalized from public
announcements as in [ϕ]ψ to action models as in [M,w]ψ. To translate formu-
las in action model logic, replace clause trs([ϕ]ψ) ≡ trs(ϕ) → 
 wtrs(ψ) in
Definition 1 on page 6 by

trs([M,w]ψ) ≡ trs(pre(w)) → 
 wtrs(ψ)

The clause for public announcement is now a special case, as the precondition
of a singleton action model with universal access is the announcement formula.
The state variables that we associate with announcements can now simply be
the event names — where we assume w.l.o.g. that in a given formula all names
are different. The clause prot([ϕ]ψ) ≡ prot(ϕ) ∪ wprot(ψ) in Definition 2 on
page 7 of the protocol of a formula now becomes

prot([M,w]ψ) ≡
⋃

v∈D(M)

(prot(pre(v) ∪ vprot(ψ))

where D(M) is the domain of the action model, which includes the point w.
There are no changes at all in the construction of the tree model from a given
protocol.

The interpreted system is somewhat different, as the events are no longer
accessible to all agents. In the case of sequences of events corresponding to public
announcements, every world (w,w1, . . . ,wm) in the tree model corresponds to a
global state (w, w̃1, . . . , w̃n,w

1, . . . ,wm) in G, where the local state of agent i is
(w̃i,w

1, . . . ,wm). Now, instead we have that every world (w,w1, . . . ,wm) in the
tree model corresponds to a global state

(w, w̃1, . . . , w̃n, w̃1
1, . . . , w̃1

n, . . . , w̃m
1, . . . , w̃m

n)

in G, where the local state of agent i is (w̃i, w̃1
i, . . . , w̃m

i).
The main Theorem 1 still holds for the generalization—nowhere in the proof

it was essential that events corresponded to public announcements. (And the
minimality results also hold unchanged.) So, again:

M,w |= ϕ iff f(M,ϕ), sw |= trs(ϕ)

5 Conclusions

Given an epistemic state and a formula in action model logic, we constructed an
interpreted system relative to that epistemic state and that formula that satisfied
the translation of the formula into temporal epistemic logic. The construction
involved the protocol implicitly present in the dynamic epistemic formula, i.e. the
set of sequences of events being executed to evaluate the formula. The interpreted
system that is constructed in the process is minimal in the sense that it precisely
contains all the event structure present in the dynamic epistemic formula. We
hope our results are useful for the model checking community.
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Abstract. We provide the formal foundation of a novel approach to tackle se-

mantic heterogeneity in multi-agent communication by looking at semantics re-

lated to interaction in order to avoid dependency on a priori semantic agreements.

We do not assume existence of any ontologies, neither local to interacting agents

nor external to them, and we rely only on interactions themselves to resolve ter-

minological mismatches. In the approach taken in this paper we look at the se-

mantics of messages that are exchanged during an interaction entirely from an

interaction-specific point of view: messages are deemed semantically related if

they trigger compatible interaction state transitions—where compatibility means

that the interaction progresses in the same direction for each agent, albeit their

partial view of the interaction (their interaction model) may be more constrained

than the actual interaction that is happening. Our underlying claim is that se-

mantic alignment is often relative to the particular interaction in which agents

are engaged in, and, that in such cases the interaction state should be taken into

account and brought into the alignment mechanism.

1 Introduction

In multi-agent communication one usually assumes that agents use a shared terminol-

ogy with the same meaning for message passing. If agents, however, are engineered

separately one has to foresee that, when they interact, they will most likely make use

of different terminology in their respective messages, and that, if some terms coincide,

they may not have the same meaning for all agents participating in an interaction. This

is the problem of semantic heterogeneity.

Over the last years various kinds of solutions have been proposed to achieve inter-

operability at the semantic level, which are applicable to multi-agent communication as

well as to database integration, peer-to-peer systems, and the semantic web. One early

solution spanning back to the early 1990s goes with agreeing upon a common ontology

for the particular domain in which interoperability has to take place [8, 10]. Each agent

will have to define its own local terminology in terms of the shared ontology. In this ap-

proach, the shared ontology acts as “interlingua,” which ultimately means to fall back

to the single-ontology view of agent communication.

Common ontologies may be useful for stable domains and closed communities

of agents, but the cost of being precise about semantics for complex domains is pro-

hibitively high and the cost of ensuring an individual, absolute semantics for agent
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communication rises rapidly as more participants take part. Current state-of-the-art ap-

proaches tackling semantic heterogeneity no more seek to agree on one shared global

ontology, but instead attempt to establish correspondences between varying terminolo-

gies [9]. There exist many implemented systems, which combine several mature tech-

niques: syntactic-based techniques such as edit distance or n-gram, structural tech-

niques that exploit the graph structure of ontologies, or semantic-based techniques that

consult external source such as upper-level ontologies, dictionaries, and thesauri [17].

In these systems, matching is generally performed at design-time, prior to integra-

tion, which means, in our case, prior to agents entering an interaction. This obviously

still limits the dynamism and openness of agent communication. Also, matching is done

outside the context of the interaction. Furthermore, most current ontology matching

techniques follow a classical functional approach, taking two (or more) ontologies as

input and producing a semantic alignment of ontological entities as output.

Recent approaches look at applying ontology matching at run-time and only be-

tween those fragments of the ontologies that are deemed relevant to the task at hand or

to current interaction [11, 18]. This allows for openness and dynamism, and has the ad-

ditional advantage that we do not need to access the entire ontologies (this is desirable,

e.g., when ontologies constitute commercially confidential information). Despite these

advantages, dynamic ontology matching techniques still follow a functional approach:

when a mismatch occurs, semantic heterogeneity is solved applying current state-of-the

art ontology matching techniques, albeit only for a fragment and at run-time. Further-

more, although done in run-time and more focused on relevant bits of the ontologies,

matching is still done separately from the interaction: semantic similarity continues to

be established in an interaction-independent fashion, using e.g. WordNet [5], where

synonymy between terms was determined prior to interaction and independently from

it.

In this paper we provide the formal foundation for a very parsimonious approach to

the problem of semantic heterogeneity in multi-agent communication with the aim of

complementing the previous solutions applied so far. We claim that semantic alignment

is often relative to the particular interaction in which agents are engaged in, and, more

specifically, to the particular state of the interaction. In such cases the interaction state

should be taken into account and brought into the alignment mechanism. The meaning

of certain terms are often very interaction-specific. For instance, the semantic similarity

that exists, in the context of an auction, between the Spanish term “remate” and the

English expression “winning bid” is difficult to establish if we are left to rely solely on

syntactic or structural matching techniques, or on external sources such as dictionaries

and thesauri. The term “remate” may have many different senses, and none of them

may hint at its meaning as “winning bid.” But it actually has this very precise meaning

when uttered at a particular moment of the interaction happening during an auction.

The approach taken in this paper is very close in spirit to that of Besana and Robert-

son [3] where meanings of terms may have prior probabilities determined by earlier,

similar interactions. Besana and Robertson use these a priori probabilities to predict

the set of possible meanings of a message. As with our approach, meaning is defined

relative to a particular interaction but aiming at reducing the search space of possible

a priori mappings between ontological entities, namely by assessing those ones with
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highest probability in the context of an interaction. We approach semantic heterogene-

ity from a different angle and attempt to use the interaction itself to do the semantic

alignment.

Interaction-Situated Semantic Alignment

We shall address the case in which agents need to establish the semantic relationships

with terminologies of other agents on the grounds of their communication within a spe-

cific interaction. We call this approach interaction-situated semantic alignment. This

work is part of a larger research endeavour, carried out in the OpenKnowledge Specific

Targeted Research Project (STREP) [14], sponsored by the European Commission un-

der its 6th Framework Program. The project aims at lowering the cost of participation in

semantic-intensive distributed systems by focusing on semantics related to interaction

(which are acquired at low cost during participation) and using this to avoid dependency

on a priori semantic agreements.

In OpenKnowledge, interaction models are, along with data, first-class citizens that

can be shared between agents. Currently all agents participating in an OpenKnowledge

interaction have to follow the same interaction model, but it is realistic to forsee:

– a scenario in which agents take hold only of the fragment of the interaction models

that concern to them, e.g., when they hold only those specifications that describe

the message-passing behaviour of the roles they are capable of playing;

– a scenario in which various versions of an original interaction model are followed

by interacting agents, i.e., agents might have downloaded an interaction model in

the past, which has subsequently been refined in some way (i.e., the interaction-

model may have evolved).

In both cases above, the original messages may not mean the same to interacting

agents, and they all have only a partial view of the actual interaction that is happening.

We see these as scenarios in which an interaction-situated semantic alignment approach

as the one described in this paper may prove valuable. The second scenario is reminis-

cent to the ontology refinement scenario of [12]. There McNeill tackled the problem of

terminological mismatch when agents were executing plans based on slightly different

ontologies. Here we tackle the problem of terminological mismatch when agents are

following interactions based on slightly different interaction models.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In the next section we introduce the basic

intuitions of our interaction-situated semantic alignment approach through a concrete

interaction model, namely a sealed-bid auction taken from [4]. In Section 3 we for-

malise the concepts introduced intuitively in order to define, in Section 4, the notion

of semantic equivalence as it arises in an interaction such as the one of Section 2. In

Section 5 we situate our work in the broader picture that sees semantic alignment as a

particular case of information-channel refinement. Section 6 concludes the paper dis-

cussing our work in progress.
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2 An Example: Interaction in a Sealed-bid Auction

In a sealed-bid auction, after the auctioneer announces the start of a round for auctioning

a particular good, bidders are given a period of time to submit their bids (without other

bidders knowing it). After that period, the auctioneer announces the winner, namely

the bidder that submitted the highest bid. In certain cases the auctioneer may decide

to withdraw a good instead (for example if no bids where submitted). Hence the inter-

action that unfolds is as follows: In the initial state of the interaction, bidders wait for

the auctioneer to send a message announcing the start of round for a particular good

GID at a reserve price RP with bidding time BT . This message passing causes a state

transition in the interaction to a state in which bidders are allowed to send their bids O

for good GID. From the point of view of the auctioneer, the interaction remains in this

state until the bidding time BT has elapsed, in which case the interaction moves to a

state in which bidding messages are no more expected and in which the auctioneer is

supposed to either send a message informing the bidders that the good ID has been sold

to bidder W for the price P , or to send a message informing that good GID has been

withdrawn. Either of these messages makes the interaction state change to the initial

state, which is also the final state in this case.

From the point of view of the bidders, however, if they have submitted a bid O, they

consider the interaction to have changed to a state in which they cannot send bids any

more, but in which they wait for a message from the auctioneer informing about the

outcome of the round. Alternatively they may also assume this state transition without

themselves having sent an offer. This distinction of viewpoints of the auctioneer and the

bidders is important to our approach: actual interactions, if modelled as state transition

due to message passing, have in general more detail than those specified for each indi-

vidual roles participating in the interaction. The actual interaction, for instance, is very

dependent on the number of agents participating in it. We shall come back to this issue

below when we represent interaction models by means of finite state machines.

The above interaction model for a sealed-bid auction can be formally specified in

numerous ways. In Figure 1 we shows one such specification in the Lightweight Com-

munication Calculus (LCC) [13], the executable interaction-model specification lan-

guage that is currently used as the core interaction-model language in the OpenKnowl-

edge STREP [14] (see Figure 2 for the definition of LCC’s syntax). It specifies the

message-passing behaviour of an agent in role of an auctioneerand the role of a bidder.

Loops in the interaction are specified via recursive calls to subroles. Here bid collector

is such a subrole of auctioneer.

A detailed description of LCC lies outside the scope of this paper, but in order

to help in the broad understanding of the semantics of LCC, we have introduced in

the above intuitive description of the interaction all relevant variables occurring in the

specification, and we have also emphasised those words that constitute the messages.

2.1 Interaction State Transitions

An alternative way to specify interaction models is by means of finite state machines,

which will be the formalism that we will mainly use in this paper. This is the way,

for instance, in which particular scenes (which are bounded scopes of interaction) are
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a(auctioneer,A) ::

start_round(GID,BT,RP) => (bidder,_) <-

good(GID), bidding_time(BT), reserve_price(RP) then

a(bid_collector(GID,BT),A) then

( sold(GID,P,W) => a(bidder,_) <- winner(W,P) or

withdrawn(GID) => a(bidder,_) <- not winner(_,_) ) then

a(autioneer,A)

a(bid_collector(GID,BT),A) ::

timeout(BT) or

( record_bid(O,B) <- bid(GID,O) <= a(bidder,B) then

a(bidcollector(GID,BT),A) )

a(bidder,B) ::

start_round(GID,BT,RP) <= a(autioneer,A) then

( bid(GID,O) => a(bid_collector,A) <- make_bid(GID,O,RP) or

null <- not make_bid(GID,O,RP) ) then

( i_won(GID,P) <- sold(GID,P,B) <= a(auctioneer,A) or

i_lost(GID,P,W) <- sold(GID,P,W) <= a(auctioneer,A) or

no_winner(GID) <- withdrawn(GID) <= a(auctioneer,A) ) then

a(bidder,B)

Fig. 1. LCC clauses specifying the interaction models of roles auctioneer(including its subrole

bid collector) and bidder

Interaction Model := {Clause, . . .}

Clause := Agent::Ev

Agent := a(Role,Id)

Ev := Agent | Message | Ev then Ev | Ev or Ev | Ev par Ev | null← C

Message := M ⇒ Agent | M=>Agent <-C | M<=Agent | C<- M<=Agent

C := Term | C and C | C or C

Role := Term

M := Term

Where null denotes an event which does not involve message passing; Term is a structured

term (e.g., a Prolog term) and Id is either a variable or a unique identifier for an agent.

Fig. 2. Syntax of LCC interaction models
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specified for electronic institutions [4]. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the message-passing

behaviour of an agent in the role of an auctioneer and in the role of a bidder, respec-

tively. Transitions between states are labelled by means of illocutions, which are tuples

consisting of an illocutionary particle, the identifier of the sender together with the role

it is playing, the identifier of the receiver together with the role it is playing, the con-

tent of the message uttered, and a time stamp. In this paper we shall ignore this last

component for the ease of presentation. We label transitions also with timeouts (see i3
in Figure 3), or with a λ (see j3 in Figure 4) denoting a state transition not caused by

message passing. Variables in messages get their values in those illocutions in which

they occur preceded by a question mark (?), and these values are subsequently used in

those illocutions in which the corresponding variable occurs preceded by an exclama-

tion mark (!).
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i1 = 〈inform, 〈auctioneer, ?A〉, 〈bidder, ?B〉, start round(?GID, ?BT, ?RP )〉

i2 = 〈commit, 〈bidder, !B〉, 〈auctioneer, !A〉, bid(!GID, ?O)〉

i3 = timeout(!BT )

i4 = 〈inform, 〈auctioneer, !A〉, 〈bidder, !B〉, sold(!GID, ?P, ?W )〉

i5 = 〈inform, 〈auctioneer, !A〉, 〈bidder, !B〉, withdrawn(!GID)〉

Fig. 3. Interaction model for the autioneer role

As hinted before, when auctioneers and bidders interact by message passing, an in-

teraction unfolds which contains more detail than the ones specified in Figures 3 or 4.

These interaction models capture namely only a partial view of the actual global in-

teraction, the view from the perspective of an auctioneer and of a bidder, respectively.

Actually, neither needs to be aware of the model followed by the other for the inter-

action to unfold correctly in its totality. In general, two (or more agents) are capable

of interacting following separate interaction models if their states are assumed to be

projections of states of a global interaction—which in general is not known to each of

the agents—and each state transition that separate agents follow when an illocution is
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j1 = 〈inform, 〈auctioneer, ?A〉, 〈bidder, ?B〉, start round(?GID, ?BT, ?RP )〉

j2 = 〈commit, 〈bidder, !B〉, 〈auctioneer, !A〉, bid(!GID, ?O)〉

j3 = λ

j4 = 〈inform, 〈auctioneer, !A〉, 〈bidder, !B〉, sold(!GID, ?P, ?W )〉

j5 = 〈inform, 〈auctioneer, !A〉, 〈bidder, !B〉, withdrawn(!GID)〉

Fig. 4. Interaction model for the bidder role

uttered, has a corresponding state transition in the global interaction. Figure 5 shows

the global interaction model for a scenario with one auctioneer a and one bidder b.

On the one hand the global interaction joins together all illocutions, timeouts and

λ-transitions occurring in role interaction models, since it has to capture all potential

state transitions. On the other hand each actual state of the global interaction should

have a corresponding state in each of the role interaction models. This means that the

states of the interaction models in Figures 3 and 4 are projections of states of the global

interaction model in Figure 5. Observe, for instance, transitions k2 and k3 from state U1

to U2 in the global interaction. The bidder considers that the interaction changes its state

from T1 to T2 when it utters the illocution j2 (k2 in the global interaction model), while

the auctioneer does not perceive this as a state change (illocution i2 in the auctioneer’s

interaction model) and considers that the interaction remains in state S1. Therefore,

global interaction states U1 and U2 both project onto S1 for the auctioneer, while they

project onto T1 and T2, respectively, for the bidder. The bidder may also consider the

interaction state to change without message passing (λ-transition j3). Consequently,

this transition is reflected in the global interaction (λ-transition k3), although there is no

corresponding transition in the auctioneer’s interaction model. The auctioneer does not

distinguish any state change. Hence, each local transition has a corresponding transition

in the global interaction, while each global state has a corresponding state in the local

interaction.

2.2 Aligning while Interacting

This fact is what we shall exploit for solving mismatch and semantic heterogeneity

when agents use different vocabularies in message-passing: A Spanish-speaking bidder,

for instance, with its interaction model labelled using Spanish auction terminology and
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k1 = 〈inform, 〈auctioneer, a〉, 〈bidder, b〉, start round(?GID, ?BT, ?RP )〉

k2 = 〈commit, 〈bidder, b〉, 〈auctioneer, a〉, bid(!GID, ?O)〉

k3 = λ

k4 = timeout(t)

k5 = timeout(t)

k6 = λ

k7 = 〈inform, 〈auctioneer, a〉, 〈bidder, b〉, sold(!GID, ?P, ?W )〉

k8 = 〈inform, 〈auctioneer, a〉, 〈bidder, b〉, withdrawn(!GID)〉

Fig. 5. Global interaction model for one agent in the auctioneer and one agent in the bidder role

participating in an auction managed by an English-speaking auctioneer could infer the

semantic alignment existing between its Spanish terminology and the English one by

the fact that interaction states followed by an auctioneer and a bidder are projections of

an actual interaction generally unknown by participants in the interaction, but in which

auctioneer and bidder participate and move between states together by message passing.
Imaging now the interaction model of Figure 4, but for a Spanish-speaking bidder,

with illocutions given below:

j1 = 〈inform, 〈auctioneer, ?A〉, 〈bidder, ?B〉, nueva ronda(?GID, ?BT, ?RP )〉 (1)

j2 = 〈commit, 〈bidder, !B〉, 〈auctioneer, !A〉, postura(!GID, ?O)〉

j3 = λ

j4 = 〈inform, 〈auctioneer, !A〉, 〈bidder, !B〉, remate(!GID, ?P, ?W )〉

j5 = 〈inform, 〈auctioneer, !A〉, 〈bidder, !B〉, sin ganador(!GID)〉

The Spanish-speaking bidder initially expects a “nueva ronda” message from the auc-

tioneer. The English-speaking auctioneer initially is supposed to broadcast a “start round”

message to bidders. When this illocution is uttered the Spanish-speaking bidder may

safely assume that “start round” means “nueva ronda”, which makes the interaction

change to the state in which the English-speaking auctioneer expects “bid” messages

from buyers and the Spanish-speaking bidder is supposed to either send a “postura” or

change state without sending or receiving any message. Consequently, if “postura” is

uttered the English-speaking auctioneer can safely assume that “postura” means “bid”.
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Notice that these equivalences stem from the assumption that auctioneer and bidder

are always in the same state of the global interaction and follow the same state transition

when a illocution is uttered (see Figure 5). Or, more precisely, their local states in each

of their own interaction models are projections from the same state of the actual global

interaction. In the next two sections we formalise this approach, although we shall treat

messages as propositions, i.e., as grounded atomic sentences, leaving the generalisation

to first-order sentences for future work.

3 Formalising Interaction Models and their Relations

We model a multi-agent system as a set MAS of agents. Each agent in MAS has a

unique identifier and may take one (or more) roles in the context of an interaction. Let

Role be the set of roles and Id the set of agent identifiers. We write (id : r), with

r ∈ Role and id ∈ Id, for the agent in MAS with identifier id playing role r.

Agents are able to communicate by sending messages. We assume that a set IP
of illocutionary particles is shared by all the agents (e.g., those of KQML [6] or FIPA

ACL [7]).

We model an interaction model as a non-deterministic finite-state machine whose

transitions are either illocutions, or special transitions such as timeouts or λ-transitions

(null transitions):

Definition 1. An interaction model is a tuple IM = 〈Q, q0, F, M, Σ, δ〉 where:

• Q is a finite set of states

• q0 is a distinguished element of Q named the initial state

• F is a subset of Q which elements are called final states

• M is a set of messages

• Σ = I ∪ C ∪ {λ}, where

• I is the set of all tuples 〈ι, (id : r), (id′ : r′),m〉 with ι ∈ IP , m ∈ M , and

(id : r), (id′ : r′) agents with id 6= id′. Elements of I are called illocutions. If

σ = 〈ι, (id : r), (id′ : r′),m〉 then (id : r) and (id′ : r′) are the sender and

receiver of σ respectively, and we write S(σ) = (id : r) and R(σ) = (id′ : r′).
We also write IP(σ) instead of ι

• C is a set of special transitions

• I ∩ C = ∅
• δ is the transition function, mapping Q × Σ to 2Σ

In order to describe the relationship between local and global interaction models we

need to define morphisms between interaction models (or IM-morphisms, for short) in a

way that they capture the intuitions described in Section 2, namely that while illocutions

are mapped in one direction, interaction states are mapped in the opposite direction:

Definition 2. Let IM1 and IM2 be interaction models, IMi = 〈Qi, q
0
i , Fi,Mi, Σi, δi〉.

An IM-morphism from IM1 to IM2 is a contravariant1 pair of functions f = 〈g, h〉,
g : Σ1 → Σ2 and h : Q2 → Q1, such that:

1 Contravariant means going in opposite directions.
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1. h(q0
2) = q0

1

2. q ∈ F2 if and only if h(q) ∈ F1, for all q ∈ Q2

3. IP1(σ) = IP2(g(σ)),S1(σ) = S2(g(σ)) and R1(σ) = R2(g(σ)), for all σ ∈ I1

4. σ ∈ C1 if and only if g(σ) ∈ C2, for all σ ∈ Σ1

5. q′ ∈ δ2(q, g(σ)) if and only if h(q′) ∈ δ1(h(q), σ), for all q, q′ ∈ Q2 and σ ∈ Σ1

In the remainder of this paper, we shall write f(σ) and f(q) instead of g(σ) and

h(q), respectively.

Definition 3. Given two IM-morphisms f1 = 〈g1, h1〉 from IM1 to IM2 and f2 =
〈g2, h2〉 from IM2 to IM3, the composite IM-morphism is f2 ◦ f1 = 〈g2 ◦ g1, h1 ◦ h2〉.

It is easy to prove that f2 ◦ f1 is also an IM-morphism. The combination of in-

teraction models into a global interaction model is naturally given by the coproduct

of interaction models, since it makes the disjoint union of illocutions while projecting

global states to local states. State transitions in the coproduct are given either by special

transitions, or transitions by messages of the same illocution and from the same sender

to the same receiver:

Definition 4. Let IM1 and IM2 be two interaction models. The coproduct of IM1 and

IM2, IM1 + IM2 = 〈Q, q0, F, M, Σ, δ〉, is defined as follows:

• Q = ((Q1 \ ({q0
1} ∪ F1)) × (Q2 \ ({q0

2} ∪ F2))) ∪ {〈q0
1 , q0

2〉} ∪ (F1 × F2)
• q0 = 〈q0

1 , q0
2〉

• F = F1 × F2

• M = M1 ⊎ M2 = {〈1,m〉 : m ∈ M1} ∪ {〈2,m〉 : m ∈ M2}
• Σ = I ∪ C, where I is the set of illocutions over M as defined above, and C is the

disjoint union of C1 and C2, i.e., C = C1⊎C2 = {〈1, c〉 : c ∈ C1}∪{〈2, c〉 : c ∈ C2}
• 〈q′1, q

′

2〉 ∈ δ(〈q1, q2〉, σ) if

• σ = 〈ι, (id : r), (id′ : r′), 〈i, m〉〉 and q′i ∈ δi(qi, 〈ι, (id : r), (id′ : r′),m〉)
• σ = 〈i, c〉 ∈ C and q′i ∈ δi(qi, c)

There exist two natural IM-morphisms, si : IMi → IM1 + IM2 (i = 1, 2), called

injections, defined as follows:

• On transitions:

• si(〈ι, (id : r), (id′ : r′),m〉) = 〈ι, (id : r), (id′ : r′), 〈i, m〉〉
• si(c) = 〈i, c〉

• On states: si(〈q1, q2〉) = qi

Lemma 1. IM1 + IM2 is an interaction model and s1 and s2 are IM-morphisms.

Proof. We just prove that:

〈q′1, q
′

2〉 ∈ δ(〈q1, q2〉, si(σ)) iff si(〈q
′

1, q
′

2〉) ∈ δi(si(〈q1, q2〉), σ)

for each i = 1, 2, σ ∈ Σi and 〈q1, q2〉, 〈q
′

1, q
′

2〉 ∈ Q. If σ = c ∈ Ci:

〈q′1, q
′

2〉 ∈ δ(〈q1, q2〉, si(c)) iff 〈q′1, q
′

2〉 ∈ δ(〈q1, q2〉, 〈i, c〉)
iff q′i ∈ δi(qi, c)
iff si(〈q

′

1, q
′

2〉) ∈ δi(si(〈q1, q2〉), c)
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The proof is analogous when σ is an illocution. ⊓⊔

The following theorem states that the interaction model defined in Definition 4 is

indeed a coproduct because its universal property is satisfied:

Theorem 1. Given two IM-morphisms f1 from IM to IM1 and f2 from IM to IM2,

there exists exactly one IM-morphism f defined from IM1 + IM2 to IM that makes

the following diagram commute:

IM

IM1

f1

::vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

s1

// IM1 + IM2

f

OO�

�

�

�

�

�

IM2s2

oo

f2

ddHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

Proof. For each σ ∈ Σ, there exists i ∈ {1, 2} and σi ∈ Σi such that si(σi) = σ; we

define f(σ) = fi(σi). On states, f(q) = 〈f1(q), f2(q)〉. It is easy to prove that f is an

IM-morphism and makes the above diagram commutes. The uniqueness is guaranteed

by definition.

4 Semantic Alignment in Interaction Models

Recall that our approach to tackle semantic heterogeneity in multi-agent communica-

tion was stemming from our claim that semantic alignment is often relative to the par-

ticular state of the interaction in which agents are engaged in. In this view, the meaning

of a message in an uttered illocution is given by the state transitions it brings forward

in the scope of an interaction model. Consequently, from the interactional point of view

taken in this paper, two messages are semantically equivalent if, and only if, they yield

the same state transitions (when occurring in equivalent illocutions, i.e., illocutions with

the same illocutionary particle, and the same sender and receiver).

In our semantic heterogeneity example of Section 2 where an English-speaking auc-

tioneer interacts with a Spanish-speaking bidder, the messages “bid” and “postura” turn

out to be semantically related, since they make the global interaction change in the

same way (see Figure 5). And so are the messages “sold”, “withdraw”, “remate” and

“sin ganador”; they are semantically equivalent from an interactional point of view be-

cause they all make the interaction state change in the same way, at least for the simpli-

fied interaction models considered in Section 2.2

The most general global interaction for the auctioneer and the bidder is precisely

given by the coproduct interaction model of those of the auctioneer and the bidder, as

defined in Definition 4. Semantic relationships between messages uttered by the auc-

tioneer and messages uttered by the bidder are hence to be sought in this global interac-

tion: a message m in one agent’s interaction model is more general than a message n in

2 By enriching our model of interactions with additional constraints on the illocutions, commit-

ments brought forward by certain illocutions, etc., we will have more items determining the

semantic similarity or dissimilarity of messages.
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another agent’s interaction model (provided they both occur in equivalent illocutions)

if the injection of m into the coproduct of interaction models occurs in illocutions that

yield at least the same coproduct interaction state transitions as the illocutions in which

the injection of n occurs. Or put differently: Within the scope of an interaction model,

let us define the meaning of a message in an illocution to be the set of all state tran-

sitions it brings forward. Then, a message m in one agent’s interaction model is more

general than a message n in another agent’s interaction model (again, whenever they

occur in equivalent illocutions) if the meaning of the injection of m into the coproduct

of interaction models subsumes (contains) the meaning of the injection of n. Following

is the formal definition of this semantic relationship:

Definition 5. Let IM1 and IM2 be two interaction models whose set of messages are

M1 and M2, respectively. Let Q and δ be the set of states and the transition function of

the coproduct IM1 + IM2. Let s1 and s2 be the injections of the coproduct.

A message mi ∈ Mi is more general than a message mj ∈ Mj (i, j ∈ {1, 2}, i 6= j)

for illocutionary particle ι, sender s and receiver r if, and only if, for all q ∈ Q such that

δ(q, sj(〈ι, s, r,mj〉)) 6= ∅, we have that δ(q, sj(〈ι, s, r,mj〉)) ⊆ δ(q, si(〈ι, s, r,mi〉)).
We write mj ⊑ mi.

Related semantic relationships such as equivalence, overlap and disjointness can be

derived in a straightforward way from the definition of ⊑ above. For its importance,

though, we provide a direct definition of semantic equivalence below:

Definition 6. Let IM1 and IM2 be two interaction models whose set of messages are

M1 and M2 respectively. Let Q and δ be the set of states and the transition function of

the coproduct IM1 + IM2. Let s1 and s2 be the injections the above coproduct.

A message mi ∈ Mi is equivalent to a message mj ∈ Mj (i, j ∈ {1, 2}, i 6= j) for

illocutionary particle ι, sender s and receiver r if, and only if, for all q ∈ Q we have

that δ(q, si(〈ι, s, r,mi〉)) = δ(q, sj(〈ι, s, r,mj〉)). We write mi ≡ mj .

4.1 Semantic Alignment of an English Auctioneer and a Spanish Bidder

In our sealed-bid auction example of Section 2 modelling the interaction of an English-

speaking auctioneer with a Spanish-speaking bidder we have:

– interaction model IMa = 〈Qa, S0, Fa,Ma, Σa, δa〉, where Qa = {S0, S1, S2},

Fa = {S0}, Ma = {start round, bid, sold, withdrawn}, and where Σa is the

set of all illocutions over Ma with illocutionary particles ι ∈ {inform, commit},

including λ and timeout, and δa is the transition function given in Figure 3;3

– interaction model IMb = 〈Qb, T0, Fb,Mb, Σb, δb〉, whereQb = {T0, T1, T2}, Fb =
{T0}, Mb = {nueva ronda, postura, remate, sin ganador}, and where Σb is

the set of all illocutions over Ωb with illocutionary particles ι ∈ {inform, commit},

including λ, and δb is the transition function given in Figure 4 with illocutions those

listed in (1) of Section 2.2.3

3 But now messages are just predicate names instead of full first-order terms.
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– coproduct IMa+IMb = 〈Q, 〈S0, T0〉, F, M, Σ, δ〉, where Q = {〈S0, T0〉, 〈S1, T1〉,
〈S1, T2〉, 〈S2, T1〉, 〈S2, T2〉}, F = {〈S0, T0〉}, M = {start round, bid, sold,

withdrawn, nueva ronda, postura, remate, sin ganador}, and where Σ is the

set of all illocutions over M with illocutionary particles ι ∈ {inform, commit},

including λ and timeout, and δ is the transition function given in Figure 6 (we have

only drawn those transitions between states that are special or for which the illo-

cution, the sender, and the receiver coincide, and are thus relevant for establishing

semantic relationships).
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h1 = 〈inform, 〈auctioneer, a〉, 〈bidder, b〉, start round〉

h2 = 〈inform, 〈auctioneer, a〉, 〈bidder, b〉, nueva ronda〉

h3 = 〈commit, 〈bidder, b〉, 〈auctioneer, a〉, bid〉

h4 = 〈commit, 〈bidder, b〉, 〈auctioneer, a〉, postura〉

h5 = h8 = λ

h6 = h7 = timeout

h9 = 〈inform, 〈auctioneer, a〉, 〈bidder, b〉, sold〉

h10 = 〈inform, 〈auctioneer, a〉, 〈bidder, b〉, withdrawn〉

h11 = 〈inform, 〈auctioneer, a〉, 〈bidder, b〉, remate〉

h12 = 〈inform, 〈auctioneer, a〉, 〈bidder, b〉, sin ganador〉

Fig. 6. Coproduct interaction model of the English-speaking auctioneer and the Spanish-speaking

bidder interaction models
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The set of semantic relationships between the auctioneer’s message terminology

and the bidder’s message terminology that arise from this coproduct are as follows:

nueva ronda ≡ start round

postura ≡ bid

remate ≡ sin ganador ≡ sold ≡ withdrawn

4.2 Converging to a Semantic Alignment

Interaction models specify the space of interactions that are allowed, and the coproduct

of interaction models captures the entire space of actual interactions when combining

particular ones. The above semantic relationships are, thus, those justified by the en-

tire space of actual interactions. This coproduct, however, is not accessible to agents in

general, which may only be aware of their local interaction model. It is therefore nec-

essary to provide agents with the mechanism to somehow discover the above semantic

relationship while interactions unfold —in the sort of manner as intuitively described

for our example in Section 2.2— assuming that for all agents participating in the in-

teraction, the state of the interaction they perceive stems from the actual global state

(i.e., their locally managed states are projections of the actual global state), and this

throughout the entire interaction.

In [1] we described an alignment process by which two agents establish the semantic

relationship between terms of their respective vocabularies based on the assumption

that mismatching terms describe a partial perspective of a shared physical environment

state, a state that is not accessible (i.e., completely and faithfully perceived) to any of

the two agents. As agents go through more and more states of the environment, the

semantic alignment between their vocabularies is further and further refined. In the

scenario described in this paper agents do not share a physical environment such as in

[1], but they share the same interaction. Hence their “environment” is captured by the

coproduct interaction model that captures the entire space of actual interactions, but

which are not accessible to agents in general. An uttered illocution, though, provides a

“description” of the interaction state, because its utterance “means” that the illocution

was allowed in the current interaction state according to the partial perspective of the

uttering agent. An agent receiving the illocution can now compute a semantic alignment

based on the assumption that both agents where sharing the same interaction state.

Providing a detailed description of how to gradually approximate the set of semantic

relationships that arise during an interaction is subject of our current work in progress.

We are certain, however, that such gradual approximation is theoretically feasible, be-

cause first, the coproduct of interaction models can be seen as a particular instance of

an information channel in channel theory, the mathematical theory of information flow

put forward by Barwise and Seligman [2]; and second, in [15, 16, 1] it is shown how

semantic alignment can be seen as a process of information-channel refinement.

In the next section we show in more detail how this link to channel theory is estab-

lished, assuming that the reader is familiar with this mathematical theory —a descrip-

tion of channel theory lies outside the scope of this paper. The complete understanding
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of the next section, however, is not necessary to grasp our proposed approach to se-

mantic alignment. It serves, though, to put our work in the broader picture provided by

information-flow theory.

5 Information Flow in Interaction-Situated Semantic Alignment

In [1] we studied the problem of aligning differing conceptualizations of two or more

agents relative to their respective perception of the environment or domain they are act-

ing in. The syntactic entities that agents use in order to describe their own perceptions

of an environment state are aligned precisely because these perceptions come from the

same environment state. This environment state acts as a bridge that links agents per-

ceptions, and eventually agents’ terminologies describing these perceptions. Channel

theory is the framework we chose to formalise these ideas.

In this paper, we have faced a similar situation. Agents’ viewpoints refer here to

their own interaction models and the coproduct of these interaction models plays the

role of the environment. Consequently there exists a natural relationship between the

ideas exposed in this paper and channel theory.

To each interaction model one can associate a classification, by taking state tran-

sitions (pairs of states) as tokens and illocutions as types and classifying a transition

〈q, q′〉 to an illocution σ, if and only if, the illocution σ causes the interaction to change

from state q to state q′.

Definition 7. Given an interaction model IM = 〈Q, q0, F, M, Σ, δ〉, the classification

generated by IM , written IM or Cl(IM), is the classification with tok(IM) = Q×Q,

typ(IM) = Σ and such that 〈q, q′〉 |=IM σ if q′ ∈ δ(q, σ).

Equally, to each IM-morphism one can associate an infomorphism by taking the

pair of functions mapping illocutions and pairs of states.

Definition 8. Given an IM-morphism f = 〈g, h〉 : IM1 → IM2, the infomorphism

generated by f is Cl(f) = 〈Cl(f )̂ , Cl(f )̌ 〉 : Cl(IM1) → Cl(IM2) with Cl(f )̂ (σ1) =
g(σ1) and Cl(f )̌ (q2, q

′

2) = 〈h(q2), h(q′2)〉.

Consequently, a coproduct of interaction models together with its injection IM-

morphisms, determines an information channel linking their associated classifications:

Cl(IM1 + IM2)

Cl(IM1)

Cl(s1)
77nnnnnnnnnnnn

Cl(IM2)

Cl(s2)
ggPPPPPPPPPPPP

The classification Cl(IM1 + IM2) is the core of the channel. An element 〈〈q1, q2〉,
〈q′1, q

′

2〉〉 ∈ tok(Cl(IM1)+Cl(IM2)) then connects 〈q1, q
′

1〉 ∈ Cl(IM1) and 〈q2, q
′

2〉 ∈
Cl(IM2). Intuitively, a pair of states of the coproduct interaction model links its corre-

sponding projections onto the agents’ interaction models. It is by virtue of these links

that semantic alignment is established. Actually, the semantic relationships given in
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Definitions 5 and Definitions 6 arise from the so call distributed logic of the above

information channel.

In [1] we formalised semantic alignment as a sequence of information-channel re-

finements, and in [16] we gave a formal foundation for ontology-alignment interaction

models in the context of channel theory. Consequently, it should be theoretically pos-

sible to translate the alignment techniques developed in these papers to the semantic

alignment approach described here.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we have laid the formal foundations for a novel approach to tackle the

problem of semantic heterogeneity in the context of multi-agent communication. We

look at the semantics of messages from an interactional point of view, as it arises in

the context of interaction models. Messages are deemed semantically related if they

trigger compatible interaction state transitions—where compatibility here means that

the interaction progresses in the same direction for each agent, albeit their view of the

interaction (their interaction model) may be more constrained than the actual interaction

happening.

One advantage of this approach is that it takes into account meaning that is very

interaction-specific and which cannot be derived from sources that are external to the

interaction. In this sense we see it as a complementary approach to current state-of-the-

art semantic alignment techniques as it may provide valuable information for pruning

the search space or disambiguate the results of candidate semantic alignments computed

with toady’s ontology-matching technology.

From a formal point of view, the formalisation of what semantic alignment of mes-

sages means in the context of interaction models yields a notion of interaction model

morphism and coproduct of interaction models which includes a duality between transi-

tions and interaction states. In this sense the coproduct of interaction models is maximal

with respect to transitions, because the global interaction model has to include all possi-

ble transitions specified in local interaction models. But the coproduct is minimal with

respect to states, because every global interaction state should have a corresponding

state in the local interaction models. This work is part of an ongoing effort to charac-

terise semantic alignment as a certain kind of information flow in distributed systems

as brought forward by Barwise and Seligman.

From a conceptual perspective about what a message means in the context of an

interaction, and of what semantic equivalence is, we found that, by developing the ap-

proach described in this paper, we encountered new questions to explore, e.g., how

interaction-specific, and even illocution-specific semantic relationships might be. Def-

initions 5 and 6 define a semantic relationship not only relative to the interaction in

which they are uttered but also relative to the illocution they are part of. This view

would allow a term to be more general than another when uttered together with one

kind of illocutionary particle or more specific when uttered together some other kind of

illocutionary particle.

Finally, as we have said, we are certain that the very same interaction that unfolds

during agent communication may be used to approximate the semantic relationships
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underlying the interaction, and which we have modelled as a coproduct of interaction

models. We have already formalised the idea of semantic alignment as information-

channel refinement in our previous work, and we are currently looking at how this

translate to an interaction-situated semantic alignment approach.
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